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117 DEAD
PART OF THE THOUSANDS WHO TURNED OUT FOR KELOWNA AIR SHOW
(See Story Page 3) (Photo by Bob Campbell)
Still Searching
Waters Recede For Skyjacker
In U.S. Floods
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Clean-up, relief and rebuilding 
efforts have begun as the flood 
waters recede in the devastated 
eastern United States. The 
death toll from the week-long 
storm stood at 117 today and 
tens of thousands remained 
homeless.
As the rivers returned to their 
banks, thousands returned to 
their homes and businesses to 
clear away silt with shovels and 
brooms. And there was a break 
in the crisis that began when 
the storm named Agnes 
slammed across the Florida 
coast on her disastrous course a 
week ago.
With property damage over 
the $1 billion mark in Pennsyl­
vania alone, the storm-torn 
states looked to the federal gov­
ernment for assistance, and a 
presidential aide promised it 
would be forthcoming.
The pledge came after the 
governors of five states and a
representative from a sixth met 
in Harrisburg, Pa., Sunday with 
George A. Lincoln, director of 
the president’s office of emer­
gency preparedness. _
Red Cross officials said 
112,000 homeless persons are 
being cared for at 330 emer­
gency shelters in Pennsylvania, 
New York, Virginia and Mary­
land, and they launched a cam­
paign for $10 million.
While most of the flood threat 
was past, watches were still 
kept in several areas, including 
Petersburg, Va., where the Ap­
pomattox River was not ex­
pected to crest until tonight, 
and Almond, N.Y., threatened 
by a 14-mile-long artificial lake 
of rainwater behind a highway 
embankment.
Most of downtown Harrisburg 
remained flooded and water up 
to 10 feet deep still covered a 
100-s qua re-block area in 
Wilkes-Barre.
PERU, Ind. (AP) - The FBI 
hopes to find at least a clue 
today in the disappearance over 
north central Indiana of a sky­
jacker and more than $500,000 
in ransom.
About 100 FBI agents from Il­
linois, Indiana and Ohio and an 
equal number of state and local 
law enforcement officers have 
been searching without success 
since Saturday . for the sky­
jacker and his loot in a thick, 
briar-infested woodland ti e a'r 
Peru.
One FBI agent was overheard 
to say: “It’s like a big dark 
room, you know. When you’re 
looking for a light, you go for a 
spark."
The quarry, still unidentified, 
is a young white man with a 
pockmarked face and open 
sores.
Reported to be armed with a 
.45-calibre sub-machine-gun and
a hand grenade, he comman­
deered an American Airlines 
727 jetliner Friday night on a 
flight from St. Louis to Tulsa, 
Okla. He ordered it to return to 
St. Louis where he demanded 
$502,000 and two parachutes.
A car crashed into the plane 
at St. Louis and the skyjacker 
switched planes, taking with 
him a replacement crew and 
one of 94 original passengers. 
He disappeared somewhere 
. over Peru early Saturday morn­
ing.
The search is complicated by 
the 12,000-acre Mississinewa re­
servoir in the centre of the pie­
shaped area still to be searched.
Authorities concentrated their 
land search Sunday through a 
countryside northwest of the re­
servoir that once was the hunt­
ing grounds of the Miami Indi­
ans. It now is used as a survival 
training area by Grisson Air 
Force Base.
North Vietnam Steel Plant
Crash Kills 7 Students
Knocked Out By U.S. Planes
Going Home For Vacation
SAIGON (AP) — United 
States pilots knocked out North 
Vietnam’s only steel plant, put 
a power plant out of operation 
and dropped two bridges in 




WINNIPEG (CP) — A twin­
engine airplane carrying Indian 
high school students to their 
northern Manitoba homes for a 
summer vacation crashed Sat­
urday, killing the pilot and all 
eight passengers.
The plane crashed In the St. 
James district of west Winnipeg 
moments after taking off on a 
scheduled three-hour flight to 
Oxford House, 350 miles north­
east of Winnipeg and the home 
of seven of the students.
Eyewitnesses said the Beech­
craft, owned by Ilford-Riverton
Airways, faltered and both en­
gines apparently failed as it
The plane slammed into a 
tree in a vacant lot between two 
houses on Linwood Street, set­
ting fire to both homes. No one 
on the ground was injured.
The pilot, Wilbur Scott Cough­
lin,47, of Brocklehurst, B.C., 
passenger Rosalie Balfour, 16, 
Of Norway House, Man, and the 
seven Oxford House residents— 
Iona Weenusk. 21, Mary Rita 
Canada, 18, Roy Sinclair, 18, 
and his sister Deborah, 14, 
Ethel Grieves,, 17, Margaret 
Robinson, 16, and Wilkie Muske­
gon, 16—died in the crash.
Investigators from the federal
Nixon Lifts
passed over the residential department of transport flew 
area, aiming perhaps for an air- from Ottawa to launch a study 
port runway or a nearby golf of the crash. Their report is not 
course. I expected for several days,
Six Construction Unions
Have Yet To Sign Contracts
VANCOUVER (CP) - Mem- 
—hers of the Ironworkers Union 
vwed Saturday to ratify a two- 
rjjnr agreement with the Con- 
g^tuctlon Labor Relations As­
sociation to end their part of 
the British Columbia construc­
tion Industry dispute.
A union spokesman said the 
agreement provides for an in- 
rrcase of 88 cciits-an-hour In 
fringe benefits over two years. 
The settlement Involves some 
1,500 ironworkers, who could be 
back at work today.
Meanwhile, construction Indus­
try teamsters are voting on a 
contract proposal this week.
Of the |8 construction unions 
1 'cked-out by the CLRA April 
28, six remain without contracts 
or tentative agreements. They 
are the electricians, plumbers, 
carpenters, heat-and-froat Insul­
ators, cement masons and boil­
ermakers. The B.C. Mediation 
Commission has been ordered Io 
bring In binding settlements for 
them.
The commission opened its 
hearings Friday and will con­
tinue Wednesday, but the unions 
are boycotting the proceedings.
Meanwhile, charges have been 
filed against four union locals 
for allegedly failing to obey the 
provincial government bnck-to- 
work order which ended the 
lock-out June 14,' - .■
The RCMP filed charges Fri­
day against locals 213 and 341 
of the International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers! local 111 
of the International Association 
of Heat and Front Insulators anc 
Asbestos Workers and Local 919 
of the Operating Plasters nnd 
Cement Masons Internationa 
Association of the U.S. and 
Canada. , ,
The charges stemmed from 
Information gathered by police 
in raids of 52 union offices 
throughout the province on or­
ders from Attorney-General Izs- 
[lie Peterson. Other charges are 
| expected to ba laid this week.
Meat Quota
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi­
dent Nixon lifted all quota re­
strictions on meat imports 
today “in an effort to remedy a 
short-term shortage" and curb 
rising meat prices, 
But Nixon ruled out a freeze 
on meat and other food prices, 
Treasury Secretary George 
Shultz said at a White House 
news conference.
Removal of the quotas for the 
rest of 1972 "may not fully solve 
the problem," Nixon said In a 
statement, "Further measures 
will bo taken as necessary nnd 
appropriate.”
Most of the Imported meat is 
lower-cost cuts which goes into 
processed products such , os 
hamburger, hot dogs, > salami 
and sausages.
(See earlier story page 10)
Radio Hanoi said that six U.S. 
F-4 Phantoms were shot down, 
but the U.S. command said it 
had no plane losses to report. 
However, It is the command’s 
policy to withhold such informa- 
tilon as long as rescue opera­
tions are in progress.
U.S. pilots-flew more than 270 
strikes Saturday and a like 
number Sunday.
One flight of four Phantoms 
hit the Viet Tri thermal power 
plant 25 miles northwest of 
Hanoi Sunday with 2,000-pound, 
1 a a e r -g u I d e d bombs. They 
"effectively destroyed the 
plant's capability to produce 
electrical power for the nearby 
Industrial complex,’’ a commu­
nique said.
Reconnaissance photos con­
firmed the destruction of the 
boiler facility, the electrical 
switching building, and the flue 
and coat conveyor,, the commu­
nique said.
The 7lh Air Force announced 
that four of its Phantoms 
dropped laser - guided 2,000- 
pound bombs Into the open- 
hearth furnaces of the Thai 
Nguyen steel plant 30 miles 
north of Hanoi Saturday.
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP) - The Ca­
nadian dollar up 1-32 at $1.02 in 
terms of U.S. fundc. The pound 
sterling dropped % to $2.51.
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Typhoon Threatens Hong Kong
HONG KONG (AP) — Approaching Typhoon Ora threat­
ened Hong Kong today with inoro rain nnd more landslides 
after sweeping through six Philippine provinces and leaving 
22 persons dead, several hundred homeless, crops destroyed 
and communications disrupted.
Ait* Race To B.C. Begins
BELLEVILLE, Ont. (CP) — After a 3()-hour delay, the 
nlr race to Delta, B.C., sputtered to life today when nine vin­
tage aircraft took off on their 3,000-mlle journey. (■ 
Canadians Arrested In Paris
PARIS (AP) — Three Canadians have been arrested here 
and (charged with smuggling $790,000 in counterfeit banknotes, 
police said today. Police said Francis Hubert, 38, a French- 
bom Canadian of Montreal, nnd Duma Messina, 33, an Itallan- 
born Canadian, also of Montreal, were arrested during the 
weekend following the arrest of Michele 1-cbourg of Dorval, 
Que.
CONCERN MOUNTS FOR SAFETY 
OF UNREPORTED SIR FRANCIS
PLYMOUTH, England (Reuter) — Concern mounted to­
day for the safety of Sir Francis Chichester, oldest competitor 
in the current single-handed trans-Atlantic yacht race, who 
has not reported back since the crossing began more than 
a week ago.
An RAF plane Sunday night joined the search for the 71- 
year-old veteran yatchsman and his ketch Gypsy Moth V. 
But the aircraft had still not located Sir Francis, winner of 
the first transatlantic race in 1960, by early today.
Sir Francis and the other 48 competitors definitely still 
in the race—which takes them from Plymouth to Newport, 
R.I.—should at least have better weather for the next day or 
so after facing stormy seas and gales.
Weather forecasts said strong winds will continue but 
there will be no storms for 24 hours at least.
Another competitor who has maintained a long silence is 
the favorite to win the crossing, Jean-Yves Terlain of France, 
who is sailing a giant 128-foot schooner, Vendredl 13.
Heavy Violence Precedes 
North Ireland's Ceasefire
BELFAST (AP) — Northern 
Ireland moved towards tonight’s 
midnight ceasefire promised by 
guerrillas after a weekend of 
ferocious violence that left six 
persons dead and ended with a 
series of gun battles between 
British soldiers and “suicide 
squads” of gunmen in Belfast.
The troops said they killed or 
wounded 14 guerrillas of the 
Provisional wing of the out­
lawed Irish Republican Army in 
gunfights hi the Andcrsonstown 
Roman Catholic sector of the 
city.
Frightened families cowed be- 
----------- 1. ..—■
Victims Killed In Freezer
Police Hold Former Guard
MONTREAL (CP) - Thomas I 
Oszlansky, 21, former security 
guard at a city shopping centre 
where four men were shot to 
death Sunday, was being held 
today on a coroner’s warrant in 
the shootings. , 
Paul Dindzik, 42, another se­
curity guard, also was shot tut 
the ,22-calibre bullet fired Into
hind locked doors as more than 
700 rounds were fired in the bat­
tles. Guerrilla bombs blasted ci­
vilian targets throughout Ulster 
and one 200-pound charge demo­
lished a hotel at Lisburn, not 
far from British Army head­
quarter?.
As the countdown towards the 
ceasefire began, the Provision­
als launched their “last-fling" 
offensive with1 bombings and 
shootings.
his head apparently was defec­
tive. He was listed in serious 
condition with a bullet lodged 
under the skin at the back of his 
skull.
Police said today the bullet 
fired into Mr. Dindzik appar­
ently left its casing “at about 
one-eighth normal speed, so it 
had enough velocity to pene­
trate the skin but not travel into 
his skull.”
The four men killed in a res­
taurant in the shopping centre 
were herded into a walk-in 
freezer and shot, police said.
Oszlansky has not been 
charged. In Quebec, in cases of 
violent death, criminal charges 
are not laid unless a coroner’s 
jury finds somebody responsi­
ble.
A neighbor described Oszlan­
sky as “a nice guy, the quiet 
type who never bothered any* 
jody,”
Police found the bodies of 
Sander Nimcowicz, 54, Benja­
min Earl Segal, 18, both of 
Montreal, and Spiros Moyrela- 
tos, 18, of suburban Mount 
Royal when they arrived at tha 
restaurant about 4 a.m.
Antonios Alefragis, 22, also 
was found In the freezer and 
died about six hours later in 
hospital.
Police were summoned by 
Mr. Dindzik who said there was 
a man shooting at him and that 
he had been wounded. Police 
found him in a rest room.
Police said they believe rob­
bery was the motive in the 
shootings. They, said the res­
taurant normally closes about 
midnight but several employees 
always remain behind to clean 
up-
The shopping centre Is the 




Negotiations began In earnest 
today between interior IWA 
locals and Columbia Cellulose 
Ltd. who are bargaining out­
side the Southern Interior 
Forest Labor Relations Associa­
tion.
IWA spokesman,, Bill Schu­
maker, said Iho talks with Col­
umbia started today ■ nt the 
Capri In Kelowna In readiness 
for the June 30 contract dead­
line. Mr, Schumaker said ne­
gotiations with the remaining 
forest industries will start to­
morrow.
The interior locals of the In­
ternational Woodworkers of 
America nro acting as bargain­
ing agetat for some' 5,000 wor­
kers whose current contract 
ends June 30. The uhlon locals 
have already voted overwhel­
mingly for strike action should 
present talks come to a stand-
British officials feared the 
guerrillas planned to press the 
assault right up until midnight 
In a dramatic effort to demon­
strate that they are still a force 
to be reckoned with and called 
the truce from strength, not 
weakness.
There were also reports that 
hardcore Provisionals might ig­
nore the ceasefire order and 
continue the killing. These gun­
men wore reported to be led by 
two'of the most wanted guerril­
las, Martin Meehan and Tony 
(Dutch) Doherty.









By THE CANADIAN PRESS
At least three people died 
during the weekend in British 
Columbia, all in traffic acci­
dents, '
Gilbert Hamler, 29, of Creston 
died Saturday In a single-car 
accident eight miles west of 
Creston.
Brian Wilfred Druhl of Van­
couver died in a two-car colli­
sion Friday night near Falkland, 
in the Okanagan Valley.
An unidentified woman died 
Sunday In a two-car head-on 
collision otij lho Trans-Canida 
Highway about four miles west 
of Hope.
OTTAWA (CP) - A New i 
Democratic MP today described ' 
the government's foreign take- i 
over legislation as a "farce" 
and unless it is changed it will 
be a retrograde stop,
Max Bailsman (NDP—Waters 
too), the party’s economic 
spokesman, said the bill, to es­
tablish a screening agency will 
be free to ignore political and 
social implications.
Trade Minister Jean-Luc 
Pepin denied that political and 
social factors will be ignored 
but said it would bo extremely 
difficult to determine their im­
pact In any given takeover situ­
ation. By contrast, economic 
factors were more "precise."
Mr. Bailsman s»M that if this 
legislation was in effect when 
the government prevented the 
foreign takeovers of Dennison 
Mines and the Home Oil Co., 
the moves might not have been 
slopped. The govnrnment\coiild 
have “hidden behind the legisla­
tion" and argued that, on eco­
nomic grounds, the takeovers 
would be a good thing.
There were probably good 
, economic arguments in favor of 
many takeovers. But it w*« the 
I social and political aspects that 
। were more important.
i The Conservatives and v NDP 
; have proposed 32 amendments 
which, they argue, will' put
more teeth into the legislation. 
Thrceof the amendments, 
under debate today, suggest 
that political and social impllcn- ! 
lions be Included in the criteria.
Mr. Pepin, arguing against ' 
the proposal to Include social 
and political factors among the ' 
criteria, said this would mean 
that the screening agency would 
leave the "precise economic slt- 
uatlon" to Indulge in factors । 
where there is "much room for 
judgment,”
lie also rejected an NDP 
suggestion that the bill stipulate 
that the screening agency 
should examine proposed take­
overs In terms of whether they 
promote Canadian control of the 
economic environment.
This consideration was al­
ready Included in the bill. How­
ever, he could not accept that it 
should be considered a factor on 
the name basil ai accrued bene­
fit to the economy—tha criterion 
which the government propose! 
to use.
CONSIDER MANY FACTORS
Mr. Pepin, in whose depart­
ment tha screening agency will 
be set up, said the agency will 
consider inch matteni aa the 
composition of a, company's 
directorship, Ila management, 
i ownership and participation In 
; the economy.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Isn't Half Of If Ex-Mountie
Jack Ramsay, the ex-Mountie 
who attacked the fabled image 
ct the RCMP in Macleans ma­
gazine, said Saturday that what 
Was contained in the article 
“isn’t the half of *lt.” ’They 
wouldn’t let me print all that 
I wanted because of libel 
laws,” he said in an interview. 
Mr. Ramsay, who left the force 
as a corporal more than a year 
ago after 14 years’ service, said 
omitted sections Involved cases
11, and Wendy, 8, were among 
99 passengers and nine crew 
members who died in the crash 
of the Air Canada DC-8 near 
Toronto airport. The group was 
en route to Los Angeles to visit
in which he cited “chapter and 
verse” when Mounties had 
committed perjury. There were 
other cases involving brutality, 
he said. He challenged RCMP 
Commissioner W. L. Hlggitt to 
permit members of the force 
to voice opinions on the article, 
which charged that alcoholism 
and suicide rates in the RCMP 
are far higher than the national 
average. Commissioner Hlggitt 
has denied Mr. Ramsay’s 
charges, claiming that morale 
in the RCMP is the highest in 
the world.
The British Columbia Court 
of Appeal dismissed a Supreme 
Court acquittal and ordered a 
new trial for a motorist on a 
charge of criminal negligence 
causing death. John Frank Pis- 
ler, 41, of Vancouver had been 
acquitted on a charge following 
the death of AUx Laura Donald-
. son, 14, of Vancouver, who was 
struck by a car. The appeals 
court upheld the Crown sub­
missions that certain evidence 
excluded at the trial should 
have gone before the jury.
A $900,000 court action has 
ben served on Air Canada tor 
the deaths of a 39-year-old wo­
man and two of her children in 
the July 5, 1970, air disaster 
near Toronto International Air­
port. The Superior Court action 
was taken by Saul Weinberg, of 
Cote St. Luc and his late wife 
Hita’s parents. Mrs. Weinberg 
and her two daughters, Carla,
relatives. Mr. Weinberg al­
leges to his action that the air­
craft crashed as a result of 
negligence and lack of skill on 
the part of the crew. The 
specific cause of the crash is 
indicated in the action as the 
premature deployment of the 
aircraft’s ground spoiler.
Prime Minister Tradeaut says 
relations between Canada and 
the United States are “in a 
word—good.” "I believe Pre­
sident Nixon is a friend of Can­
ada,” Mr. Trudeau said in an 
interview issued Sunday by the 
American news magazine U.S. 
News and World Report. "On 
an individual basis, I think, the 
relations between Mr. Nixon 
and myself and between minis­
ters of his administration and 
ours, have been generally very 
good.”
son, Vancouver, Rev. Clifford 
A. B. Elliott and Rev. N. Brace 
McLeod, both of Toronto and 
John Black of Kingston, Ont. 
The new moderator, succeed­
ing Rt. Rev. A. B. B. Moore of 
Toronto, will be chosen at the 
25th general council in Saska­
toon Aug. 15. If elected, Mr. 
Black, a lawyer, would be the 
second layman chosen as mod­
erator. The first was the 23rd 
moderator, Dr. Robert McClure 
of Toronto, noted surgeon and 
medical missionary.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wal­
lace is showing some signs of 
recovery from the effects of 
bullet damage to his spinal 
cord and now has some feelini 
in his thighs, doctors reported 
Sunday. In noting this they 
said it is cause for "cautious 
optimism" on the chances for 
further recovery from the 
paralysis of his legs.
Premier Giulio Andreotti an­
nounced today he has formed a 
coalition government of the 
centre. It was the first time in 
10 years that the Socialists 
were excluded from an Italian 
government coalition. The 53- 
year-old premier presented his 
cabinet list to President Gio­
vanni Leone. Besides Andreot­
ti’s Christian Democrats, who 
have been the keystone of every 
Italian government since the 
Second' World War, the coali­
tion includes the Democratic 
Socialists and the Liberals.
The United Church of Canada 
announced Sunday that for the 
first time in its 47-year history 
a woman has been nominated 
as moderator. She is Rev. K. 
Harriet Christie of Toronto, one 
of five nominated for the post. 
Others are: Rev. R. W. Bender-
the 24-game match scheduled to 
start July 2. Speaking to're­
porters at Kennedy Interna­
tional Airport before boarding 
Icelandic AirUnes Flight 508 to 
Reykjavik, Cramer said: 
"Fischer won’t play under any­
thing but fluorescent lighting— 
it is very important to him.”
Fidel Castro charged Sunday 
that Nazis were hanged at 
Nuernberg for -crimes similar 
to those Americans committed 
in Indochina. Speaking at a 
peace rally near Prague, the 
visiting Cuban leader also said 
North Vietnam needs support 
more than ever before. Castro, 
on a twomonth nine-country 
tour, came to Czechoslovakia 
from East Germany Wednes­
day and is to leave for Moscow 
today.
Canadian leadership “paved 
the way” for President Nixon’s 
visits to China and Russia, 
Mitchell Sharp, external affairs 
minister, said Sunday. Mr. 
Sharp, in London, Ont., to open 
the second day of the Polish- 
Canadian Youth Festival, said 
in an interview that Prime 
Minister Trudeau’s visit to Rus­
sia "showed it was possible,” 
and set the stage for Mr. 
Nixon’s trips.
The long-awaited chess match 
between the Russian world 
champion Boris Spassky and 
the American challenger, Bobby 
Fischer, in Reykjavik, Iceland, 
may be stalemated in a dispute 
over lighting, Fred Cramer, 
past president of the United 
States Chess Federation, said 
Sunday night. Cramer, a con­
sulting illumination engineer 
and a friend of Fischer, said a 
battle was brewing between 
Fischer and a television pro­
ducer for the right to televise
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 EUis St.
Ltd.
TORONTO (OP) — Prices on Massey Ferguson 13% 
' Metropolitan Stores 21%the T o r o n 10 stock market 
dropped sharply lower for the 
third consecutive session in 
moderate mid-morning trading 
today.
? Industrial issues led the de* 
> cUne while gold issues scored 
- aoUd gains.
The industrial index was down 
1,21 to 201.17, base metals .25 to 
-94.60 and western oils 1.39 to
231.70. Golds were up 3.59 to 
219.21.
Volume by U a.m. was 540,000 
•hares, up from 511,000 at the 
, same time Friday.
Declines held a wide margin 
over advances, 148 to 82, with 
202 issues unchanged.
c Banking, communication, 
. merchandising, industrial min­
ing, pipeline and merchandising 
,stocks suffered widespread 
‘ losses while chemical and food 
’ processing issues edged frac- 
tionally higher.
Falconbridge lost 1% to $66, 
Imperial Oil 1 to $35, Dome 
Pete % to $41, Texas Gulf Inc. 
% to $16%, Tara % to $17% and 




















Thomas Nat. Tsp. 
Thomson News. 
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Brunswick M nnd S 4.10
VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices 
1 were down with moderate trad- 
' ing at the opening bf the Van­
couver Stock Exchange today. 
. A total of 504,617 shares were 
traded in the first hour of busi­
ness.
In the industrials, Trimac Ltd. 
was unchanged at $11.25 on a 
volume 22.000 shares.
hr the oils, Texacai Resources 
was down ,02-at .50 on a volume 
12,500 shares.
In the mines, White River was 
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VANCOUVER (CP) — Th# 
ketch Greenpeace Three “has 
been forsaken by the Cana­
dian government” in its bid to 
block >the planned French 
nuclear test in the South Paci-
Actress Brigitte Bardot denied 
Sunday reports circulating on 
the French Riviera that she 
tried to commit suicide. The 
rumors brought hundreds of 
curious sightseers and photo­
graphers to the gate of her 
villa in Saint Tropez. Miss 
Bardot, 37, told show business 
personalities who telephoned 
her about the reports that they 
were untrue. The reports said 
that Miss Bardot, after a seri­
ous quarrel with her escort, 
Christian Kalt, had taken an 
overdose of barbiturates and cut 
her wrists.
West German police maintain­
ed their pews blackout today on 
the mysterious circumstances 
in which police killed a British 
businessman Sunday in a search 
for members of the Baader- 
Meinhof anarchist group. The 
businessman, a former em­
ployee of the British consulate, 
was identified as Lain Macleod, 
34, by consulate spokesman 
Emily Scott, who was also a 
personal friend.
14 Steintron 4.75 5.00
21% Trans. Cda. Glass 9 9%
27Vs
47%
Wall and Redekop 2.95 3.10
Wosk Stores 9 9%
5% MINES
38 Acheron .21 .22
12% Afton 9.30 9.50
11% Alwin .58 .63
38% Bathurst Norsemine .80 .84
6% Brameda Res. 1.40 1.47
30% Brenda Mines 5.00 5.20
37% Brenmac .36 .38
45% Bullion Mountain .81 .83



















Common Market Ministers 
Meet Over Monetary Crisis
fic, the chairman of the 
Greenpeace Foundation said 
Sunday night.
Chairman Ben Metcalfe 
said in an interview he re­
ceived a telegram from Ex­
ternal Affairs Minister Mit­
chell Sharp saying Ottawa 
“has declined to give Cana­
dian government guarantee of 
the ship’s sovereignty” to the 
protest vessel.
Mr. Metcalfe said he re­
ceived a second telegram 
from Prime Minister John 
Marshall of New Zealand say­
ing “there is no basis in law 
for New Zealand to offer na­
tional protection to the ship 
because it was de-registered 
as a New Zealand vessel and 
re-registered as a Canadian 
vessel.”
“She’s really on her own 
now,” said Mr. Metcalfe. 
“The vessel and crew are 
totally in limbo now with no 
national protection.”
- He said the foundation will 
attempt to get the Australian 
or British governments to 
guarantee protection on the 
basis of the citizenship of two 
of the three crewmen.
LUXEMBOURG (AP) — Fi­
nance and foreign ministers of 
the six Common Market coun­
tries are meeting here today to 
seek ways of resolving the new 
international monetary crisis 
touched off by Britain's floating 
of the pound. Anthony Barber, 
British chancellor of the ex-
The ministers were hoping to 
get from Barber tome indica­
tion of how long his government 
expects the pound to float and 





chequer, was to join them late 
today.
The Six’s most immediate ' 
problem was the future of the 1 
agreement they made last 1 
spring with Britain and three , 
other prospective Common Mar­
ket members to keep the ex­
change rates on their currencies 
within a range of 2% per cent
The agreement was intended 
to be the first step toward a 
unified monetary policy for the 
enlarged Common Market 
scheduled to come into being 
next Jan. 1. Britain, in setting 
the pound free last Friday to 
find its own level according to 
supply and demand, pulled out 
of the agreement, at least tem­
porarily.
Among the possibilities being 
weighed today were:
—Retention of the 2%-per-cent 
limit on fluctuations in the Six’s 
currencies against each other 
but floating all of them against 
the United States dollar.
—Devaluation of the weakest 
European currencies, including 
, the Italian lira and the Danish 
kroner as well as the pound.
—Controls on the flow of cap 
tai in and out of the European 
countries, mostly by the huge 
international corporations
Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Luxembourg are in favor of a 
oint float against the dollar. 
France wants to retain the 
schedule of fixed rates of ex­
change and the 2% per cent 
fluctuation band, France also 
wants to impose restrictions on 
movement of capital, but Fi­
nance Minister Karl Schiller of 
West Germany opposes this as 
Interference with the Market. 
Italy is the sixth member of the 
Common Market, while the four 
prospective members are Brit­




TORONTO (CP) — A 20-week 
strike, one of the most bitter in 
the history of the CBC, ended 
oday as 450 radio and television 
technicians went back to work.
“There was no difficulty at 
all.” said a CBC official. ;
The publicly-owned corpora­
tion and the National Associa­
tion' of 'Broadcast Employees 
and Technicians had each ap­
pointed three men to settle dis­
putes between returning techni­
cians and the supervisors who 
had done their work during the 
strike.
Arrangements have been 
made for an advance on retro­
active wages for the techni­
cians, who have been without 
pay for 15 weeks. Retroactive 
pay will range from $520 !• 
; $1,600. The largest group g 
, technicians, who were earnL 
’ $179 weekly, will get increase 
ranging from $752 to $1,157 an 
■ nuaUy.
I
whose unchecked currency 
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The Times says New York 
city’s builders pay $25 million 
a year in bribes to city c' 
cials, policemen and work ■ 
to keep construction moving on 
schedule. In a report based on 
a six-week investigation by re­
porter David Shipper, an ex­
pert on housing and city gov­
ernment, The Times says bri­
bery has become so ingrown in 
the building industry that it 
has become “an invincible, per­
vasive system of corruption 
whose costs are figured as rou­
tinely by builders as the cost 
of concrete.”
One of the first men in the 
world to raise the cry against 
air pollution said Sunday auto­
mobile exhaust controls may be 
going too far. Dr. Arie Haagen- 
Smlt is professor of bio-organic 
chemistry at the California In­
stitute of Technology. In 1950 
he proved that sunlight acts 
on air pollutants to produce 
Los Angeles* smog. He said in 
an interview that the stiff stan­
dards required for 1976 by the 
U.S. environmental protection 
agency may be needed in 
places like Los Angeles but 
need not be applied elsewhere 
in Canada and the U.S. “The 
standards set for 1972, ’73 anc 
’74 cars are probably gooc 
enough for 90 per cent of the 
country. The stricter standards 
may be needed in the other 10 
per cent of +he country. Why 














VERNON (CP)— The Gover­
nor-General's air rally to have 
been held in Vernon Saturday, 
was cancelled due to bad weath­
er. It will be held at a later date 
yet to be set. The rally, which 
has been held once before in 
British Columbia is open to 
planes of all types. The course 
is about 200 miles.
LABOR VOTE TONIGHT
VANCOUVER (CP)—Councils 
in North Vancouver and district 
and West Vancouver will vote 
tonight on proposed agreements 
which would give municipal 
employees a pay increase of 17 
per cent over two years. The 
increase is identical to that ac­
cepted by Canadian Union of 
Public Employees members in 
Greater Vancouver municipali­
ties earlier this month.
SEWAGE SURVEY ON
DELTA (CP)—More than 200 
sealed bottles were dropped in 
the Fraser River at sewerage 
outfalls by members of the So­
ciety for Pollution and Environ­
mental Control Sunday in an at­
tempt to find how sewage 
spreads through coastal waters. 
Each bottle contains a message 
asking the finder to report its 
location to SPEC. “When a cot­
tager in the Gulf Islands finds 
one of our bottles on his beach, 
he will know there is more 
around than the message in­
side,” a spokesman said.
MURDER CHARGED
PORT MOODY (CP)—Police 
have laid a charge of non-capi­
tal murder against Lorenzo Hiss­
cock, 53, in the beating death 
of a woman. The body of the 
woman was found after a min­
ister called police to an apart­







JASPER, Alta. (CP)— Frank 
McGirr, advertising director of 
the Calgary Herald, has been 
selected western nominee for 
president of the new Newspaper 
Advertising Executives’ Associa­
tion of Canada.
President of the association 
will be elected at the associa­
tion’s first general meeting in 
September.
Mr. McGirr’s nomination was 
announced during the weekend 
convention of the Western Daily 
Newspaper Advertising Man­
agers’ Association, of which he 
is past-president.
Clarence Heringer of the 
Medicine Hat News, was elected 
president of the western organi­
zation, the oldest Canadian asso­
ciation for newspaper advertis­
ing men.
David Parker of the Calgary 
Albertan was elected vice-presi­
dent of the WDNAMA and Roy 
Miles of the Lethbridge Herald 
was elected secretary-treasurer.
Several advertising awards 
























































ORILLIA, Ont. (CP) — The 
radical Waffle wing of the On­
tario New Democratic Party 
was dealt a staggering blow 
during the weekend, but its 
leaders maintain the fight is far 
from over.
The NDP’s provincial council 
meeting here voted solidly Sat­
urday in favor of expelling the 
Waffle.
However, James Laxcr, Waf­
fle leader, indicated his group 
will not go down without a 
struggle, saying the Waffle is 
"absolutely determined to con­
tinue as n current socialist opin­
ion In Canada.''
BREAK RECORD
SURREY (CP) - Eight high 
school students claimed the 
world bed-pushing record Fri­
day. The students pushed a 
home-made bed on three bicycle 
wheels around Bear Creek Park 
for five days, putting 465 miles 
on their rig and beating the 
record of 411 miles claimed by 
an English church group. They 
stopped pushing Saturday bec­
ause of heavy rains.
TORONTO (CP) — The Cana- ‘ 
dian Union of Public Employ­
ees, which began a series of 
long-threatened rotating strikes 
against Ontario Hydro Sunday 
night, expanded its strike action 
today against the publicly- 
owned utility.
A spokesman for Local 1000 
said the union notified Hydro 
today that 245 workers at two 
sites were joining the 715 that 
walked off their jobs Sunday at 
four locations.
The spokesman said the strike 
call went out today to a five- 
man fuel-handling team at the 
Pickering nuclear plant, 60 con­
trol operators at that same 
plant, 120 construction workers 
at the Bruce heavy water plant 
at Douglas Point and 60 control 
operators at that same plant.
Sunday’s strike, which began 
at 8 p.m. at the Lakeview and 
Richard L. Hearn generating 
stations in Toronto. J. Clark 
Keith station in Windsor and 
Lambton near Sarnia, continued 
today.
The union gave management 
about 135 minutes notice before 
the Sunday walkouts and two 
hours before each of today’s 
strikes..
The union spokesman declined 
to say how long the strikes 
would last or when or where 
future strikes were being 
planned.
A spokesman for Hydro indi­
cated that supervisory person­
nel would keep all the strike­
bound plants running, and there 
was "no need for public con­
cern."
Advertising: Best color, Winni­
peg Tribune; best advertising 
series, Edmonton Journal; best 
house advertisement, Calgary 
Herald; and best special sec­
tion, Prince George Citizen.




CONTRACTORS . . .
“We rent most everything’
HOOPER
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Monday through Friday 
From 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. 
$1.35 and up 
CABARET TUESDAY 
TO SATURDAY 
9 P.M. TO 2 A.M. 
SUNDAY DINING
5 TO 9 P.M.
I
§
MOVIE ' GUIDE *;
TONIGHT & TUESDAY





NIGHT OF THE DARK SHADOWS 
One Complete Show — 7:30 n.m. Adult
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at.PARAMOUNT
I 261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111





• Local Cremation 
Facilities








Honey is a good source of en­
ergy but otherwise Its nutri­
tional value is negligible. ,
1134 Bernard Ave. 
Phone: 762-3040
OF LITTLE USE
Commercial meat tcnderlzers 
produce little result, affecting 











32 Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre
763 7777
Unique in Western Canada 
"Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shopl”
Watch for rar ”Dorhou«o”
Special*.
HELD OVER






















275 Leon Ave. Phones 762-2956 or 763-3407 
“NOTED FOR FINE FOODS”
ri
The following space Is now available every Monday 
for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to Inform the public of their coming 
events. There is no charge for this service but they 
must be brief and to the point.
Any of the above organisations wishing to nse this 
apace must either bring In their copy or phone it to . 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning in ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
MONDAY
Senior B Men's fastball, RoV' 
era at Willows, Kings Sta 
dium, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY
Kelowna chapter of Barber­
shop singing meets St. Dav­
id’s Church, 8 p.m.
Senior B Men's fastball, Club 
13 at Budget Boys, King’s 
Stadium, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Do you like to aing? prospec­
tive Sweet Adelines of Kel­
owna Invite nil who would 
like to sing four-part har­
mony to their meeting nt 
Bankhead Elementary School 
music room, Wilson Avenue, 
7:30 p.m,
Senior B Men’s fastball, Bud­
get Boys at Rover*, King's 
Stadium, 8 p.m.
Fashion Showcase 72, Lady
of the Lake candidates fash­
ion show luncheon, noon, 
Capri banquet room. Tickets 
available from Dyck's Drugs^
THURSDAY
Senior B Men'8 fastball,'Wil­
lows at Club 13, King's Sta-‘ 
dluin, 8 p,m,
SATURDAY
Bingo in St. Joseph’s Hall, 
Sutherland Avenue, 8 p.m. 
Sponsored by Knights of Col­
umbus.
Dominion Day dance, West- 
bunk Community Hall, rhunlc 
by the Moonlighters, Sponsor­
ed by Westbank Recreation 
Association.
Ladles' Senior B softball 
tournament, eight teams, 
King's Stadium, D' a,m. .
BUNDAY ■
Ladles’ Senior B roftban| 
tournament, eight teams, 





Top OH Sammer Deaserts With
NOCA WHIPPING CREAM
JW'Ji]
WEATHER OFFICE CHANGING MORE LOCAL EQUIPMENT
You Shouldn't Blame The %;)&*:$!+ Weatherman
RALPH JANES TAKES READING
By, BRYDEN WINSBY 
Courier Stott
Meet Ralph Janes.
He’s the guy who ruined your 
last barbecue. Remember? You 
heard on the radio it was going 
to be sunny with a few cloudy 
periods, so you took a chance 
and bought a mess of juicy 
steaks. There they were, siz­
zling away and just after you’d 
settled down and popped the 
cap on a bottle of beer —- it 
poured rain.
“$/%&£$%•* weatherman!” 
you bellowed, “why doesn’t he 
take his %$&*?% forecast and 
•%&$?£ it!” (The adjectives 
in this sentence, of course, op­
tional.)
Well, you really shouldn’t take 
it out on Ralph. He’s not re-
sponsible tor the weather, he's 
just in charge of the weather'of­
fice out at the Kelowna Airport. 
If you have to blame someone, 
blame it on his counterpart in 
Vancouver — he’s the one who 
sent the original forecast, 
Ralph simply gave an educated 
guess and applied it to local 
conditions.
He, along with presentation 
technician Bill Baker and jun­
ior staffers AI Norris, Doug Hill 
and Rob Higgs, makes observa­
tions, checks instruments, reads 
weathermaps and translates 
yards of heiroglyphics from 
teletype machines and chances 
are pretty good he'll be able to 
tell you weather or not to have 
that barbecue.
But nobody’s perfect 
Operated by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service of the fed­
eral department of the environ­
ment since April 1, the airport 
weather office is undergoing a 
few changes. Information ser­
vices have ben improved by the 
addition of a second meteorolo­
gical teletype circuit and a 
photo-facsimile weather map 
service.
The teletype machines bring 
in actual weather reports from 
as far east as Winnipeg and 
the. Dakotas in the United 
States. -Hourly weather reports 
come in from around B.C. and 
southern Alberta, as well as 
the western states.
and travellers and three public 
forecasts per day from Van­
couver. “If there are any dis­
crepancies between what Van­
couver tells us me weather is 
going to be and what we can 
actually see h a p p e n i n g, we 
make the adjustments here or. 
phone them.”
The map machine reproduces 
forecast and analysis maps pro­
vided by Montreal and Vancou­
ver. Twelve such maps arrive 
daily from Vancouver and 40 
from Montreal.
"Although we’re specialized to 
handle aviation people," says 
Mr. Janes,” we’re also prepar­
ed to handle a variety of ques­
tions and as the community be­
comes aware of our existance,In addition, airport forecasts _____ _____ _
I arrive for the benefit of pilots we’re hoping people won’t hesi-
tate to call us for the Informa­
tion."
Some of that information can 
be pretty handy. Skiers, for ex­
ample can get a good idea of 
what conditions are like and 
what the freezing levels are, 
while in the spring, the frost 
warning service between April 
and June is invaluable'to fruit 
farmers.
More staff and renovations 
are planned for this fall, ac­
cording to Mr. Janes. "We hope 
to become a first-class weather 
office by this time next year.
His job probably isn't every­
body’s bag, but Ralph Janes 
confesses to having been inter­
ested in ‘the weather' all his 
life. So he’s made a career out 
of It and has been with the en­
vlronment service for nearly IS 
years and most recently was at 
the Vancouver International Air­
port.
How accurate is the work of 
‘the weatherman?" "Well, I’ve ; 
heard the figure 85 per cent. <| 
thrown around, but I’ve never j' 
seen an actual comparison.
"Most of our weather systems; ! 
come from the Pacific Ocean ; 
and it depends on the winds; 
how much rain we’ll get Fore­
casting for a mountain area is ; 
very difficult"
Even today. Take a look out J 
the window. If that is wet stuff 
you see falling, it’s caused by ; 
an upper cold low, with positive 
vorticity advection. j
Nothin' to it. Just ask Ralph.
CITY PAGE 1,000 People Sign






Weather In Cycles 
MP Asks For Help
By BRUCE HOWARD : 
Member of Parliament I
They say weather patterns go 
In cycles and, if this is true, 
the Okanagan must operate on 
cycles about a quarter of a cen­
tury in duration.
The last time I remember 
floods in the area was in 1948. 
Penticton and other areas of 
B.C. were completely Isolated— 
that was before the Hope- 
Princeton Highway was open­
ed in 1949 — and supplies had 
to be brought in by air. We 
lived at Skaha Lake then, near 
the airport and, day and night, 
DC3’s and North Stars airlift­
ed our supplies to us.
Sqme special carloads of food 
managed to get through into the 
interior via the States, but there 
were a few days when we had 
the sense of complete isolation 
which our forefathers must 
have experienced in these moun­
tainous regions.
After that, the present system 
of flood control was put in. The 
Okanagan River had been a 
meandering, twisting stream, 
backing up on itself and follow­
ing no logical pattern. The pew 
channel was dredged out and 
gates put in, sb the system was 
controlled from Vernon to the 
border. •
New dams were installed on 
Penticton Creek, and cement 
poured to form giant steps, low­
ering the water gradually and 
preventing erosion.
During the intervening years, 
Trout Creek has become a prob­
lem to the Summerland and 
Trout Creek communities — the
fast-flowing river had broken 
its banks. For some, this meant 
only the temporary inconvien- 
ience of a ghastly mess of water 
in the basements.
For others, it meant that 
homes were swept away, or 
damaged beyond repair. Busi­
nesses have suffered stagger­
ing loses — I saw a fruitstand 
operator in Cawston where the 
cold storage machinery is stand­
ing in two feet of water.
One man in Cawston showed 
me a field where 300 young trees 
had just been planted. When I 
saw the field, there were no 
trees — they had all been com- 
pl e t e 1 y uprooted. Replanting 
would be difficult if not impos­
sible, for now the field was cov­
ered in gravel and mud. Many 
farmers have lost five to ten 
acres of prime bottom land, 
washed away forever.
Some farmers have had their 
hay land covered in three feet 
of gravel — it will never grow 
anything again, and while hay 
land may be a small part of a 
rancher’s total acreage, it is 
often vital to the total operation 
of the ranch.
HELP NEEDED
Plans which would make 
Okanagan College truly a val­
ley “community” college are in 
the offing in Penticton. A spec­
ial committee of interested citi­
zens in Penticton has made 
plans to work through the sum­
mer in hopes of holding a De­
cember plebiscite on joining the 
college.
Avery King, trustee of the 
Penticton school board toldAa 
Chamber of Commerce meet­
ing there Thursday a meeting 
was planned for tonight when a 
committee will be selected. He 
said the committee will likely, 
be made up of representatives 
from every sector of the com­
munity.
The committee's first objec­
tive will be to study all avail­
able data on the college in 
terms of benefits and costs.
A similar undertaking in Pen­
ticton two years ago failed when 
a plebiscite to join the college 
was narrowly defeated. Mr.
King said he felt the reason why 
the last plebiscite failed was be­
cause there was insufficient 
time to properly inform the pub­
lic atout the college.
There are problems brewing 
already for the Penticton group 
however. President of the Pen­
ticton Ratepayers’ Association 
has already voiced his opposi­
tion to any scheme which would 
bring college facilities to the 
community.
Gordon HemDling told Cham­
ber of Commerce members, 
“Anyone asking for a junior col­
lege is not doing his or her fam­
ily a favor. Our children should 
be out and away while still in 
the formative years period.”
The biggest hurdle facing the 
newly formed committee will be 
trying to convince Penticton 
taxpayers their taxes wifi not 
be substantially increased if the 
college comes to the commun­
ity.
NEW RUTLAND CHLORINATOR
EXPECTED BY THIS SUMMER
Black Mountain Irrigation District expects to install a 
new water chlorinator this summer, it was announced today.
District Manager, F. A. Kanester, said the new chlorin­
ator was planned before but installation has been speeded 
up because of bad water conditions in Mission Creek. Both 
the BMID and Rutland Water Works District get water from 
the creek.
Following tests earlier this month South Okanagan Health 
Unit officials said the creek water was “grossly polluted". / 
Residents have been warned water should be boiled before 
using.
Upset Mothers On The March 
Petition Highways Minister
One thousand residents of the 
Winfield-Okanagan Centre area 
have signed a petition calling 
for improvements to Highway
97 as it passes through 
field.
Protest over conditions 





James C. Atkinson of Kei- Judge R. J. S. Moir ordered a
owna was fined $150 after he 
pleaded guilty in provincial 
court to cultivation of mari­
juana.
$50 fins and that the fish be 
given to a needy family.
These people have suffered. F 
think we should do everything 
possible to aid them and to pre­
vent the problem from recur­
ring in the future. An immediate 
assistance program is being
creek fills with rocks from 
heavy run-offs and people tell 
me it and similar creek beds 
will eventually have to be 
dredged and probably need : 
some permanent corrective 
measures, And the Osoyoos , 
area needs intensive study.
Some business people have 
had their camp grounds flooded 
to the extent they will be out; of 
operation for half the summer— 
in effect, they have tost half a 
year’s revenue. The fact the 
system works well most year's 
is not good enough — it does 
Utile to recompense a man for 
half a year’s return x>n an in­
vestment of that size.
WILD SIMILKAMEEN
, The Similkamecn, which norm­
ally handles its spring run-off 
without major difficulties, has 
shown us It needs serious atten­
tion for the future. It has gone 
on a wild rampage, and when 
I was touring tho Princeton 
area, I was told that If it had 
not been for prompt action' by 
the people and the Mayor of 
Princeton In reinforcing the 
dykes, there would have been 
a major disaster. It the river 
had Jumped its banks, one quar­
ter of the town of Princeton 
could have been wiped out.
The Similkamecn country was 
a terrible sight.
In several places, the large
Successful Fly-in Show Seen 
Despite Dull Weather Response
worked out by the province and 
the federal government will be 
sharing in the cost on a sliding 
scale, depending on the amount 
of damage.
However, money other than 
for assstance must be allocated. 
Major flooding must not happen 
again. Long-term corrective 
measures will have to be under­
taken and, to this end, it will 
be necessary to explore whether 
the measures should be taken 
by Canada and the Province of 
British Columbia only, or 
whether we should develop a 
joint program with the United, 
States.
I have asked the Secretary of 
State Mitchell Sharp, to Investi­
gate the advisability of asking 
for ah examination of the prob­
lem by the International Joint 
Commission. I have also asked 
the Department of the Environ­
ment to examine the problem in 
case the province requests help 
from the Federal Government 
in flood prevention measures.
Primarily, flood control is a 
provincial responsibility and the 
Federal Government can only 
act when It Is requested to do so. 
In the case of the Similkamecn 
area with its related effect on 
Osoyoos, that request has come 
, for short-term aid, but I hope 
other requests from the pro­
vince will soon come (or aid In 
( longterm projects to upgrade 
the flood prevention measures 
> in these areas.
Thousands of city and district 
residents braved threatening 
skies Sunday to take in the 
second annual ‘Fly In’ sponsor­
ed jointly by the Kelowna Fly­
ing Club and Kelowna Lions 
Club.
With an 8 a.m., breakfast 
under their belts and later, 
words of welcome by Rehabili­
tation Minister Phil Gaglardi, 
crowds estimated at 6,000 peo­
ple swarmed in front of the 
airport terminial building for 
a full day’s program of aero­
nautical display and stunt-fly­
ing. '
Some of the highlights includ­
ed flour bombing and elimina­
tions, comedy; and aerobatic 
flying, homemade aircraft dis­
play and fly-past and model 
radio-controlled displays.
A big crowd-pleaser was the 
aerobatic antics of Moe Martin 
in Fred Wetherall’s silver Har­
vard trainer as well as flour 
bombing displays and, competi-
Poitras Named Grand Knight 
At Knights Of Columbus Affair
Ernest Poitras became grand 
_ knight nt the Knights of (Slum- 
s annual awards and instal- 
lon of officers, Friday In St.
’s Half. Knight of the 
ar award went to E. J. Col­
gan, council activity chairman 
and lecturer elect.
Other officers arc Michael 
Curran, deputy grand knight; 
William , Gorges,' chancellor; 
Frank Gutfriend, financial sec-
rotary,' and Edward Colgan, lec­
turer.' , ,c , ,
Others are trustee for one. 
two and three years, Edward
Fitterer, John Kiene and Leo 
Trudeau, In that prospective 
order, John Kloster Is advocate', 
Inside guard, Walcnty Sudd and 
outside guard in William 
Schwnnb.
Charter members are Pas- 
ouale ,Capoz/i, John Mallet- 
Pnvet, Joseph Marty, and Ai­
ri'nnsc Marty. Honorary mem-
K » >'is include Alphone Marty.
Terrance Wayne Hardy of 
Westbank had a charge of pos­
session of an offensive weapon 
remanded without plea to July 
4. ■ '
Gordon J. Taylor of Kelowna 
had a charge of dangerous 
driving remanded without plea 
to July 4.
and he won the first prize 
trophy.
Ross Schaeffer of Penticton 
and Moe Martin put their skills 
to the test in comedy and 
acrobatic displays, with a spec­
ial aeronautical bonus contri­
buted by members of the local 
radio controlled model aircraft 
club, Dennis and Brian Fisher 
and Monty DeMara.
Impressive too were demon­
strations by a Pacific Western 
Boeing 737 jet, particularly 
in near-vertical takeoffs.
Other highlight interests in­
cluded helicopter demonstra­
tions, conventional and gyro­
copter craft.
Unfortunately, the unco-oper­
ative weatherman forced can­
cellation of spot landing and 
water bombing events as well 
as planned attendance by many 
out-of-town-pilots.
Happy with this year’s show, 
chairman Charles Pachal de­
scribed the event as “very 
successful in spite of the
Henry Robert Wilson of Ver­
non pleaded guilty in provincial 
court to operating a motor 
vehicle while having a blooc 
alcohol count' exceeding .08. 
He was fined $20v and had his 
driver’s licence suspended for 
one month.
Cart Smith of Vancouver was 
fined $50 in provincial court 
after he pleaded guilty to cat­
ching nine trout over the legal 
limit of ten. Provincial court
tion by pilots Arthur Day, weather.” He added the flying 
Thomas Fergus and Moe club is already planning for 
Strachan. Mr. Day’s bomb- 1973’s edition which he says 
sight was the most accurate • will be ‘‘bigger and better.”
Two Announce Plans To Seek
Grit Nomination On July 8
Leo Doulllard, Martin Dullk, 
Victor Haddad, George Koenig, 
Arthur Marty, Andrew Runzer, 
John Stremel,, Raymond Strc- 
mel and Goldwln Wcpplcr.
Recognized for long-time ser­
vice wap L, W.( Marr, a past 
grand knight, who received an 
honorary life membership. Der­
mot Tyrell, newest member, re­
ceived his third degree' certifi­
cate from Mr, Poitras,
Leisure Time 
Can Pay Off
A retired gentleman had time 
on hia hands and loved garden 
work. He decided to put a classi­
fied nd in The Courier. The re­
sult waa 15 calls, just too much 
for Jilin to handle. There could 
be many elderly persons In the
available for such work. 
For fast action call the. Courier
Irkin Studer, James Hubenlg, classified department at ?<& 
and Armand Carrier. 13228. ।
Two people have announced 1 
their Intention to seek nomlna- : 
tion as the Liberal candidate 
for South Okanagan during the 
next provincial election.
They are Mrs. Joan Williams, 
special counsellor in School Dis­
trict 23 arid R. D. (Bob) Knox, 
the party’s standard-bearer in 
the 1969 election.
Mrs. Williams cites desire to 
seek "co-opcrntlon, rather than 
confrontation between the pro­
vincial government and labor, 
teachers, doctors and other seg­
ments of society," as the reason 
for her seeking the nomination.
• 'The government of th Is prov­
ince is no longer attuned to the 
needs and desires of its people," 
she claims.
Mr, Knox, who had earlier in­
dicated he felt'a younger person 
should run against Premier 
Bennett in his home riding, 
said his “cllsaatlsfactfon with 
the current activities of the 
Social Credit government,” and 
encouragment from friends and 
supporters were the reasons he 
let his name stand.
. He too is, ’‘deeply concerned 
with the inability of the present 
government to resolve recurring 
labor problems and, In (net, the 
majority o( problems which arc 
grievously restricting tho econ­
omic growth o( pur wealthy 
province."
Mrs. Williams, the mother o( 
two teenage daughters, has been 
involved In education since she 
; graduated from the University 
of' Tbronto In 1950 and Is the 
1 niece of Ralph Stewart, Liberal 
‘ MP for Cochrane, Ont. Sucre- 
‘ tary of tho Kelowna and District 
' Liberal Association, she Is also 
1 a member of the University 
‘ Women's Chib and the Dig Sis­
ters Association.
Mr. Knox. 57, a Kelowna In­
surance agent, la a former 
aiderman and the ion of the
late Dr. W. J. Knox, 
Kelpwna physician.
pioneer
South Okanagan Liberals will 
select their candidate here at a 
nominating convention July 8.
Two other people had been 
rumored a? intending to seek 
nomination, but until today had 
asked their names be withheld 
until a formal announcement Is 
made.
In the 1969 election, Mr. Knox 
finished third behind Premier 
Bennett, who polled 12,794 votes 
<73 per cent). He received 1,023 
votes, while the NDP candidate 
got 2,963. The Conservatives 
didn’t field a candidate In either 
the 1969 or 1966 elections.
Accidents 
Reported
A two-car collision near East 
Kelowna School Sunday caused 
an estimated $300 total damage 
to a vehicle driven by Linda 
Miller of Kelowna and one own­
ed by Marie Jean West of KLO 
Road. No injuries were re­
ported,
A car driven by Michael 
Brian Holmes of Kelowna went 
off the road on Lakeshore Drive 
Sunday causing approximately 
$800 damage. No injuries were 
reported.
A three-car collision at the 
corner of Pandosy Street and 
Harvey Avenue caused $700 
damage early Sunday to cars 
driven by William Howell, Carlo 
Lodouico, and Francis Lutz all 
of Kelowna. No injuries resulted 
from the mishap.
An accident Saturday caused 
$750 damage to cars driven by 
Glen C. Haggard and Eric M. 
Jones of Kelowna in a mishap 
on Glcnmore Road. No one 
was injured, A
An accident on Highway 97 
near Winfield caused an esti­
mated $900 damage to a car 
driven by Martin Workman of 
Kelowna. Mr. Workman was 
taken to Kelowna General Hos­
pital where he was treated and 
released, ,
John Lachuk arid Karen 
Lachuk of Westbank and Ian 
Orser of Surrey were each fin­
ed $25 in provincial court after 
they pleaded guilty to charges 
of fishing while using an arti­
ficial attractor.
Gerald Martin Hannon and 
James Douglas McLeod both of 
Summerland pleaded guilty in 
provincial court to public mis­
chief in connection with burning 
a rug at a Kelowna auto court. 
Judge R. J. S. Moir suspended 
sentence on the pair and order­
ed them to make restitution in 
the amount of $65.
last month when a 9-year-old 
girl was killed as she walked 
.along the highvfey. At that 
time, spokesman for concerned 
parents and residents, Sigh 
Kobayashi, said that for years 
parents had tried to get those 
conditions improved. He blast­
ed the government and its high­
ways department for apparent­
ly refusing to recognize the pro­
blem. ।.
Winfield Elementary School 
is located on Highway 97, in a 
40-mile-per-hour zone, “and the 
highway is the only way hun­
dreds of children from grades 
one to three can get to school." 
Today, Mr. Kobayashi told
“Naturally we want them to 
have time to have a good look 
at it before any drastic action 
is considered."
Besides protesting what it 
terms “totally inadequate’’ 
safety provisions along the high­
way for school children and 
elderly citizens, the petition 
calls for a number of changes 
to be made to the route im­
mediately.
They include the installation 
of stop lights on the highway
S££N and
HEARD
Tho level of Okanagan Luke 
was reported at 103.37 feet to­
day which Is more than 10 In­
ches above the agreed maxi­
mum of 102.5 feet. It rose 
nearly two inches during 
the weekend. Continued rain 
could push the level even higher 
but Water Rights officials ex­
pect the lake level to begin tap­
ering off soon.
James Lynn Crossen, 1195 
Hartwick Street, received a 
Master of Arts degree from 
Wayne State University, De­
troit, at the commencement ex­
ercise June 20, The number of 




Kelowna RCMP report a busy 
weekend with nine break-ins 
during the two days. Officials 
at the Rutland Pool said two 
jackets were taken in a break- 
in there Saturday. Also on Sat­
urday Winfield General Store 
was broken into but nothing 
was reported stolen.
An alert citizen notified 
RCMP of two persons leaving 
Leisure Hours Sports early Sun­
day on a stolen motorcycle. The 
motorcycle was recovered but 
the two suspects got away.
A break-in was reported at 
the Okanagan Trailer Court Sun­
day where $30 in cash was 
taken. Bridge Motel was re­
lieved of $50 Sunday when 
thieves broke Into its office,
Four break-ins were reported 
today and all are still under In­
vestigation. They were Magrath 
Supplies, Rutland; Rutland Jun­
ior Secondary School; Highway 
Motors, Westbank; and Tastce 
Frcez also in Westbank.
the Courier, residents were still 
determined to get something 
done and over the weekend, 32 
mothers had been successful 
in getting 1,000 signatures for 
the petition. It will be present­
ed to highways minister Wes­
ley Black through North Ok­
anagan MLA and minister 
without portfolio, Patricia Jor­
dan, he said.
Mr. Kobayashi said he was 
aware of discussions between 
the mayors and chambers of 
commerce of Kelowna, Vernon 
and Penticton on Highway 97 
as a whole. That group is ex­
pected to make public a resolu­
tion on the issue July 15.
But the Winfield petition isn't 
going to wait that long, said 
Mr. Kobayashi. "We’re going to 




at Beaver Lake Road, Berry I 
and Robinson Roads; the build- I 
ing of a raised concrete side- I 
walk from Lodge Road to Bea- I 
ver Lake Road in place of the I 
present marked shoulder; the I 
establishment of school cross- I 
walks or overpasses on High- I 
way 97 at Beaver Lake, Okana* I 
gan Centre, Berry, Lodge, Ro* I 
binson and Woodsdale Roads; I 
the establishment of a 15 mph I 
school zone in front of Win* I 
field Elementary School arid on I 
Woodsdale Road in front of I 
Woods Lake Elementary School; ] 
the reduction of the speed limit I 
on Highway 97 through Winfield 
to 30 mph; the reduction of the 
speed limit between Hannigan’s 
Drive-In and Robinson Road 
from 60 mph to 40 mph; the 
establishment of 40 mph zones 
‘for a reasonable distance* on 
the highway prior to entering 30 
mph zones; the reduction of the i 
speed limit on Okanagan Centre 
Road from 40 mph to 30 mph 
and the posting of sighs bn die 
highway between Hannigan’s 
and Duck Lake, warning of 
children on the road.
In addition, the petition asks 
that more funds be allocated 
■ for stricter enfprcement of traf- 
' fic regulations — a, resident 
RCMP officers if necessary— 
. and that any proposed four-lane 
highway between Kelowna and 
Vernon by-pass completely the 
built-up area of Winfield, “pre­
serving the existing Highway 
97 for local school and shopping 
traffic with a maximum 30 
mph speed limit."
The scheduled trial of Rattle­
snake Island owner, E. A. Hay- 
mour, who was to appear on two 
counts of alleged contravention 
of building permits and zoning 
regulations has been set, down 
to July 10 in Penticton provin­
cial court.
A court appearance had been 
scheduled for today but neither 
Mr, Haymour nor a representa­
tive of his company made an 
appearance. Lawyer Howarc 
Hamilton said he believed Mr. 
Haymour to bo aware of the 
proceedings,
The allegations by the Crown 
arise as a result of dcvclopmen 
of Rattlesnake Island opposite 
Peachland and controversy 
which the development, has 
prompted.
.. Sunny
Sunny skies should make It I 
easier getting up Tuesday ; 
morning, the weatherman says. 
However,ythe mood could 
change With his forecast of 
clouds for the afternoon. Highs 
will be in the low 70s. The high 
and low for the city Saturday 
was 69 and 50 degrees, with no 
precipitation recorded, com* | 
pared to 68 and 54 degrees with 
a trace of precipitation for the 
city Sunday. The high and low 
Saturday at the airport was 69 i 
and 41 degrees with .01 inches 
of rain, compared to 65 and 50 
degrees wi,th .22 inches of rain 
for the airport, Sunday. Over-' 
night low today will be a*mod- ; 
eratc 50 degrees.
''ti .'ii
I »i ‘ >
their new rcs-Ready for 
ponsibillllcs arc members of 
the 1972-73 Kelowna Lions 
Chib executive, who were In­
stalled at the annual Installa- 




Saturday by post district 
governor, Al Smith. Ix'ft to 
right air: James Wright, 
director; Martin Cullen, sec­
retary; Glen Stewart, lion 
tamer; new president, David
Dunn; Jack Ritch, treasurer; 
Fred MncKcnz.lc, tall twister; 
Darrol Tnrvcs, second vice- 
president; Carl Schinok, dir­
ector and past president, Bert
11 , ■ .■ I . I.
Bowles, Not, pictured _ 
first vice-president, Hardy 
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Short Takes
There are occasions when the 
years seem to rush past too quickly. 
We are astonished at the acceleration 
of anniversaries; dismayed perhaps by 
the eager succession of birthdays. It 
was with dismay we realized on Wed­
nesday last we had the longest day of 
the year and now the days are getting 
shorter. And we haven’t had a good 
warm day yet! Warm? It . has been 
downright cold. Labor Day is just two 
months away and Christmas, why it’s 
just around the corner.
Few people have much sympathy 
for builders who construct apartment 
houses without adequate parking 
space for the tenants. The real ques­
tion is why were apartment houses 
without adequate parking space ever 
permitted to be built? In Kelowna 
there arc supposed to be one and a 
quarter parking spaces for every 
apartment unit. That that is not suffi­
cient is indicated by the present Pan­
dosy Street situation. In most other 
places, we understand, the minimum 
is set at two spaces per unit. To avoid 
further confusion in the future, city 
council had better get busy and amend 
its building bylaws. That, of course, 
will not solve the present Pandosy 
situation. The tenants of those build­
ings are caught in a bind and deserve 
some sympathy. On the other hand 
Pandosy is a main artery and if not 
now, soon, parking there must be 
eliminated. One solution, of course, 
would be for the owners of the build­
ings to provide additional private 
parking areas.
many people. One wonders if the 
whole story has been told. Certainly 
it is difficult to understand how the 
city “made the best deal for the citi­
zens” when it’s getting only six per 
cent and local bidders offered eight 
per cent and would have gone nighcr 
had it been known the concession was 
included during Regatta week. There 
may be an explanation but it is hard 
to figure why the concession , was 
given to an outside firm when local 
firms were bidding higher. Even had 
the bids been the same, surely local 
persons should have been given the 
preference. And it has been suggested, 
too, that the whole thing was cut-and- 
dried weeks ago and Ihe public award­
ing of the concession was just mere 
window dressing. The affair smacks 
of another “backroom deal” about 
which we heard so much three years 
ago during the civic election cam­
paign, a policy the mayor declared he 
would eradicate, but which under his 
administration has accelerated to the 
extent that the public knows little 
about what’s going on.
«.-26
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Arty British Are Coming Fast 
And Paul Getty May Lose Painting
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letter* to the editor must 
be signed by and bear the 
address ef the writer. A pen 
name may be used. The 
Courier may edit letter* for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letter* must not be 
more than 506 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
PARENTS NOT TOLD
Sir:
On June 19 a local radio sta­
tion featured the problem of 
venereal disease on one of their 
regular daily programs.
I believe It was Dr. Clarke, 
our medical health officer for 
the South Okanagan, who made 
references to the number of 
reported cases and I have tak­
en the liberty of checking the 
figures as his remarks were 
not too easy to compare.
The total number of cases 
reported to the health unit was 
161. But we also heard that per­
haps 10 times this number were 
not reported, so that we could 
keep in mind that all statistics 
could be multiplied by 10.
The following is a 
down:
break-
Age 14-19, 34 cases, 21 per
cent; 20-29, 87 cases, 54 per
their children might be doing? 
If we have doubts and fear* 
we often turn to the medical ' 
profession for help. Are we 
coming away with a placebo 
of reassurance while the child­
ren are receiving advice con­
trary to what we think is best 
for him?
CANADA'S STORY
The family Is the foundation 
of our society- Let’s do all we 
can to strengthen that founda­
tion—not let our children drift 




Wolfe And Montcalm 
Fought For Quebec
line. The history of the world 
might have been greatly 
changed If Montcalm had beagg 
able to hold out for a few mm| 
weeks. He probably would hfl 
done so if Governor VaudrctW 
Orleans, in sight of Quebec, had not interfered with his 
where Wolfe went ashore to pre- plans.
pare his base ot operations. His For instance, Montcalm sta- 
duel with Montcalm would con-
By BOB BOWMAN
The battle for Quebec, one of 
the 16 most important in world 
history, began June 26, 1759. 
General Wolfe’s armada of 250 
ships arrived at the Island of
There has been a lot said and writ­
ten about the old post office and its 
eventual fate. Wouldn’t it be nice if 
the federal government could be per­
suaded to donate that lot to the city 
for the public use? Tear the building 
down, saving the trees, and make an 
attractive green spot right at the city’s 
main corner. Even were the city to 
purchase it for that purpose, it would 
be a good investment. Better, certain­
ly, than some of the buys the city has 
made. With a bit of grass, some flow­
ers and a few benches it could be 
made a real bonus for everyone pass­
ing that comer. And that’s most of us.
The City Park pavilion concession 
affair doesn’t sit well with a great
Having seen a Saskatchewan car 
going rather erratically up Bernard 
Avenue the other day, it was not sur­
prising that the same afternoon I be­
came interested in some figures that 
appeared on my desk. The figures? 
The number of persons in Saskatche­
wan for every mile of road in that pro­
vince is the lowest in Canada—7.4 
persons. In British Columbia the 
figure is 55.1, Ontario 79.6, Quebec 
90.1 and Nova Scotia 45.6. Then, 
too, the number of’ motor vehicles for 
every mile in Saskatchewan is 3.7. In 
’British Columbia there are 35 for 
every mile, Ontario 36.9, Quebec 
35.3, Alberta 7.6. And relating gaso­
line consumption to the number of 
vehicles, it would appear the annual 
mileage travelled by the Saskatchewan 
car owner is generally 20 per cent 
less than that experienced by other 
Canadians. What these figures suggest 
is that there is less danger of an acci­
dent in Saskatchewan and the drivers 
there on their home ground are ac­
customed to driving with less care 
and attention than drivers in other 
provinces. And, apparently, their nor­
mal driving habits carry over when 




The ever-broadening credibility gap 
between what the Roman Catholic 
Church preaches and what Catholic 
couples in the United States are prac­
ticing regarding birth control should 
be pleasing to ecologists. But the 
Vatican, in its traditional stand 
against contraceptive devices, is likely 
to recruit some new allies from seg­
ments of the American business com­
munity.
The first completed report of the 
1970 National Fertility Study shows 
that Roman Catholic couples have 
reduced dramatically the number of 
children they are having and intend 
to have, and that the birth rate, over­
all, shows signs of reaching the once- 
Utopian goal of stabilizing the size 
of the American population through 
zero growth objectives.
But the impact of declining birth 
rate is beginning to have a negative 
effect on businesses oriented toward 
infant and toddler markets. Baby food 
companies, nursery suppliers, and top
manufacturers are being forced to 
diversify into other areas to offset the 
shrinking market for their goods and 
services.
The impact of achieving population 
stability has already been felt by those 
businesses who geared their invest­
ments and plant expansion to meet 
previous predictions that today’s baby 
crop would be rising rapidly, rather 
than decreasing sharply.
LONDON (AP) — J. Paul 
Getty bought a painting here 
last year that a member of the 
British Royal Family could no 
longer afford to keep. Now 
Getty will not be allowed to 
keep it either. The National Gal­
lery is going to stop him.
By appealing to the man In 
the street, the gallery just about 
raised what is needed to match 
billionaire Getty’s price- 
fl .763,000, or $4,583,800.
The gallery has less than 
$39,000 to raise to make sure the 
Titian masterpiece, The Death 
of Actaeon, stays in Britain, in 
its permanent collection, in­
stead of going to the U.S. All 
the money should be in hand by 
July.
Never before had anyone in 
Britain sought so much money 
just to keep one picture—in this, 
case a Greek myth painted by 
an Italian master for King 
Philip II of Spain. The Titian 
was no more British than spa­
ghetti. But the fact it had been 
held in this country by aristo­
cratic families was enough to 
make it a matter of national 
pride.
The Earl of Harewood, a 
cousin of Queen Elizabeth and 
18th in line for the British 
throne, put the Titian up for 
sale at an auction last June. '
OWED $2 MILLION
At the time Lord Harewood’s 
family owed $2 million in death 
duties from the estate of his 
mother, the former Princess 
Royal. Inheritance taxes in Brit­
ain rise to 85 per cent, often 
forcing rich heirs to sell art 
- treasures to pay them off.
In effect, the tax policy was 
behefitting government coffers 
and forcing the sale of valuable 
paintings. U.S. museums could 
usually outbid the British at 
auctions. This happened when 
British owners sold the Velaz­
quez portrait of Juan de Pareja 
in 1970. New York dealers paid 
a world record price of 
$5,544,000. The painting went to 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
in New York City.
The British g o v e r n m e n t 
refused gallery entreaties to 
buy it back. .For the same price, 
the government said, it could 
air-condition the National Gal­
lery, build a new wing, and 
have almost $3 million left over.
Besides there were greater 
priorities for the government 
funds in health, education and 
othdr programs.
Despite the odds, the National 
Gallery was determined to have 
the Titian, which it had dis­
played for 10 years on loan 
from Lord Harewood. An appeal 
for funds went out even before 
the auction.
Jules Weltzner, a London­
based American dealer, bought 
the painting at auction and sold 
it to Getty.
As soon as Getty was re­
vealed as the new owner, the 
curator of his museum in Mal­
ibu, Burton Frederickson, of­
fered to lend the Titian back to 
the gallery, if they would lend 
comparable works to the Getty 
museum.
LENDS TITIAN ANYWAY
The gallery refused, prefer­
ring not to risk shipping the Ti­
tian back and forth across the 
Atlantic. Then Getty lent the Ti­
tian to the gallery anyway for 
the course of its year-long ap­
peal.
cent; 30-39, 17 cases, 10 per 
cent; 40 and over, 10 cases, six 
per cent; unknown, 13 cases, 
eight per cent.
It was presumed that the pro­
blem was not too severe among 
the young people as we had 
only 34 cases reported. May I 
draw this to your attention.
Age 14-19 is a five year span 
with only 34 cases; age 20-29 is 
a 10 year scan with 87 cases. 
At age 20-29 we should expect 
people to be sexually active and 
therefore more prone to the 
diseases connected with such 
activity either within or with­
out the married state.
However, the younger age 
group contains dependent child­
ren and many of these under 
19 years of age need a different 
kind of care than those who are 
older. Still, It is deemed best by 
the authorities not to inform 
parents if a 14 or 15-year-old 
contracts venereal diseases.
The government agreed to let 
the gallery use money, already 
earmarked for gallery pur­
chases over the next four years, 
for the Titian.
The rest of the money needed 
was to be split evenly between 
contributions from the public 
and the government. In the end, 
the government was to give less 
than a quarter of the total 
needed.
Private foundations contrib­
uted the bulk of the donations, 
many of them anonymously. 
World famous artists like balle­
rina Dame Margot Fonteyn and 
compose r Benjamin Britten 
helped raise funds through char­
ity shows.
The 260,000 people who have 
seen the Titian at the National 
Gallery during the appeal have 
dropped about $100 a day into 
the collection boxer there, and 
the occasional fat cheque. Now 
that the tourist season is under 
way, American dollars are 
more frequent than British 
, pounds.
Attendants are constantly 
asked the total raised and the
As a matter of fact, these 
same people are offering con­
traceptives to these same 14 or 
15-year-olds and keeping this a 
secret from the parents. This 
can only encourage the young­
sters to indulge in sexual ac­
tivity—but can it really do them 
any good?
We cry about the breakdown 
In family communications but 
how can the children learn to 
. turn to parents for advice, help 
and guidance when others out­
side the home encourage a 
double standard of behavior 
and don’t help to bring the 
family together when a prob­
lem is developing!
How many parents are afraid 
to think about the truth of what
tinue until Sept. 13.
The combined military-naval 
force was the largest sent to 
North America. The 250 ships 
included 49 men-of-war. They 
formed a line more than 50 
miles long- coming up the St. 
Lawrence, carrying 10,000 sol­
diers, and 20,000 sailors and 
marines.
The naval part of the opera­
tion was commanded by Admi­
ral Saunders, but Captain 
James Cook, later to win fame 
on the Pacific coast, was re­
sponsible for navigation. He did 
not lose a ship although there 
were few charts of the river in 
those days.
Montcalm had arrived at 
Quebec May 22 and knew when 
the British fleet entered the St. 
Lawrence. There was a system 
of signal fires along the river. 
He could not prevent the ships 
from coming up the river be­
cause he did not have a naval 
force. The best he could do was 
to organize the defences and 
hope to beat back the British at­
tacks until the danger of being 
frozen in the ice of the river 
would force them to leave.
Montcalm nearly succeeded. 
Sept. 13 was close to tire dcad-
tioned the Regiment de Guienne 
at the top of the cliff where 
there was a path leading down 
to the river. It was moved for
some other purpose but Mont­
calm ordered it back on Sept. 
12. Vaudreull countermanded 
the order and said he would see 
about it the next day.
It was on that very night ot 
Sept. 12 that Wolfe got his men 
up that path to the Plains of 
Abraham.
OTHER JUNE 26 EVENTS
1653—Central Iroquois signed 
peace treaty at Montreal.
1754—Hudson Bay Company 
sent Anthony Henday o expedi­
tion to Rocky Mountains.
1857—Fire bn steamer “Mont­
real” between Quebec and 
Montreal, took 250 lives, mostly 
Scottish and Norwegian immi. 
grants.
1873—Imperial order-in-coun- 
cil approved Prince Edward Is­
land joining Canada on July 1.
1959—St. Lawrence seaway 
was opened officially by Queen 
Elizabeth and U.S. President 
Eisenhower.
1961—Prime Minister Hyato 
Ikeda visited Ottawa. Upper 
Canada Village was opened 
near Morrisburg, Ont.
A Few Years Ago Sharon's Prognosis 
Would Have Been Certain Death
mechanics of the export licence, 
withheld for 12 months to Jet the 




SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
The family doctor is coming 
back strong among the new gen­
eration of medical school gradu­
ates in the United States.
“The reversal trend from sne- 
cialized nractice is clear,” Dr. 
Carroll L. Witten of Louisville 
told an American Medical Asso­
ciation family practice session.
Ninety ner cent of the Univer­
sity of Washington’s last three 
medical school classes are en-
LOS ANGELES (AP) - When 
21-year-old Sharon entered the 
hospital in March with internal 
abdominal bleeding, exploratory 
surgery and a brain scan 
swiftly brought a frightening di­
agnosis.
She had choriocarcinoma- 
cancer of the genital tract. 
Originating in the right ovary, 
the malignant cells had spread 
to the left lung and the brain.
A few years ago, Sharon 
would have soon died. But she 
recently was released from the 
hospital. and her doctors now
Initially, many were fauna 
that could bring remission in 
leukemia, but the disease re­
turned and the patient died. 
Then experiments began with 
carefully-timed combinations of 
drugs, increasing the over-all 
effect.
At M. D. Anderson Hospital 
and Tumor Institute in Houston, 
Tex., for example, a four-drug 
combo used op adult leukem'a 
patients is giving 50 per cent of 
the patients a remission that 
lasts up to 40 weeks.
give her a 90 per cent chance of RESULTS ELATING 
■ DULVAValt
The treatment is known as 
c ancer chemotherapy—the use 
of potent drugs in massive 
doses to kill cancer cells.
Results with children ate even 
more elating.
The Roswell Park Memorial
Institute in Buffalo, N.Y., re­
ports 70 per cent remission and 
90 per cent survival after 3%
tering famllv practice, said Dr. 
Edward J. Kowalewski of Balti-
, more.
Chemotherapy represents a 
broad, growing front in the war 
against cancer in which doctors 
are winning battles with in- , - , „----- -
creasing frequency. Some Jude s Children s Research Hos-
chemotherapy experts are even , pital in Memphis, Tenn., are 
talking these days about their combining drugs and radiation 
cancer “cures," patients who’ve an4 have some patients who
lived five years without detecta- have survived long enough to be
ble cancer returning. , considered cured.
years—figures undreamed of in 
the late 1960s. Doctors at St.
STARTED IN 1947
There seems to be no question that 
a conflict exists between ecological 
goals in achieving zero level, popula­
tion growth and business interests 
desirous of expanding markets for 
products.
But in the interest of solving the 
multitude of domestic problems in the 
cities, where over-population and con­
gestion are chief causes of crime, un­
employment and over-crowded schools 
and hospitals, the birth rate trends as 
reported by the National Fertility 
Study are healthy indicators that the 




Cancer chemotherapy had a 
Dr. Witten reported that the dramatic birth In 1947 when 
doctors discovered that a drugnumber of family practitioners 
in the U.S. dropped to 59,999 in 
1967 from 80,000 in 1947 and lias 
returned to 64,000. He said the 
recovery rate will speed up in 
future years.
The decline in family practi­
tioners developed with a surge 
to specialized practice after the 
Second World War.
The sharp Increase in medical 
, graduates choosing family hi-
called aminopterin could bring 
dramatic—although temporary 
—remission of acute leukemia 
or blood cancer In children.
In the ensuring 25 years thou­
sands upon thousands of drugs 
have been tested against dozens 
of types of cancer.
The principle behind chemoth­
erapy is simple. Flood the body 
with a powerful poison that In­
terferes with the reproduction 
or growth processes of cells— 
both normal and cancerous. Be­
cause of the nature of cancer 
cells—they’re reproducing and 
growing at rates far greater 
than most normal cells—more 
of the canqer cells will be killed 
than normal cells,
BYGONE DAYS
10 YEAR? AGO 
June 1062
Mayor R. F. Parkinson drove the first 
ball at the expanded 18 hole Kelowna 
golf course on Saturday evening, using a 
gold plated driver which forever more 
shall repose in a glass case at the club 
house, The ball did not travel very far, 
a mere 163 feet.
(Prom Courier Files)
30
20 YEARS AGO 
June 1952
An early pioneer, Harry Barnes, died 
nt the ago of 83. He came to B.C. in 
1890, and shortly afterwards to the Okan­
agan, and worked for Price Ellison. He 
wrote a number of historical articles 
for the Okanagan Historical Society. 
When he first came to Kelowna there 
was not much outside of surveyors 
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Club has acquired a re- 
thanks to the Okanagan
Loan and Investment Trust Co, They 
have secured the upstairs portion of the 
Kerr block on Pendozi Street. There Is 
ample room for badminton, ping pong 
aiiddanelng.-AsyeltlieClub-hnsno 
furniture and would be grateful for a 
piano, ping pong table, games, books, 
magazines, etc.
40 YEARS AGO 
June 1932
Local and Personal—Capt. O. 
Maude-Roxby hna been appointed 
Assistant Forest Ranger for the season, 
and all notifications of outbreaks of for-
V. 
as
By JOHN HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
How are relations between 
France and Canada? It would 
seem the coolness which re­
sulted from the de Gaulle blun-
dlans should bo more eon.or.ed
Canadian Wildlife Services
Follows Trend To The Citieswith what is going on in Quebec House In Paris than in the Quai 
d'Orsay, (the French foreign of­
fice).
Quebec separatist leader 
Rene Levesque has Just con­
cluded a major tour of France
and has received good press 
xpo year, 1967, is still there. and public reception. 
These blunders were made Did Quebec House, officially
ders on Canadian soil during 
E I ,
mand and a commitment in the 
young medical generation, said 
Dr. Kowalewski, head of the di­
vision of famllv practice at the 
University of Maryland.
He said 126 of the 240 students 
In Maryland’s last two classes 
are choosing to be family physi­
cians.
before Prime Minister Trudeau 
came to power, But the much- 
travelled prime minister who 
has been to Washington and 
Moscow, visited London In con­
junction with the, Common­
wealth prime ministers’ confer­
ence, a's'well as several major 
Aslan capitals Including Tokyo, 
has not gone to Paris,
If any invitation was forlh-
the representative of the Quebec 
provincial government which Is 
not separatist, have anything to ' rnnAV tki i iicrnnv 
do with his visit? if so, we TODAY IN HISTORY 
should know. '
Several years have passed By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
since Prime Minister Trudeau
used some of his well-known 
invective to attack a senior cul­
tural specialist of the French
foreign ministry who was sent 
here to lecture isolated Franco­coming from the French, cape- ic i
daily after President Pompidou phone coijuminltles. 
took over, we haven’t been In-
formed. Wo have been told, for 
example, Chile’s Marxist Presi­
dent Salvador Allende Gossens
1 has Invited pur prime minister 
to Santiago,
est fires should be sent to him. Norman 
De Hart and Howard Fairbairn spent 
last week at Knooff Lake in the Kam­
loops district, where they found the 
fishing good. ।
59 YEARS AGO 
June 1922
The presence of khaki clod figures on 
horseback in our midst has doubtless 
brought back memories of days gone by. 
The majority of those attending the 
C.M.R, camp here nre youngsters, too 
young to have served in the laie fracas 
in Europe. May their exiwrlenco of
martial life never extend ixsyond 
days spent annually under canvas.
60 YEARS AGO 
, Juno- lft|2
The war cahoe boys held |hHr
10
I ft t ei  first 
practice, nine turned out. Practices will 
be held Monday, Wednesday and Fri­
day at 7:30 p.m.
Bo Franco appears to bq still 
in the deep-freexe as far ns our 
French-Canad|an prime minis­
ter Is concerned. And he will 
conclude his four years In office 
without visiting llio capital of 
the European state which Is the 
other homo of one of our two 
founding races. \ .
The matter came \up this 
month, not only because Of the 
extensive French visit of 
Quebec separatist leader Rene 
Levesque, but because of n dis­
turbing incident In Paris.
A group of visiting Quebec 
(and French-speaking) politi­
cians, municipal officials and, 
businessmen were apparently 
refused entry Into Quebec House 
In Paris until they removed 
their Canadian flag lapel pihs. 
The agent general for Quebec in 
Paris, a former Ix-sagc cabinet 
minister, told the astounded vis- 
, Hors this was necessary since 
his building was “Quebec tcrrL 
. tory.”
Perhaps' French-speaking, as' 
well as English-speaking, Cana-
The prime minister was fu
rlous because ho came unin­
vited, without Ottawa’s permis­
sion. During Levesque's French 
tour, some French government 
officials, (the Pompidou regime 
la also Gaulllat), have been re­
minding the press in public 
statements that Canada's for­
eign policy la now close to the 
French. Like France, we have 
recognized China, challenged 
the U.S. on foreign ownership 
problems, downgraded our role 
in NATO.
If this Is an effort to Ingra­
tiate Pierre Trudeau, It won't 
work. The prime minister Is hie 
own man — and strongly rejects 
all tactics of this kind.
BIBLE BRIEF
“Repent ye therefore, and 
be converted, that your Sinn 
may be blotted out, when the 
time* of refreshing shall come 
from the presence of the Lord.” 
Aoi* 3:19.
If we expect God to forgive 
nnd forget our sins, then we 
must forsake them. True re­
pentance turns us around giving 
us new direction and a desire 
for greater dedication.
June 26, 1972 . . .
Viscount Bennett, Con­
servative prime minister of 
Canada 1930-1935, died nt 
his estate in England 25 
years ago today-ln 1947. 
Born In Hopewell Hill, N.B., 
R. B. Bennett practised law 
. In C a 1 g a r y, and served 
briefly In Arthur Melgbcn’s 
government. He took office 
as prime minister after win­
ning a general election on 
the platform of Imperial 
trade and unemployment re­
lief. Ho put the former first, ' 
i blit most economic propos­
als were wrecked by world­
wide depression. Bennett 
announced broad social leg­
islation early In 1935. but 
the Conservative govern­
ment wan defeated In the el­
ection.
1963—One million West 
Berliners cheered visiting 
United States President \ 
John Kennedy. , \
1959—Queen Elizabeth and 
" President Eisenhower dedi­
cated the St. Lawrence Sea­
way.
1857—Queen Victoria 
awarded the first Victoria 
Cross,
1758—The French surren­
dered Louisburg to the Brit- 
l«h after a siege, 1
1604 -Thc French founded 
the colony of Acadia,
EDMONTON (CP) - Can­
ada's wildlife service is 
spreading to the cities.
Man’s impact on the envi­
ronment, his needs ns n bl- 
o 1 o g I c a 1 species and the 
chrtnges he produces In the 
Ilves of other animals and 
plants In an urban setting 
have received little attention 
In the past from wildlife spe­
cialists.
But, says Dr, Andrew Mac­
pherson, director of the Cana­
dian Wildlife Service western 
regional offices in Edmonton, 
this may change. ,
“We are going towards nn 
era of broader approaches 
and systems studies of rc- 
source needs. ,
“In Canada we haven't been 
looking at urban problems 
... (but) I feci the aervice 
has a role here.”
CUT JURISDICTIONS
। The decision to swing the 
service in this direction would 
cut across all political juris­
dictions, federal, provlqci.il 
and municipal.
Because of thin, comments 
of wildlife service officials nre 
g u n r d e <1 nnd action re- 
ntnilned.
Nevertheless, the service al­
ready has become Involved in 
iiomo “fringe” sections of nn 
urban area.
Wildlife biologists have been 
promoting the recreational po­
tential of, Big Lake. jiifit west 
of St, Alliert, on Edmonton's 
northwest boundary,
They also hope to bn In­
volved in studies on Ilie future 
of the Cooking Lake area 
which hns been suggested ns 
a major recreational environ-
inept study area for the 
greater Edmonton region;
OFFERH ADVICE
Thn wildlife xerviee pro­
vides an advisory service to
the National Parks Service. 
Should any recreational or 
broader, land-uso study be ex­
tended to cover the Cooking 
Lake, Elk Island National 
Park, Beavcrhill Lake and the 
region south of Miquelon 
Lake, all near Edmonton, 
then wildlife people likely 
would be called In for advice.
The service also will pro­
vide advice Io municipalities, 
although this Isn’t widely 
known.
Fpr example, wildlife was 
called in by the town ot 
Leduc, 20 miles south of Ed­
monton and asked what could 
be done about the big Blough 
just outside the growing com­
munity,
Another way In which llio
1 wildlife biologists could be­
come Involved In .urbanization 
studies is through Increasing e 
co-operation between fcdprn!i'| 
and proylnclnl parks person^ I
What do prbvlnelal wilder­
ness areas pi'QvIdo that na­
tional parks don't?
Should recreational areas 
pcrluips be removed so the 
national pitrkn could more 
t,'iily reflect what they were 
ostabllHhed to provide?
What Is the value of wildlife 
to an urban dweller?
Several, studies arc under 
way In Canada In attempts to 
qualify these values In terms 
of dollars.
The, wildlife ’serviee has 
been Increasingly coiicorncd 
with the growth in anti-hunt, 
log Hcnllment which qnn, In 
, part, be traced to the move 
toward urbanization.
। Planning for u r l> a n I z r d 
nrcfii more nnd more will in­
volve municipal, provincial
mid federal co ojx-nitlon, re­
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NEWLY INSTALLED offic- 
ers of the Kelowna Toastmis­
tress Club are, left to right, 
. seated in front, Mrs. Peter
vice-presi- Back row, Mrs. David Proud- 
dent; Mrs. George Strohm, foot, treasurer; Gwen Tre- 
president and Mrs. Donald loar, club representative; 
Cameron, 2nd vice-president.
Romanchuk, 1st Joyce Denley, secretary ahd





Mrs. George Strohm took her 
.ath of office as president of 
the Kelowna Toastmistress Club 
in an impressive ceremony con­
ducted by Toastmaster, Wes 
Ginther. Other executive mem­
bers for the 1972-73 term who 
were also installed in a brief 
eandle-lighting ceremony were: 
first vice-president, Mrs. Peter 
Romanchuk; second vice-presi­
dent, Mrs. Donald Cameron; 
secretary, Joyce Denley; treas­
urer, Mrs. David Proudfoot; 
club representative, Gwen Tre- 
loar and Mrs. Glen Fraspr, im­
mediate past president is also 
a member of the executive.
The installation completed 
the dinner meeting conducted 
by Mrs. Fraser, with Mrs. Char­
les Thom as toastmistress for 
the program.
Grace was said by Mrs. Lil 
Geddes and icebreakers were 
conducted by District Governor, 
Gerry Ackerman of the Toast­
masters. The first in this amus­
ing procedure planned to relax 
the members and their invited 
guests, involved everyone pre­
sent in a 30 second minimum
impromptu speech.
The second, a weird 






year perfect attendance pin. hi 
making the presentation, Mrs. 
Thom referred to the loyalty, 
enthusiasm and faithfulness of 
the recipient in club work.
Among the invited guests 
which included a number of 
husbands of members, were 
several former toastmistresses,
Mrs. Janet Harland____ ____ ___ ___ Audrey 
Windt and Mrs. Al Larson who
was accompanied by her hus­
band; toastmaster Bert Vos 
and Mrs. Mary Greer, women’s 
editor of the Courier.
HEAD TABLE
Head table guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. Gerry Ackerman, 
Mrs. Lil Geddes, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wes Ginther, Mrs. Charles 
Thom and Mrs. Glen Fraser, 
who told the gathering of the 
>enefits she had received since 
joining toastmistresses. “I have 
accomplished things I never 
thought I was capable of at­
taining,” she said. “No one is 
incapable of reaching out to 
new goals, only fearful of try­
ing something new and un­
known. We may make wishes, 
but we will never attain them 
until we want to do it, attempt 
to do it and then usually we 
discover the wish becomes a 
reality,” she said and thanked 
the members for giving her the 
opportunity for personal ad­
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Coffee Party 
For Candidates
Each year for the last three 
years a coffee party has been 
an annual event, honoring the 
Lady of the Lake candidates, 
Mrs. Norman Hilborn, director 
of royalty, said.
Mrs. Hilborn was speaking at 
a Beta Sigma Phi coffee party, 
held at the home of Mrs. Marie 
Walrod, 2021 Abbott St. Lady of 
the Lake Wendy Nichols and 
her princess, Trudy Walker 
were among the many invited 
guests.
Others included Mrs. Robert 
Bain, visiting royalty chairman, 
Mrs. Kenneth Ross (formerly 
Barbara Elliott), candidate co­
ordinator, and Beverly Ann 
Chapman, social sponsor of 
Alpha Epsilon. Coffee and re­
freshments were served by 
girls from all three Kelowna 
Chapters of Beta Sigma Phi. 
Some Vernon chapter members 
also attended.
The committee consisted of 
chairman Mrs. Stanley Rees 
and members Mrs. William 
Winter, Mrs. Charlie Adam 
and Mrs. Mayne McCutcheon. 
AU Lady of the Lake candidates
and their mothers were in at-1 
tendance. I
Guests in attendance wore va-1 
ried outfits, some in long hos- I 
tess gowns, others favoring I 
pantsuits and mini dresser. I 
Hairdos were just as varied. I 
Candidates and guests alike I 
wore their hair loose and free, I 
favoring soft curls and waves I 
or off their faces, in short curls I 
or buns. I
The Okanagan sunshine was I 
beaming down on the guests I 
milling outside in the gardens, I 
and their outfits bloomed with I 
summer colors. Dresses were I 
either soft muted colors, or I 




Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
New, Used machines 
Service to all mach­
ines
Free pick-up, delivery 
Prices to fit your bud-
of
July 1, was honored at a kit­
chen shower in the form of a 
wine and cheese party recently 
at the home of Mrs. Nelson 
Rumley, Abbott Street.
Co-hostesses were Mrs. Jack 
Ridell, Mrs. Lou Griffiths and 
Mrs. Robert Aitkens.
Upon arrival the bride along 
with her mother, Mrs. W. S. 
Jones and the groom-to-be’s 
mother, Mrs. George King of 
Winfield, were presented with 
white feathered carnation cor­
sages.
Gifts were presented in a 
white leatherette clothes ham­
per, the gift of the hostesses.
The traditional hat of ribbon 
was made for the bride-elect by 





135 Belgo Rd. 765-8759
EARLY-WEEK
SPECIALS
MON., TUES. & WED. ONLY
POT ROAST
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Brothers, Walston and Jack
Dear Ann Landers: We are the ride. Spot could tell time, 
having a slight disagreement in He retired every night at 
our family. My brother who is 9:30 p.m. Precisely on the dot, 
•about to become engaged is 20 he’d get up and head for his
years of age. His girl is 18. Sev­
eral months ago Vic was ar­
rested on a drug charge (both 
possession and sale). He re­
ceived probation, which he is 
now under.
Vic has a good construction 
job with opportunity for ad­
vancement. He is taking college 
courses at night. He has also 
taken on an extra weekend job 
so he can repay our parents for 
the money they paid out in legal 
fees. His ideas have changed a 
great deal since he got into 
trouble.
Our mother believes the girl’s 
parents should be told about 
Vic’s past difficulties. We feel 
there is no need for them to 
know. They are very conserva­
tive people and it would upset 
them considerably. It could also 
conceivably interfere with the 
future plans of the couple.
Please print your answer in 
the paper as there are probably 
a lot of young people who are 
groping with similar problems. 
—Punled Family
room. Before leaving he’d pause
briefly in the doorway and turn 
around to look at us with those 
wonderful eyes as if to say, 
“Goodnight.”
Spot was no fancy pedigree. 
He was only a mutt, but he 
loved life and he gave our lives 
a great deal of meaning. I will 
never be sure how much dog he 
was and how much human.— 
Miss Him.
Dear Miss Him: I know your 
letter touched millions of read­
ers. Thank you for a real heart­
warmer.
ced as president.
Mrs. Strohm in her address 
as the new president, accepted 
the' ‘weight of office’ with con­
fidence in her excellent execu­
tive.
Her theme for the coming 
term, she said, was forging 
ahead with education.
“We’ll aim for the stars, for 
a better program, a better edu­
cation and better membership.’’
Members were reminded that 
the annual pot luck supper 
would be at the home of Mrs. 
Pat Higgins on June 28.
The closing thought by June 
Carter, repeated the aim in 
prose, “No njan has a right to 
remain ignorant or lazy as the 
year before, He must keep 
aiming upward, overlooking 
and ignoring hatred and malice.
Principal Honored 
RetiresJune 28
Bill Newman presented "This 
is Your Life” a speech relating 
to the history of Glenmore Ele­
mentary School principal Don­
ald Braund.
Mr. Braund, after 21 years 
as the school’s principal is re­
tiring June 28. An open house 
in his honor was held Thursday 
in the school. Mr. Braund has 
been the principal since 1951. 
The open house was sponsored 
by Glenmore Parents Associa­
tion.
Dr. Malcolm Leitch was mas­
ter of ceremony. Mrs. Braund 
was given a corsage and Mr. 
Braund, was given a bouten- 
niere. He was also presented 
with a Johnston motor for. his 
boat. Mr. Braund is an avid 
fisherman. .
A guest book was signed, and 
coffee, tea and refreshments 
were served.
Wells, spent three days visiting 
their mother, Mrs. W. C. Wells, 
4058 Lakeshore Road. The pair 
were from Brooks, Alta., and 
Saskatoon, Sask., respectively.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Auty, 
1781 Smithson Drive, returned 
Thursday from a one-week vac­
ation to McKenzie and other 
northern points.. They were ac­
companied by daughters Susan 
and Alyson.
Mrs. F. C. Buck of Van­
couver, is visiting her sister, 
this weekend, Mrs. Mernie 
Blecher, of Westside.
Mrs. J. J. Ryan of 4058 Lake­
shore Rd., and Mrs. E. H. Bron­
son, of Weatherhill Road spent 
six weeks together cruising the 
Grecian Islands and viewing 
Austria, Switzerland, and Am­
sterdam.
Mr. and Mrs. James Strana­
han of Wainwright, Alta., have 
been visiting friends in Kelow­



















I Cftl ift Puritan, Mushroom, / ftftja 
11 \(llChicken Vegetable or ft VVr ||| JVVI Vegetable Beef. 10 os. V / < V
4 49c
20-1.49
J CAKE MIXrr ",^ 49c
DILL PICKLESk. 49c
DANGER MONEY
FOULNESS, England (CP) - 
Job hunters visiting employ­
ment exchanges in Essex are 
being offered dangerous work— 
as bomb disposal men. Two 
hundred workers are needed to 
clear a disused army artillery 
range, the site for London’s 
third airport here. Experts esti­
mate that thousands of unex­
ploded bombs have yet to be 
unearthed. The pay: £30 ($78) a 
week plus danger money.
-- W !l SALAD DRESSING
Pyiamas lEr II fAJewellery II . ■ AOf
I Salad Bowl, 32 bz. ----- ---------....___ — V/ V
INSTANT COFFEE
“Custom Care In 11
Ready to Wear" 11
st X; I I Blue Ribbon, 10 oz.DI»ama ’TRQ.TRQI III ' 1.59
2nd LOOK
COFFEE Blue Ribbon, 1 lb. 89c
Dear Family: Vic should tell 
his fiancee’s family as soon as 
(possible that he is on probation 
for possession and selling of 
drugs. It he withholds this Infor­
mation and they learn of It else­
where he will have compounded 
the damage. To marry the girl 
without Informing her family 
would be a serious mistake.
Dear Ann Landers: Fre­
quently In your column you 
have said, "It’s wonderful to 
enjoy pets, but people should re­
member that an animal Is an 
animal and ought not to be con­
fused with a human,” After 11 
years, we had to put Spot to 
sleep. It’s difficult to think o 
him as an animal, lie was such 
a dear friend.
Spot knew the days of the 
Week. Every Sunday morning 
he’d get un and leap around be­
cause he knew the rest of the
Dear Ann Landers: Although1 
most of my friends have had 
offbeat weddings I want a tradi­
tional ceremony, a white gown, 
and I’m even going to promise 
to love, honor and obey.
My fiance is four inches 
shorter than I am which doesn’t 
bother me. But it bothers my 
mother. She wants Frankie to 
wear elevator shoes. I think It’s 
ridiculous. Frankie is perfectly 
willing to wear elevator shoes to 
please Mom.
This has gotten to be the 
centre of a family debate, and 
there’s a deadlock, so you, Ann 
Landers, are going ,o cast the 
deciding vote. Yes or no?—A Of 
Venezuela
Dear A.: The only vote that 
should count is Frankie’s and he 
has already voted yes, so that 
settles it.
FEED ON NEEDLES
Defoliating type insects fccc 
on the leaves or needles of 
trees.
Club 17 President 
On B.C. Executive
Ed Hicks, president of Club 
17, was elected to the provin­
cial executive board of senior 
citizens at the senior citizens’ 
provincial convention held June 
13 and June 14, in New West­
minster.
Mr. Hicks said all three reso­
lutions presented from Kelow­
na at the convention were pass­
ed. They are raising the old age 
pension to $150, with no means 
test, and tied to the cost of liv­
ing; exemption on Income tax; 
and better inspection of senior 
citizens homes,
There were over 100 voting 
delegates from all over B.C., 
Mr. Hicks said, with six from 
Kelowna. Mr. Hicks said Club 
17 was the largest club of senior 
citizens association in B.C. 
with about 450 members.
OPEN 6 
DAYS A WEEK 
7:30 ’til 5:30 
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the . . .
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
Boutique
FEATURING
• Estee Lauder 
Cosmetics
• Full Time Cosmetician








Give your home Moore quality
BEEF STEW
Swifts, 24 oz. 2-99c
CHEDDAR SPREAD
Maple Leaf, 1 lb. 89c
CHEESE SLICES




■kmily woqld be over!
nOpot understood certain 
toQHrds. If anyone said “gar- 
“^agc" he’d run to the door be­
cause he knew he was going to 
get a little walk. '
He knew the word “car.” The 
moment he heard It he’d head 
for the door and make It plain 






Painting your home is 
a reflection of your good 
taste. At the Benjamin 
Moore sign you’ll find a 
friendly dealer ready to 
help and tell you about 
Moore Paints... over 1500 




SOUP CMcken Noodle W< 99C









You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion's.
L
 CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
rgest , selection oi fabrics 
In the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
NMN 76M124





and get Moore, 
for your money.
Moore A 1 DION’S
PAINTS OF RUTLAND -
1618 Pandosy St., I^downa Phone 762*0836
Open 7 Days a Week-9 a.m. to 10p.m. 
PHONE 765-5152
V
Willows Slip Into The Past 




















ARE YOU GOING TO PLAY HERE, BOBBY?
Jets of the World Hockey As­
sociation. Hull hasn’t denied
Hundreds of youngsters sur- motional tour, with the main 
round Bobby Hull in Winnipeg question whether he will be ------------
during his cross-Canada pro- playing there for the Winnipeg any reports that he will be
One Too Many Clubs Is Costly 






ROSEMERE, Que. (CP) - 
Oreg Pitzer, a personable 25- 
year-old pro from Los Angeles, 
and Canadian veteran Moe Nor­
man of Gilford, Ont., held a 
one-stroke lead going into to­
day’s final round of the 54-hoie, 
916,000 Quebec open golf cham­
pionship.
And young John Elliott of 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., would 
have shared the lead with 
Pitzer and Norman had he 
taken the precaution to count 
the number of clubs he carried 
in his bag,
The omission cost Elliott four 
penalty strokes, a share of first 
place and as he expressed it 
“93,000”—the first-place prize 
money.
h'
Rain Wipes Out 
Sports Events
At the start of the season 
Willow Inn Willows had trouble 
winning because of errors.
Willows made • temporary re­
turn to their poorer past Sun­
day night in dropping an 8-1 de­
cision to Budget Boys in Kel­
owna and District Senior Men’s 
B Softball League action.
The win enabled Boys to 
move back into a first place tie 
with Rutland Rovers as they 
are making it a two-team race.
Treadgold's Club 13 have fallen 
off the pace, trailing the lead­
ers by eight points with 16 
points. Willows have eight 
points.
Willows, in pursuit of Club 13 
for third place, will meet Rovers 
tonight at 8 p.m. at King’s Sta­
dium.
Boys took advantage of two of 
Willows’ five errors in the game 
and six hits in the first inning to 
take a five run margin and
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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make the final outcome a for­
gone conclusion,
Wayne Homing started the 
rally with a one-out double, and 
scored on Ed Sehn’s double. A 
fielder’s choice that didn’t work 
allowed Ian Angus to reach the 
bases safely and Norbert Kor- 
thals rapped a two-run double.
Rick Favell scored Korthals 
with a single and scored follow­
ing a sacrifice bunt and a single.
It looked as if the second 
might be as bad for Willows as 
the first frame, as Homing 
blasted the second pitch to him 
out of the park. Homing, a nor­
mally light-hitting batter, had 
one extra base hit all season be­
fore picking up his two hits 
against Willows.
Boys waited until the sixth 
inning before scoring their final 
two runs. Larry Bodnar reached
Lions Finally Get A Scrimmage 
Come Up With Film, No Injuries
signing a contract with Jets 





can’t tell a thing until we look 
at the films.”
By STAN KELLY 
PENTICTON — Saturday the 
B.C. Lions finally got in their : 
first scrimmage, of the 1972 
season and came out of it with 
a pair of entries on the credit 
side of the ledger, a roll of film 
and no injuries.
' The scrimmage, like all such 
initial training camp confronta­
tions, saw the defensive align­
ments get the best of it as the 
still far from set offensive units 
sputtered along fitfully.
This was only to be expected, 
however, according to head 
coach Eagle Keys, as he said, 
'the defence is always ahead at 
this time.
“We really were only in­
terested in giving everybody a 
I chance,” Keys pointed up, “and 
I we did that, with all 61 of them 
I playing both ways, except 
maybe a couple .of people.” 
J With veterans Jim Evenson, 
; Jim Young, Ken Sugarman and 
Ken Phillips away preparing 
i for this Wednesday’s CFL All-
Nettles and Evenson, less highly 
regarded backfielders, Monroe 
Eley and Levi Mitchell, also 
showed definite possibilities.
While the defensive standouts 
were harder to pin down due to 
a duplication of numbers, a 
pair of noticeable bright spots 
were cornerbacks Mel Easley
Lions’head coach Eagle Keys .
didn’t come up with that time- Star game, and with Johnny 
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Sha-Dori has the largest se­
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Pitzer went around the 8,510- 
yard Rosemere Golf Club layout 
with a par 71 again Sunday—the 
same number of strokes he 
carded in Friday’s opening 
round.
By comparison, Norman, 42, 
who says he will give up the pro
tour in favor of teaching thei ___ . . . . . ..game next season, shaved 10 Charlo* to homa d?’B« | _ 
strokes off his Friday round, d,,he‘- 1 
w h i p p 1 ng around the rain- ••many d,TOts “1 am‘ 
soaked course with a five-un- ----- —---------------------- ----- ——
der-par 66 to join Pitzer with .■
sX’oS™. Montreal Team
Norman’s second-round score ■ ft .
was one stroke off the competl- lAfhjnC PAntlpTAH 
tlve course record of 65 set.by ' CIIIIUIUII
SSranM^eJdaMM^Ihnit •• PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) - 
to h I Montreal Olympics of the North 
P ?he secondground had origi- Amcncan S^cer League made 
na?yebeer!“schSdTor coS-
pletion Saturday, but it was L1^011 “ they romPe^ a
wiped out by torrential rain and exhibition win Saturday 
postponed to Sunday with 60 per nlght.
RUTLAND (Staff) -. Rain , 
Saturday night and Sunday . 
morning washed out two sports : 
events. Although the rain stop­
ped early Sunday, Edith Gay . 
Playgorund and Rutland Cen­
tennial Park were so inundated 
play was impossible.
Minor baseball finals will be 
held this week. No announce­
ment had been made Sunday 
night about minor softball 
finals.
Farm league playoffs will be 
Tuesday night at Edith Gay 
Playground, pitting Stedmans 
against Dion’s, Table Supply 
•gainst Sid’s Grocery. Rutland 
Builders and Rutland Pharma­
cy, also Sports Centre and Mac- 
Neil’s, will play exhibition 
games.
Little League playoffs will be 
Wednesday night at the same 
place. MidValley plays Schnei­
der’s, and Light's entertain the 
Knights of Columbus. Exhibi­
tion matches will be played by 
Dion’s and Shoppers' Village, 
Tonin U and Ellison Uikc,
Winners of the games that 
count will piny Thursday night,
cent of the field of 158 pros and Olympics took a 2-0 lead in 
amateurs still on the course. the opening half and expanded 
Norman said his 66 “could I their edge to 4-0 before. Pentic- 
easily have been a 63” with a ton countedit’s only goal at the 
little luck on the greens. He 70-minute mark.
said he kept missing the short . ±, . ,putts by about an inch. L Michael Dillon paced the visi-
However, he still managed his three goals while Ken
five-birdie, bogey-free round. Wallace counted a pair and
Elliott, first-round leader Frl-1 Beno Selmo a singleton.
day with a four-under-par 68, Bob Johnstone was the lone 
fired a three-over 74 Sunday as marksman for the Penticton 
he finished in late afternoon Squad which is a member of 
ra’n- the Okanagan Soccer League.
But he was assessed a four- ___ • • , ,
stroke penalty—the maximum , Dillon opened the scoring in 
in medal play-when he turned the game early on when he 
himself in at the 18th for having ’lammed in a hard drive from 
15 clubs in his bog-one more 15 yards out that gave Penticton 
than allowed. goalkeeper Sonny Balentine no
the club’s first training camp ' 
scrimmage Saturday, but all the i 
props were in place.
Bob Elliot, the club’s demon 
photog was in place and grind­
ing away feverishly atop a 
specially constructed tower on 
the parking lot at Queen’s Park.
And when everybody else in­
cluding. Keys was ready to quit 
on the first “sock-it-to-em” ses­
sion of the year, a check with 
Elliott established that he still I 
had film for six minutes of 
steady running, so the slogging 
went on for a little longer.
So you see that lead-off line 
really isn’t just a convenient 
cop-out for those occasions when 
a club has just been clobbered 
and the brain trust doesn’t want 
to talk about it. |
No indeedy. Apparently all 
coaches and Keys in particular, 
place great store in the old saw 
that “cameras don’t lie;”
Which figures, when you think 
about it.
After all a guy’s only got two 
, eyes. And even if you add the 





Continuing to press and com­
pletely dominate the play, Mont­
real was back again at the 25- 
minute mark when Wallace 
steered one home.
Penticton pressed briefly after
DETROIT CAP) - Bill the break and twice missed 
Muncey powered his hydro-1 scoring chances before the 
plane boat to his fifth Gold Cup Olympics got a pair of rapid-fire 
Championship on the Detroit goals from the busy Dillon.
nt the same time as the junior 
Babe Huth series Is decided, 
with I. and D Fetch taking on 
Pioneer Moats. Lust week the 
Fetch gang and Dion's had to 
play M Innings to bfenk a tie. 
Darkness fell Thursday after 
eight Innings, so they were back 
at it Friday for six innings. The 
score was (1-5 for Fetch. Pioneer 
handed Hutland Esso a 12-2 win.
All games start nt 6 p.m., 
and offlclids arc hoping for 
large crowds of spectators, par­
ticularly Thursday night. Re­
freshments vyill be sold all 
night. It Is Hoped Edith Gay, 
who donated the land for the 
playground, will start the games 
Thursday.
In minor softball, three temps 
of high school girls, and two 
of women, were to have played 





first on an error and took sec­
ond on the miscue. He finally 
scored on a wild pitch. Horning 
was hit by a pitch and Sehn 
brought him in with a long 
triple to centre field, just short 
of a home run.
Willows finally got on the 
scoreboard in the bottom of the 
sixth inning, with Rod Bennett 
walking to start the rally. Ted 
Allan moved him to second on a 
single and a wild pitch put him 
on third. Wayne North lofted a 
sacrifice fly to score the run.
Don Schmidt picked up his 
fifth win of the season against 
four losses, scattering five hits, 
striking out four and walking 
! one.
and Brian Donnelly.
Easley, a rookie from Oregon 
State, was particularly effec- 
tive against running plays 
around the end, coming up with 
some of the toughest tackles 
of the day.
Donnelly, meanwhile, also 
from Simon Fraser and in his 
second year with the Lions, was 
more than adequate in covering 
the all but uncoverable High­
baugh.
Successful receptions were 
scarce which was to be expect­
ed. But besides Highbaugh’s 
classic combination with 
Guthrie, other encouraging cat­
ches were made by returnee 
Dave Denny and Iowa rookie
Larry Yeast lost his third in 
seven starts, with nine hits 
charged against him. He struck 
out two batters, walked one anc 
hit two others.
1 Homing and Sehn led Boys 
with their extra base clouts, 
while Dave Hanson rapped two 





Gas and Electric 
SALES — SERVICE 
— PARTS
FACTORY AUTHORIZED 
Toro, Briggs & Stratton, Te­
cumseh, Lauson power pro­
ducts. Lombard chain saw- 
Eska, OBM, Little Wonder 













FOR ALL WINDOWS 
Custom made to order In ...
• White • Beige • Hain
Nettles, the club’s three hottest 
rookie imports, playing in the 
annual All-Star College clash, 
the offence lacked much of- the 
sting it will eventually have.
However, despite this, Keys 
land his staff succeeded in get­
ting their first look at all six 
quarterback hopefuls during the 
simulated battle conditions of 
the scrimmage.
As was expected here, Don 
Moorhead, the Lions first line 
I signal-caller at season’s end last 
I year, played with aplomb and 
showed well.
Meanwhile, Don Bunce, Stan­
ford’s Rose Bowl-winning star, 
also showed an excellent arm 
I and good speed in roll-outs, des- 
Ipite some continuing problems 
I of adjustment to the Canadian 
game and new personnel.
Eric Guthrie, Boise State
running back Steve Penney.
With the entire scrimmage 
filmed from a specially erected 
tower on the Queen’s Park 
parking lot, the Lions held one 
workout Sunday and may 
scrimmage again Monday, after 
the films have been studied.
Following the scrimmage, 
Keys would make no comment 
on individual personnel and said 
any decision as to whether the 
squad would scrimmage today 
was not possible at that time.
Your most complete glass 
and window department 
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY




had going for him in his assis­
tants, that leaves a lot that can 
oe missed in as catch-as-catch- 
can an operation as a first 
scrimmage.
Besides, assuming one of the 
assistants “thought” he noticed 
something but isn’t sure, he 
doesn’t come equipped with 
“rewind-slow motion, stop ac­
tion” and other stuff like that 
there.
So you see if you were one 
of those among Saturday's on­
lookers whose name was my­
riad and you came away com­
pletely “confoocd,” join the 
club. ।
University and Vancouver's 
own entry in the quarterback 
sweepstakes, showed more than 
enough to stay firmly in the 
race.
Of the other three quarterback 
candidates, wily veteran Tom 
Wilkinson, who finished last 
season as back-up to Moorhead, 
could in no way be discounted, 
while Ed Holwig and Rocky 
Long appeared to remain out­
side bets.
Even Wayne Holm, Simon 
Fraser grad and part-time 
quarterback with Calgary prior 
to being traded to the Lions, 
got a shot at handling the of­
fense, but looked much more 
Impressive at defensive back 
where he is listed and likely to 
play. /
Otherwise on offense, speedy 
Larry Highbaugh was the focus 
of all eyes for the several hun­
dred spectators and as expect­
ed, did everything well, includ­
ing clicking with Guthrie on an 
eye-catching long bomb.
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The Regional District of Central Okanagan is seeking 
suitable sites for the disposal of septic tank effluent! 
and requests submissions from interested agricultural 
land owners, to receive the effluent for disposal upon 
the land.
It is estimated that approximately 20 septic tank truck 
loads of effluent per day would be delivered to the 
site for disposal upon the land.
It Is suggested that a fee could be charged to the 
septic tank truck operators, for the service rendered 
by the land owners.
The effluent would have to be disposed of in a manner 
to meet the Provincial Health Regulations which 
require that it be trenched and covered within 48 
hours so as to prevent the breeding of flies.
Submissions by interested persons will be received by 
the undersigned up to and including the 4th day of 
July 1972.




540 Groves Ave., 
Kelowna, British Columbia.
Wrst saw Dillon count mntortd20M)nofm?I e 1 ‘ with a blistering 18-yard drive 
ma cd 200,000 fans whUe hlg SKond«came on (ull.
The 44-year-old Detroiter, the length header of a cross from 
winner of the first two meets on outfiide right Keith Pointer. 
Sil of. T S.vd Penticton (tally broke the lee 
heats with Atlas Van Lincs I n b.1"^ and 
.lid th., eh.mnlon.hu> g ‘'W
without being sorioualy
Fromlensed* I I1 i
Muncey had won four Gold °ld * wAhSJT.
Cups and three national chain
PROCLAMATION
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS ■
' 1054 Ellis St., Kelowna
! "Lighting Fixtures" 1
WHEREAS Canada is the homeland of all Canadians, nourished by Its two 
cultures, enriched by still other races of men, drawing its strength from its people, 
building together a nation that will be a reflection of its high Ideals; and
The Latest Styles in
er jmmar K°cn . CONTEMPORARY 
th^.“on^ wnii± PROVINCIAL 
finnrincr n« Wnllnrr
' bounced one off a Penticton de-
pionships in his 20 years on the 
race circuit.
Only one bont beat him across 
the line. Notre Dame, piloted 
by Dean Chenoweth of Xenia, 
Ohio, roared across the start­
ing line but beat the starting 
gun and was dropped to fifth 
place in the heat. In a later 
heat Notre Duma sank at the 
far end of the three-mile course 
after running into choppy water,
fender and Dillon counted his 
third of the night on a penalty 
kick.
| Phone OUTDOOR & GARDEN
TRADITIONAL I
RESIDENTIAL I
WHEREAS Canada is a vast land where 22,300,000 Canadians live in 





SPORTS & MARINE ■ •** tarn* MML - ■ a a.
WHEREAS Canada is a land of peace and prosperity with a future few other 








FRIDAY, JUNE 30 al 8 p.
All Seats Reserved 
Tickets $3.50 Each 





Kelowna International Regalia Association
WHEREAS Canada is a colourful and picturesque country whose com­
plexion changes with every season which is never the same, yet never so different; 
and
WHEREAS This land, Canada, is mine. A land I love and whose name I 
am proud to bear as a Canadian;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that (he week of June 26th until July 
2nd, 1972 be proclaimed as:
CANADA WEEK
' AND FURTHERMORE, I, Hilbert Roth, Maj^or of the City of Kclownfi 
invite nil my fellow citizens to celebrate thin week together... to better acquaint 
thqniNolven with our country ... to value our national symbol: our flag ... and to 
proudly bear the name: Canadian, the name that is rightfully ours,
Kelowna City Hall, 
1435 Water Street, 
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WHA Taking $2.5 Million Flight
In Pursuit Of Superstar Hull
_ — HraLt* a 41 SLmST. PAUL, Minn. (API — The 
World Hockey Association Is 
taking a 32.5 million airplane 
ride Tuesday in two countries in 
hopes of bringing National 
Hockey League superstar Bobby 
Hull to Winnipeg Jets and add­
ing credibility 4o its fledgling
This one is for a $1.5- illlon
MAYS'DECEMBER—fcy Alan Mover
organization.
The WHA. gearing for its first 
• season in October, has sched- 
■ tiled news conferences in SL 
’ Paul and Winnipeg, hoping to 
announce the signing of the 33- 
year-old Golden Jet who Is the 
second leading all - time goal 
scorer In NHL history.
The chain of events is to
late tonight when, or if, 
boards a commercial flight 
Calgary to Winnipeg, from 
where he will take a chartered 
flight to St. Paul.
After a police-escorted motor­
cade through St. Paul. WHA of­
ficials hope to usher Hull Into a 
10:30 S.m. EDT news confer­
ence.
Gary L. Davidson, WHA pres­
ident, is to present Hull, whose 
contract with the NHL Chicago 
Black Hawks expired at the end 
of the 1971-72 season, with a 
cheque for $1 million.
Then it's back aboard the air­
plane for a return trip to Winni­
peg, where a second entourage 
. of officials will be escorted to 
the city’s busiest Intersection- 
Portage and Main Streets—and 
a second ceremonial signing.
agreement with Winnipeg Jets 
to serve as player and coach.
THINK OFFER REAL
The Black Hawks apparently 
think the WHA offer is for real.
“I think that he’ll probably 
sign with the other league." 
William W. Wirtz, president of 
the Black Hawks said in today’s 
editions of the Chicago Tribune.
"We haven’t had any indica­
tion that he won’t. And we 
aren’t sitting on anything that 
we’ll pull at the last minute. 
We’ve made our offer. We ha /e 
no hostility whatsoever toward 
Bobby. If the other league
doesn’t produce, the money, our 
offer stands.”
Wirtz, while making no men­
tion of a possible lawsuit, did 
say "anti-trust laws won’t allow 
us to pool money like they've 
done."
"I have my doubts whether 
that’s legal.”
But a WHA spokesman said 
Sunday night there was no pool­
ing arrangements Involved and , 
that any money paid by the • 
league to Hull was coming out 
of the WHA treasury.
Hull became entangled m a 
contract dispute with Black 
Hawks owners four years ago I 
for a reported 3150,000 contract, 
which expired this year.
If Hull does sign, he will be-
come the first NHL superstar to 
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(CP) — Anglers may ba noto­
rious for their tall stories, but
Started By Misplaced Ball s!
< ■ Cocker
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS :
It's not likely to make Mont- ' 
real’s Tim Foil feel a whole lot ' 
better now, but Steve Carlton < 
didn't really mean to bean him.
“I’m sorry I plunked Foil on 
the head,” said Carlton of the 
fourth-inning pitch that precipi- 
. I tated a baseball free-for-all be­
tween Montreal Expos and Phil­
adelphia Phillies Sunday.
“I was trying to get him in 
the ribs, but the ball got away 
on me.”
I Foli bounced up off the 
(ground and started after Cari­
llon, signalling both National 
League dugouts to empty with 
Montreal manager Gene Mauch 
leading the charge. He went
I after Carlton and wound up get­
ting thrown out of the game 
when the umpires decided he 
<£* I had thrown the first punch in 
“ the ensuing brawl.
I Mauch also held a spirited 
conversation with Phtllie
I catcher John Bateman, who was 
traded by the Expos to Philadel-
I phia only two weeks ago. In the 
course of the squabble, Bate­
man suffered a hyper-extension
I in his left elbow which eventu- 
I ally forced him to leave the 
| game.
HOMER THE WINNER
land of Swift Current, Sask., । 
Houston stopped Cincinnati 4-1, । 
Montreal nipped Philadelphia ; 
5-4, Atlanta swept two from the < 
Dodgers, 1-0 and 64, and San 
Francisco defeated San Diego 
74.
The Montreal-Philadelphia 
trouble started in the top ot the 
fourth when Expo starter Ernie 
McAnally hit Joe Lis in the 
back with a pitch. Carlton de­
cided it was no accident and 
that Mauch was behind it
"He gave the order to hit 
Lis," said the Phillies’ lefthan­
der. “You have to retaliate to 
protect your team-mates.”
It was Foil’s misfortune to be 
the leadoff man in the bottom of 
the fourth and Carlton retal­
iated in a hurry.
After the brawl was over, the 
game resumed and Bateman 
homered in the fifth. The next 
batter was Carlton and when 
McAnally backed him away 
from the plate, the Expo pitcher 
was thrown out of the game.
Again some players started 
strolling out of the dugouts, 
heading for each other before
Martin And Weaver New Combo
But before he did, he smacked 
a fifth-inning homer, accounting 
for the only run of the day as 
Carlton’s four-hitter blanked the 
Expos 1-0.
In other games Sunday, St. 
Louis Cardinals swept a double­
header from New York Mets, 7- 
1 and 2-1, Pittsburgh Pirates 
battered Chicago Cubs 9-2, Cin-
one fishing enthusiast has a tala 
different punch line. He 
i that during one fruitless 
weekend on the River
 fa Cumberland, he
took the second game after Sci­
pio Spinks doled out six hits and | 
struck out 13 batters to win the : 
opener.
The double loss dropped the 
Mets three games back of Pitts- 
jurgh in the National League 
East. The Pirates ripped the 
Cubs, sweeping the three-game 
series from Chicago, as Manny 
Sanguillen hit his first career 
grand-slam homer, triggering a 
late-lnnlng comeback.
Cincinnati regained the lead 
in the see-saw West Division, 
moving one-half game ahead of 
Houston by beating the Astros 
in 10 innings on Denis Menke's 
double.
Tony Perea had singled with 
one out in the 10th and then cir­
cled the bases with the winning 
ran on Menke's double.
Starter Tommy John and re­
liever Pete Mikkelsen combined 
for a seven-hit shutout as Los 
Angeles trimmed Atlanta.
Bill Russell and Chris Cannlz-
the umpires intercepted them : 
and prevented any more trou- < 
ble.
Foil wound up in a Montreal 
hospital for x-rays which proved 
negative. He was back in the 
Expo clubhouse when the game 
ended. When asked how he felt, 
he said "fine,” and strolled 
away from reporters.
That was more than Mauch 
was saying. The Montreal skip­
per, who limped off with a char- 
ley horse after the fight, locked 
the clubhouse doors for several 
minutes after the game and 
even after allowing reporters 
into the room, he refused to talk 
to them.
Rick Wise, the man the Phil­
lies traded to get Carlton, 
tossed a four-hitter of his own
1 as St. Louis swept, a double- 
■ header from the Mets. Wise
Six Years Of Uphill Battles tl _ c Ah T M . 
r . a (ur nimuteri Anma •» Top form After Teams Meet Enas Aiier une uispurea uaine
GENEVA, N.Y. (AP) - Itf Gera stands 5-foot-2 and weighs and Martin are among the more "Tell Weaver I’ll get good and Lm
took Bernice Gera six years to in at 130. . prominent comedy teams of re- seats for him In the playrffe “ “““J®
battle her way to her goal of In appraising her one-stand £ent vintage. Martin and and the World Series,” Martin Angeles Dodgers shut out At- 
umpiring In professional base- performance, Dr Thomas Sta- Weaver aren<t bad, either. shot back. “If he’s not coming,, 
ball. Then after seven dispute- pieton, vice-president of the The rival baseball managers, tell him to get a TV set.” L ™»ourgjsnoos.me cuds13-1 
filled innings it was all over, New York-Penn League com- Detroit Tigers’ Billy Martin and "I got him nice seats the last *“•
•nd the petite New York house- mented: Baltimore Orioles’ Earl Weaver three years,” Weaver replied. “P®} «ew xorx 11-v nemna tne
wife dropped out of public view, UNDER STRAIN —were in top form Sunday after "It’s about time he recipro- sut mt. P1Xcmp8 Kegsle Uieve^
unavailable for comment or ex- "I think she had to be under the Orioles nipped the Tigers 2- cated.” 
planation. tremendous emotional s t r a I n 1, capturing two of the three Elsewhere Sunday Oakland Am.. CvAaarian
Mrs. Gera resigned in tears and she showed tremendous weekend games and moving Athletics swept a doubleheader VWI1 CAUCUIdllUlla EAvUCUvU
Saturday night after serving as self-control during the game, back into a tie with Detroit atop from California Angels 6-1 and • _
base umpire in a New York- considering all the attention di- the American League East. 6-0, Chicago White Sox outs- Ae E/ivyae* klaiu A Tah f antAHnAF 
Pennsylvania League game be- rected to her." “Oh yeah, we’re going tohUgged Texas Rangers 10-5,| n« rUIiUwI IMUW n IUU Vvlilwllvivl
tween Auburn Phillies and Ge- “The one thing that shook me win," needled Martin. “I'm Cleveland Indians took two from •tpniwnKH’AM /rm win- 1
ueva Rangers—her six years of up was when she told me she more sure than ever after New York Yankees, 4-3 and 5-1, .L
effort and legal wrangling to had not umpired a game in seeing the Orioles.” Minnesota Twins downed Kan-
break baseball officiatlng’s sex three years," he said. “I guess if we had won all gas City Royals 5-3 but dropped pectatlons Sunday when he won
barrier apparently at an ironic According to Stapleton, Mrs. I-------- ---------------- -------------------  the nightcap 8-3, and Milwaukee “e ae,con„, *?ce 01 1 j
end. Gera had been fully co-opera- ■ Brewers blanked Boston 2-0 Payers Challenge series and
"We don't know where she is tlve during the days before her If/in Qu am an an after the Red Sox won the ™°ve?._ta ~conte.ntc~
now," Barney Deary, chief of debut. |\tz|l DULI|C|||(||| opener 8-1.
umpire development for pro Glancing at the players taking] ■ Detroit downed the Orioles 2-1 '
baseball, said Sunday while the field for Sunday’s game, ■ •■-a in the second game of a double­
watching the teams play in Au- nearly all of them youngsters in I J. T.1|A header Saturday after Balti-'
burn. their rookie seasons as pros, |lg|Pnn\ 111 IP more won the first, 3-1. Else- :
After her hasty retreat from Stapleto? speculated: "These ■rwIVHM* 111IV where> MHwaukee trimmed
this upstate city following the kids play hard, of course, and I vnnir ,.p. „ p Boston 5-2, Minnesota won over
Saturday game her movements guess her skin was pretty soft.’ - nen au Kansas city 4.x California de-
were untraceable. She could not-------------- ----------------------------- ^2LTta mS f®ated Oakland 3-1 and Texas
be reached at her home in New] a a tnniohfMr,.'drubbed Chicago 6-1. New York
York’s Jackson Heights Sunday. I amm Aasja|fAf| Yankees at Cleveland Indians
Her rapid departure lM L0ny*AWalICQ ?’SUS® to »“ ‘”5«““ea by tata'. Deary to speculate that Mr,. » “ B al tint or e's Jim Palmer
Gera might have made her exit at | 5 ■Guaranteed yieided a first-inning home ran
plans tn advance. Will KASimflll ttSFbiaktai thTrecoM ofDetroit’s Gates Brown but
MANAGER EVICTED 11111 DUClUIIIUI for a UgMweight that shut the Tigers <>ut thereafterDuring Saturday’s night game wwiasMi $100 (TOO for a hghtweight mat flnlshing a seVen-hitter. It
the heat was turned on in the NORTHBROOK, Hl. (AP) - last vear g was Palmer’s eighth consecu- 
fourth inning of a seven-inning Jim Jamieson’s victory in the «nf LUve vict?y’ but Marthl waan t
contest when Auburn manager Western Open was one of those # impressed'
Nolan Campbell was evicted| beautiful happenings. of me gate—and a foreign “We should have won 1-0," he
from the proceedings by toe 40- „ ap0Vs £?r. , manager, groused. "Any time you let a
year-old lady umpire for pro- L. t triumnh in foJr^vratTra Carlos Eleta, if he wins. pop fly fall, something is wrong,
testing too loudly one of her Xe PGA touVand it AmZ in tS L BuCean5n%a mastar biox.er "And the ball Crowley hit for 
calls. I tour and it came in the | from Scotland, was a 2-to-l fa-1 a d0Ubie should have been
"It really wasn’t anything I bls bome vorlte to beat the hard-punching caught.”
’ said", Campbell explained to me 2;°y.0 muowers from Panamanian in the scheduled SCORES TYING RUN
Auburn crowd Sunday. “She put17J8 nat*ve Moline area forming 15-rounder. He referred to a pop foul bunt
me out before I had a chance." -j® T° , , enthusiastic army ft will be the third title de- by Don Buford In the opening
The heated moments came 81nce Arnie s. fence for Buchanan, who will be inning which third baseman Au-
when Auburn’s Terry Ford slid And nobody has won by as big 27 . Wednesday. He won the title relio Rodriguez and catcher 
back into second base from a a margin this year. The chunky with a close 15-round decision Tom Haller let fall between
lead. Mrs. Gera first called him Jamieson, who has trimmed his over Laguna Sept. 26, 1970, in them. Buford then singled and
safe, then thumbed him out sec- weight to 217 pounds, finished Puerto Rico, and defended it by | scored the tying run on Terry 
onds later. According to Camp- with a 69 for a 271 total-13 outpointing Ruben Navarro Feb. | Crowley’s single.
bell Mrs. Gera admitted she strokes under par and six 13, 1971 at Los Angeles and La- In the sixth, Crowley’s lazy 
had been mixed up on the play, strokes ahead of his nearest guna Sept. 13, 1971, in the Gar- fly ball fell in right-centre for a 
When it was all over and Au- rival, Labron Harris. den. double and Brooks Robinson sin-
burn had won 4-1, Mrs. Gera Harris charged with a closing ——:-------------------------------- gled him home with the winner,
walked into the office of Geneva 65 for 277, followed at 280 by U.S. WINS MEET L.'K?1 hunter stopped 
general manager Joseph Me- Hale Irwin, Jim Wlechers and REGGIO CALABRIA, Italy I California on th*®® J® 
Donough and In a tearful voice Lunn., Five others were (Reuter) - The United States £"^“£0^ rombffi for i
“I’ve just resigned from '’“se-r'rhe6 largest winning margin ban Vurnamen? which” ended six'blt shutout tor the Athletics 
ball. I'm sorry, Joe." nreXusWls eSn ?n tl« K endcd in the nightcap. Odom was
WHISKED AWAY IN CAR four was Lee Trovfno’s tour- - Su.nday. ■nl?h!‘------------------  heW bV Gene Tenace's three-
— _.in -»-j 1- 1— . . - - - !■ 'run homer.
The sweep put Oakland tour 
games ahead of the White Sox 
in AL West. Carlos May’s 
grand-slam home run high­
lighted a seven-run fourth In­
ning that powered Chicago past 
Texas.
Ken Buchanan Canadian Formula B drivingchampionship.
Forrest, a 24-year-old Edmon­
ton commerce student, drove 
flawlessly in his March 722 on
the 2.52-mile International
Speedway circuit which had 
been made slippery by light 
rain just before race time.
His elapsed time for the 40 
laps was one hour six minutes 
17.3 seconds for a race average 
of about 91 miles an hour—an 
outstanding performance from 
an engine displacing 1,600 cubic 
centimetres.
. The fastest lap, however, was 
posted by Brian Robertson of 
Ottawa, winner of the first race 
of the series, last month at San- 
air, Que. Robertson, in a Chev­
ron 20, was clocked at 1:32.8, .1 
seconds faster than the previous 
Formula B record set by 
Jacques Couture of Montreal in 
a qualifying lap for the 1971 
race.
Robertson, who finished 10.4 
seconds behind Forrest in sec­
ond place, retained his hold on 
first place in series standings.
hurled a full bottle of vodka at a. 
particularly insolent trout which 
had taunted him in full view for 
25 minutes.
zaro drove in two runs apiece 
for the Dodgers.
Garry Maddox doubled in the 
14th inning and then scored 
from second base on an infield 
out to give San Francisco its 
winning run against San Diego.
Chris Speier had four hits and 
Dave Rader homered for the 
Giants. Garry Jestadt’s two-run 
ninth inning homer had tied the 
score for the Padres.
Third in Sunday’s race was 
John Powell of Ottawa in a 
Chevron 18,16.5 seconds back of 
Forrest. Craig Hill of London, 
Ont., was fourth in a Lotus 69B, 
trailing by 1:26.9, and Ian Coris- 
tine of Montreal was fifth in a 
March 722, trailing the winner 
by 1:31.5.
Maurice McCaig of Calgary 
was. sixth followed by Reg Scul­
lion of Montreal.
The eight-race series hat 
prize money totalling $75,000 as 
well as "tow money” for out-of- 
town drivers to help defray ex­
penses.
Robertson’s fastest lap time 
was 16 seconds faster than For­
rest’s pole-winning qualifying 
time of 1:48.8.
With 54 points, he is well ahead 
of runner-up Al Justason of To­
ronto, who has 32. Forrest is 
third with 30.
MAI CO
HEARING AID ' 
SERVICE 
1560A Water St, Kelowna 







Visit Kelowna s 
Exclusive Dealer 
REID'S CORNER 
Imported Cars Ltd. 
Hwy. 97 No.. Kelowna 
765-5184
JERRY’S MUFFLERS
Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwy. 97 none 763-7733
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headen
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machino 





NOW OPEN EVENINGS 
’til 10:30 p.m. 





Then, still clad In her blue stroke victory In the Memphis 
umpire s suit, she stepped into a Open.
car and was whisked away. Jamieson pocketed $30,000 In 
b • c 0 m 1 n 8 the first Illinoisworked as the plate umpire in p]Oyer f0 w|n Western Open 
!?e m1 0 lhe schwlulcd alnce Chick Evans in 1910, 
BeHevI'd to be the first Xt ,ncr®ased h,B 1972 earnings 
ever'to oftldale at a .to '» EK.’”1 Ms ,0‘”1 
.TO Jamieson atarted th. Ilnal
b.aeball umpire's Job r°v'9t^ -e lr lt ohook Jtlm up. He 1 
thwarted dosplto hcr graduation of the first three
from a Florida umpiring school holes, scuffing a shot In the 
in 1966. rough nnd throe-putting.
"The turning point came on 
tho long fourth,” he «ald, "I 
trapped my second shot, came 
out six' fact from the up and 
dropped the putt for a birdie.






another.You just, m 
carft beat Bardahl?
Peter Simone has been a cab driver In Toronto 
for 25 years. He figures he's put on a million miles In 
thattlme.
Peter Simone explains why he swears by , 
Bardahl.
•'My cars run better with the stuff In lf.,.had a 
•63 Ford and put 170,000 miles on It. It was still good 
whsn I gave It to a cousin of mine. Drove a Rambler 
and put 140,000 miles on that.
I find Bardahl Just great. You can’t beat the 
stuff. It'S just tho best."
How Bardahl works.
Engine oils prevent metal-to-metal contact. But 
sometimes they can fall. At start-up, for Instance, 
when the oil has drained down Into the crankcase. 
Or, where moving parts meet, high pressures and 
high temperatures oan heat oil to Its "flash point." 
When this happens, oil burns off allowing the metal 
surfaces to touch.
With your engine robbed of protection, tem­
peratures soar where metal meets metal. Tiny, micro­
scopic welds and tears occur rapidly. This Is a major 
cause of engine wear.
This won't happen with Bardahl, Bardahl, In 
effect, "plates" Itself to metal surfaces. Even If your 
oil bums off at "flash point," Bardahl won't. A tough, 
slippery layer of molecules stay on the Job. Wear Is 
dramatically reduced.
No other oil—or other additive—has the 
Bardahl polar organic formula. Or anything like It.
If you care about your car, add Bardahl when 
you change oil.
Note: Ugo Bardahl 11f your engine Is In good 
condition and not burning oil. Bardahl 2 If lt'a 
"chattery" or smoky.
2,195Only
“1 hope ha don’t hammer away 
at my ribe too muoh. You 










Starting Prico JHB ■ Wr V
1972 CITROEN *£350
Starting Price TTWW W
PARTHENON MOTORS
Her breakthrough finally 
cams last Jan. 13 when Now 
York’s highest court, the State 
Court ot Appeals, agreed with 
her contention that existing 
physical requirements wore dis­
criminatory to women. Mrs.
ana
NEW CAR W
3 Months Free Service 
on Every Car Sold
Now-5% interest on Savings Accounts.
Now we can offer you 
a Savings Account that 
pays 5% per annum on 
the minimum monthly 
balance. And that 
means your savings 
will grow fasten
Stop by and see us soon.
Royal Trust IfJ
Qm«Mi D«V**h MMMTMM OMpMMlM "
Longer business hours. \
24H Bernard Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C. \7SMtoO 3
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IDEAL ENDING TO A SMART BEGINNING - RESULTS FROM COURIER WANT ADS
START YOUR SMART BEGINNING NOW — PHONE 763-3228
Kelowna and District 15. HOUSES FOR RENTNOW RENTING. NEW SPANISH STYLE 
toarplex units to Rutland. Featuring 
two bedrooms, IVi bath*, carpet, large
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
suite*. Telephone KM7BS. zn
SERVICE DIRECTORY
RUTLAND. THREE BEDROOM DUP- 
lex. fun basement, wall to waH car­
pet*. stove. (133.00. Telephone 763-3737 
or 7*3^071. 219
LOVELY OLDER HOME ON QUIET 
street near lake. Older couple prefer­
red. Partly furnished (200 per month.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
NEW EIGHTPLEX. TWO BEDROOM, 
deluxe, adult ■ apartment. Large front 
room, shag rugs, drapes and curtains, 
coxy kitchen with colored refrigerator 
and stove. Individual utility room, elec­
tric beaUng. each room thermostatically 
controlled, cablevislon. car parking (no 
pets). Located at Mills Road and High­











102-1491 Pandosy St Kelowna
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave, Ph. 762-3631
CARPET & FURNITURE 
CLEANING
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY THREE 
bedroom duplex In city. New. *173 per 
month. Carport, sundeck. Telephone 
762-6339.  277
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. CLOSE TO 
shopping and bus. No pets. (133 per 
month. Telephone 765-6826.275
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. NEW TWO BED- 
room duplex, wall to wall carpets, car­
port. Telephone 769-4349. < 219
16. APTS. FOR RENT
RUTHERFORD, 
BAZETT & CO. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Telephone 763-5515 
Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St.
Isn’t this the day 
0 caU SERVICEMASTER
In Home & Office 
Cleaning 
Carpets & Furniture 
1323 McBride Rd.-, 762-2109
M. W, F, 282
CONSTRUCTION
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO. 
Chartered Accountants
Telephone 7624434
477 Leon Ave., Kelowna
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
7694697 days. 7694671 












SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
W. R. FENNELL & CO. 
Accredited Public Accountants 
W. R. Fennell, APA, FCI 
R. D. Horton, APA. FCIS 
2979 Pandosy St, Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone 7634528 






Clarelfled Advertisement* and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion. except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phon* 763-3228 
WANT AD CASH RATES
One or two days 5c per word, per 
Insertion.
Three consecutive day*. 4%c per 
word per insertion.
Six consecutive day*. 4c per word 
per insertion.
Minimum charge based on 20 word*. 
. Minimum charge for any advertise­
ment la <1.00.
Births, Engagement*, Marriage* 
Ie per word, minimum *2.50.
Death Notices. 
Card* of Thank* 
mum *2.50.
In Memoriams, 
5c per word, mini-
Centennial House Apartments 
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland 
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
• Spacious deluxe suites
* Air conditioning 
* Carpet throughout.
* Colored appliances and 
drapes
♦ Free laundry facilities 
* Cable TV
AVAILABLE JULY 1ST. ONE BED- 
room basement suite. large living room 
and kitchen, shower and storage room, 
refrigerator and stove Included. All uti­
lities supplied. *130 month. Responsible, 
quiet living adults only- No pets. Apply 
at 900 Juniper Rd.. Rutland, across 
from Okanagan Academy School. If
CONTINENTAL MANOR. BOWCLIFFE 
Avenue i one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for Immediate occu­
pancy. Wall to wall carpet cable TV. 
undercover parking, laundry facilities, 
elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pet*. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209. 
tf
BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment amidst fruit trees. Wall to wall 
carpet throughout, modem, drapes, re­
frigerator. range, carport, sliding glass 
doors to patio. Prefer elderly couple. 
No children, no pets please. (145. Tele-
phone evening* 763-5104. u
AVAILABLE JULY 1st, LARGE TOO 
bedroom suite. Fairlane Court, 1230 
Lawrence Ave. Completely modern. 
Close to Shops Capri and People’s. 
Elderly couple preferred, no children 
or pete. Telephone 763-2814 or 762-7528. 
tf
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTR AC- 
five new one bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna 
*110 per month. Two bedroom suite 




* Close to all shopping areas.
RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW
Telephone Manager 
765-9133 or 762-0928 
tf
tf
HALF A MONTH FREE RENT - NEW 
apartments to Rutland. Deluxe large | 
one and two bedroom suites. AU shag 
carpeted, air conditioned, cable TV, 
drapes. Available May 15. Telephone 
762-2519, if no answer 762-5030. Hoover
Realty Ltd. tf
tf
1 Month Free Rent for a 
Minimum of 6 Months Lease.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - 
HERE'S A REAL SLEEPER!
Your chance to get Into something with unlimited potential — Set your own profit 
goals with this fast food business. Ideal for couple—Owners retiring to other inter­
ests. Present offers. CaU Art Day 3-5089 to view. MLS,
MOTEL WITH BEACH ACCESS
See this nearly new motel, seven 2 Bdrm, suites, aU furnished and rented on perma­
nent basis. Seven room suite for owner with an exceptional view. CaU Bob Robinson 
3-5161. MLS.
APPRAISALS FOR PROPERTY EVALUATION - R. G. Trimble F.R.I.
Apple Valley Realty ™
1451 Pandosy St. *** SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦♦♦ Office Ph. 3-4144
FINTRY:
Level lot; 75 x 120. Close to 
Okanagan Lake. Full price 
$5,550.00 with terms. Call 
Donna Dunn for more part­
iculars and' information, at 
762-2846. Evenings at 7644724. 
MLS.
READY TO ENJOY:
Large lakeshore cabin with 
convenient electric heat and 
running water; also includes 
all furniture and dishes. This 
lovely insulated cabin is sit­
uated on a 78x240 landscaped 
lot. The beach is fine san ( 
with retaining wall amn 
wharf. Call Grant Davis at 
762-2846. Evenings at 762- 
7537. EXCLUSIVE.
If you are interested in acre­
age or lots, SEE US. We 
have both at reasonable 
prices and terms. Phone 








A collection of suitable verses for use 
to In Memoriams is on hand at Tbs 
Kelowna Daily Courier Office. In Mem­
oriams are accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 
preceding publication, tf you wish 
come to our Classified Counter and 
make a selection or telephone for a 
trained Ad-writer to assist you to the 
choice of an appropriate verse and 
in writing the In Memoriam. Tele-
phone 763-3228.
If paid prior to initial billing. ■ io% 
discount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation tone 
only.
Deadline 4:30 p.m. day previous to 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication.
One Insertion *1.89 per column Inch.
Three consecutive insertion* *1.82 
per column Inch.
Six consecutive Insertions *1.75 per 
column inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
day it appears. We will not be' res­
ponsible for more than - one Incorrect 
insertion.
BOX REPLIES
50c charge for the use of a Courier 
box number, and 50c additional if. 
replies are to be mailed.
Names and address of Boxholder* 
are held confidentlaL




number advertisement, while 
endeavor will bo made to for- 
replies to the advertiser as
SHARMAINE MANOR
HUSCH RD., RUTLAND 
Now Renting 2 Bedroom Suites 
from $145 p.m.
1 Bedroom Suites from 
$135 p.m.
Children Considered. No Pets. 
Mgr. Ron Provost 
765-8262
RUTLAND: TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
air conditioning, stove, refrigerator, 
drapes. Private back and front entrance. 
Under-cover parking, quiet adults, no 
pets. 110 Gibbs Road. W. Suite 1.
AVAILABLE JULY 1STJ FULLY FUR- 
nlshed 3 room suite. Sutt business per­
son, one block hospital, separate en­
trance. No children or pets. Telephone 
Mrs. Carpenter 762-2127 or 762-6788 af­
ter 5 p.m.tf
*95 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. Adults only. No pets. 
Available July 1 and 15. Telephone 765-
7233. tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA'S EX- 
cluiive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Roth
Towers. 763-3641. tf
M. W. F. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
BATIK WORKSHOP JULY 3 TO 7— 
Conducted by Vaki Studios from the 
Kootenay. Location of workshop — 
3935 Lakeshore Rd., Kelowna. To re­
gister telephone 764-4209, Membership 
limited, phone early. Fabric and mat-
erials available. -276
LAWN MOWER CLINIC — REPAIRS 
to all makes and models, free pick up 
and delivery. Mower and saw sharpen­
ing service. Kelowna Light Industrial. 
848 Crowley Ave,. Kelowna. Telephone 
763-7684. tf
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces. - retaining ‘ walls, flower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian.
762-7782. tf
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING, 
call on 25 years experience. Daniel 
Murphy. 763-4946. 285
tf
TWO 2 BEDROOM SUITES IN FOUR- 
plex; wall to wall carpeting, no refrig­
erator or stove. Children, small pets 
welcome. Available July 1 and 15. *137 
per month. Telephone 765-5011. tf
KNOX MANOR, BRIGHT SPACIOUS 
suites, drapes. TV cable, refrigerator, 
stove, broadloom, elevator, balcony and 
intercom. 1855 Pandosy Street. Tele-
phone 762-7918. tf
soon as possible, we accept' no lia­
bility tn respect of loss or damage 
alleged to arise through either fail­
ure or delay in forwarding such re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
' Carrier boy delivery 63c per week. 









B.C. outside Kelowna City Zone
12 months ................ . . ...
• months ........... ..............
* months .......................
Canada Outside B. C.
12 month* ........;...............
6 month* .........................














AU mall and Motor Route Subscriptions 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER 




on this private sale in Lakeview Heights on Thacker Drive. 1400 sq. feet 
of luxury living space, large unique kitchen, formal dining room, large living 
room with beautiful view, 3 bedrooms, double fireplace, 2'/ baths, registered 
ground floor suite (incomplete). Many other features. Arrange your own 












Approx. % down 
Telephone 765-6798 
275
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
NESTLED IN THE PINES
On, over % acre of sheer beauty, a luxurious 3 brm. 
house. Huge foyer, formal L.R., separate family room off 
kitchen with stone fireplace, ensuite plumbing. Old brick 
exterior, shake roof, double carport and much more to 
delight the very fussiest. $36,000 MLS. To view, please 
phone me, Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895. 
OPEN TO OFFERS! ■






Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 





Available June 15 -
762-3713 days,or 7644449.
«
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. MODERN 
one bedroom basement suite, unfurnish­
ed, no children, no pets. (100 per 
month, utilities included. Telephone 
763-2992. tf
VISTA MANOR: TWO BEDROOM 
suite, bright, spacious, fireplace. Close 
downtown. Retired or quiet . living 
couple preferred. Telephone 765-6536, 
762-3037.tf
COLUMBIA MANOR, 1919 PANDOSY. 
One bedroom suite with stove, refrig-
RESIDENTIAL
JUROME ROAD DUPLEX— 
Close to schools, shopping 
and park.,Two years old with 
4 bedrooms on one side, 2 
bedrooms on the other side. 
Full basement. Back yard;
erator. drapesland wall to wall carpet. fenced. Asking price $34,700. 
Cable TV. Available July 1st. Tele-
phone 762-8284. w Please ■ call Mary Ashe at
763-4652 evenings. MLS.
ONLY $16,500—a low down 
payment will put you into 
this neat, well kept two bed­
room home on a quiet street 
in Rutland. Very few older
RUTLAND: UNFURNISHED ONE BED- 
room suite. Living room - kitchen com­
bined. close to shopping, quiet adults, 
no pets. Telephone 765-6538 after 4 
p.m. tf
JULY 1ST FULLY FURNISHED 2 
room suite, suitable working person.
separate entrance. One block to hospi-, -
tai. Telephone ,Mrs. Carpenter 762-2127 homes compare to this—CaU
or 762-6788 after 5 p.m. tf Frank Hauk at 762-4562. eve-
12. PERSONALS
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the Couriei subscribers please, make 
sure they have a collection card with 
the carrier’s name and address and 
telephone number oh it. If vour carrier 
has hot left one with you. would you 
please contact The Kelowna Dally 
Courier, telephone 762-4445. M. W. F. tf
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923, In Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763- 
6675 or 765-6766,  tf
RALPH E1WIND PETERSON WENT 
north from Kelowna 1953-54. He was 
bom in Norway 1904. If you . know his 
present address, please write to Box 
A769, Tho Kelowna Daily Courier. 203
ELECTROLYSIS ~ GENTLE, SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many' years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele-
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. If
LEARN TO DANCE NOW AND MEET 
new friend*, Dancing 1* a great noclal 
asset, Mr. Vincent’s Academy, 763-6466.
If
13. LOST AND FOUND
1. BIRTHS
FAMILY’S HISTORY - YOUR FAM- 
fly’s history can be written with 
dippings of the happy avonts-Blrths, 
Engagements, and Wedding* from your 
Dally Newspaper. Notice* for those 
event* are as law *« (l.SO. You may 
bring them to the Classified Counter or 
tdeiihon*. The Kelowna Dally Courier 
763-3228. ask (or Classified.
Central City Manor
1980 PANDOSY ST.
One and two bedroom suites in­
cluding: range, refrigerator, air 
cond., cable TV, drapes, laundry 
facilities, w-w carpeting, eleva­
tor, parking and storage room. 
No pets. Mature adults. Centra' 
location.
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
close to Shops Capri. Brookside Manor. 
Available immediately. Telephone 763-
6224, 1951 Glenmore St. - tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE BEHIND FOUR 
Seasons Motel available July 1. Tele­
phone 763-3735 days; 764-4582 eventogs.
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED ACCOM- 
modation (in home near Golf Course) 
for business woman to share with widow. 
Telephone 762-2262 for interview. tf
BERNARD AND RICHMOND, TWO 
bedroom apartment. Stove and refrl-
nings. MLS.
DELIGHTFUL DOUBLE — 
just reduced to sell fast. Only 
6 months old* with fireplaces, 
carports, finished basements, 
rents $180 each side — it 
won’t last long at the price 
of $37,000. Call Ron Wilkin­





Corner Ellis Street and 
Rosemead Ave.
LOST: IN DOROTHEA WALKER 
School area, boy’s dark orange Klon- 
dlker bicycle. High, sissy bar, black 
seat; email front wheel. Any Informa, 
lion please telephone 764-4914, 275
QUIET, ONE 
BEDROOM SUITES
conditioned, electric heat. 
Utilities included, covered 




gerator, washer and dryer, carport. No y£A APPROVED — 2 feed- 
pets. Telephone 7»2-0794. 2751 rooms> covered sundeck,
large lot on Ponderosa Sub­
division. Extra rooms framed 
in the basement. Credit 
Union mortgage approved. 
Call Gordon Marwick at 769- 
4662 evenings. MLS.
DON’T BUY ’TILL YOU SEE 
THIS!! Check these features 
at the price of $22,900. If you 
find a BETTER DEAL—tell 
me about it. 1. 2 fireplaces, 
sundeck; 2. Carport with out­
side basement entrance. 3. 
Wall to wall shag carpeting. 
4. Close to schools and shop­
ping. 5. High quality con­
struction. G. Will accept land 
or lots as trade, HURRY. 
Call me bn this BARGAIN. 
Call Frank Ashmead at 765- 
5155 days or 765-0702 eve­
nings. MLS.
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
for rent. No children, no pets. At Capri 
Villa, 1231 Sutherland Avenue. Tele-
phone 763-6114.
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly. 
Telephone now 769-4511.  H
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS, 
carpeted, ope bedroom suites. Cable 
vision. laundry and drapes Included.
Apply at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED Ac­
commodation; downtown for business 
girls willing to share, Telephone 763- 
3040, ____________ ■  _U
LOVELY. TOO BEDROOM. FULL 
basement fourplex unit for clean, res­
ponsible tenants. No dogs or cats, Tele­
phone 764-7344. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE 
with bathroom in Kelowna. *95 month­
ly, utilities Included, Telephone 762- 
8246. 277
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE BED- 
room suites, no children or pots. Tele-
phone 764-4246. tf
SEE IT! YOU’LL LIKE IT! 
Drive by 1730 Mountain Ave- I 
nue (please do not disturb I 
tenant), this has 2 bedrooms, I 
2 fireplaces, good rec room, 
fuU basement, carport and 
tool shed. Only 2ft years old. 
A buy at $24,500. CaU BiU 
Campbell at 763-6302 eve­
nings. MLS.
4 BEDROOMS — 1600 sq. ft. 
home with extra large kit­
chen and dining room, fire­
place in Uving room, full 
basement. Drive by 350 
Woods Road, Rutland and see 
what $18,000 will buy. To 
view caU Bud DaUey at 765- 
6959 evenings. MLS.
OWNER MOVED — and anx­
ious to seU this lovely home. 
Two nice bedrooms on main 
floor with extra bedroom and 
2nd bathroom in developed 
basement. Spacious Uving 
room features fireplace, wall 
to wall carpet, carport and 
sundeck. Lovely level lot 
with fruit trees. Asking price 
only $26,500. CaU George 
Phillipson at 762-7974 even­
ings. MLS.
6’/4% MORTGAGE — 3 bed­
room home in quiet Glen- 
more location — has 4th bed­
room finished in basement. 
Large fenced and land­
scaped lot. Vendor may con­
sider taking back 2nd mort­
gage. Call Wilf Rutherford 
at 763-5343 evenings. MLS.
NEW - IN GLENMORE— 
only $21,800 for this 2 bed­
room full basement home 
with W/W shag, sundeck, 
carport. Due for completion 
pnd of June, quality built, 
buy now and choose your 
own carpets and colors. Call 
Dave Dclnstadt at 7634894 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
(4 DUPLEXES)
3 in Kelowna, and 1 in Rutland— all with basements and 
beautiful condition! As low as $5,000 D.P. will handle, 
ranging in price from $32,000 to $42,000 (MLS). For de­
tails, please phone me, Olivia Worsfold at 3-5030, or evgs. 
at 2-3895.
5 VIEW LOTS
In West Kelowna Estate. Look for our signs. Price $5,500 
with terms. MLS. Phone Jean Acres at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
3-2927.
FAMILY HOME
Large Family Home situated on % acre. Built in china 
cabinet. Hardwood floors throughout. Full basement with 
revenue suite. Double carport and tool shed. Only 3 blocks 
from shopping centre. A GOOD BUY! Call Gaston Gaucher 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-2463. MLS.
OLDER TYPE HOME IN RUTLAND
High ceiling, weH insulated 7 room house, with almost one 
half acre lot, close to shops and schools. Only $20,000.00. 
Owner wHl consider trade — wants a home further out. 
ExceHent value. Please call Marg. Bridger at 2-5030. or 
evgs. at 3-5786. MLS.
12 SUITE APARTMENT
AH are 2 brm. suites with large storage closets. Gas hot 
water heat, 1 acre land. Nicely landscaped. Individual 
sundecks, laundry equipment. Over 900 sq. ft. per unit. 
Don’t miss the opportunity of a lifetime. Call Orlando 
Ungaro at 2-5030, or evgs. at 34320. EXCL.
INDUSTRIAL PARK—ON STEVENS ROAD 
Approximately 1 acre of land. Full price $8,500.00, Please 
Call Luella Currie at 2-5030, or evgs. at 8-5628. MTS,
IT’S A TWIN!
Close, to the Lake, Always Rented! Full price $31,000. 
$9,500.00 will handle and take over the mortgage of app. 
$21,400.00 at 9%% only $190,00 per month. Let this one pay 
8 5628CMLSleaSe CaU LUella Currie 2’5030> 'or evgs. at
REALTY
■ IvJIJVtK 426 Bernnrd Avenue 
R V-/’ V Ul\ 762-5030
ROYAL APARTMENT
UNFURNISHED DELUXE SUITE 
available. No children or pots, Tele-
phone 763-7234. tt LAND AND ACREAGE
FIVE BEDROOMS — Only four years old, this home has 
two bedrooms on the main floor and three in the full 
basement. Located close to town, it Is priced at only 
$24,509. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. 
MLS.
2. DEATHS
VON ACll — Mr. Frank Von Ach of 
1331 Sutherland Ave., passed away on 
Juna 23. al tha ago of M y**ra Mr. 
Vea Ach 1* survived by hl* loving wit* 
Fay.. Ila wa* predeceased by one bro­
ther John to 1*70 and on* sister, Mayme, 
to IM*. Funeral service* for Iha late 
Mr. Voa Ach will be held from Th* 
Garden Chapel. 1131 Bernard Ave., on 
Wednesday, June 2* at 3 p.m. Rev, J. 
M, Jamu oftlclatla*. Interment will 
follow to Kelowna Cemetery. It de­
alrod. donations may ba made to th* 
Cancer Fund. Heart Fund or the 
Gideon*. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS have been en­
treated with funeral arrangement* (Tele-
phons m-3040). m
FLOWERS
Convey your thoughtful 
messago in time of Borrow. 
KAREN'S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762 3119 
M. W, F tf
b.c7 Heart foundation - dkkp 
Mtuloctton ronx-s from remtmbcrtng 
departed family. friends and astoriatc*
........
m u
15. HOUSES FOR RENT i
UPPER LEVEL DUPLEX. TOO BED- ‘ 
rooms and two bathrooms, living room 1 
with fireplace, dining area Largo kit- . 
chen with lots of cupboard*. Move nnd 
refrigerator. Wall Io wall In living 
room aid mailer bedroom. Sliding glass । 
door* t» balcony. Carport. Utilities and 
cable TV paid. Telephone 763-3315 
after 6130 p.m. tf
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX IN RUTLAND 
available Juno I, Two bedroom*, full 
basement, largo reo room, double fire­
place. wall to wall carpet throughout 
main floor, largo sundeck overlooking 
valley. Near elementary school. No pda. 
Telephone 765-8W6 after 4:00 p.m. 
weekdays, anytime weekends.tf
CLOSE TO RUTLAND SHOPPING 
Centre, and Elementary School, three 
bedroom duplex, full basement,. largo 
carpeted living room. Exira largo din: 
tog area. *153 per month, Available 
July 15th. Telephone 763-6533. 270
AIR IwllifioNED SPANISH STYLE 
fourplex In Rutland, two bedrooms, Ila 
baths, back aundcck, targe living room 
with thag carpel, Chlidren welcome. 
No dogs, Ttcfcrrnce* required, Tele- 
phone 763-6141, i|
TOO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
slxplex In Rutland, Available July 1.' 
Close to school and shopping centre,' 
Children welcome, no pete. Refrigera­
tor and stove available if required.
Telephone 7*4-4001, , If
IMMEDIATE IWSESSION. NEW DUP- 
lex unite, two bedroom* *|45, three 
bnlrodms *150, llollyitell Hoad. Rut- 
land. Telephone 7643111 office hour*. 
_ ____________________ ' . ' .._____ It
CASA M)MA. I.AKKSHGIIE. LARGE 
modem bungalow for rent. Lease pre­
ferred. Contact Carruthers and Melkle. 
Telephone 763-1117. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex unit । utility room, cat port, sun- 
dec*. large yard. Near schools. Tele, 
phon* 7t5-W.W. ||
On quiet residential street. 
Plenty of parking, air condi­
tioned, elevator service, under­
cover parking, G.E. stoves and 
refrigerators, laundry room on 
each floor, intercom. Reduction 
of rent to tenants 65 and over.
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE-1 
Inga and Chateau Apartments, For in- 
formation, telephone 763-6492.JI 
WINFIELD - UNFURNISHED TOO 
bedroom suite. With or without stovo 
and, refrigerator, Telephone 763-6533. It
SPACIOUS TOO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex In Westbank, Children nnd small 
pots welcome. Telephone 760-5262. tf | 
UNFURNISHED BASEMENT SUITE, 






SUITE FOR RENT IN FOURPLEX. 
Telephone 764-4737 or 764-4336. tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SPACIOUS COZY SUITE IN PRIVATE 
home. Furnished or unfurnished. good 
view, central, separate entrance. Ideal 
for middle aged peraon. Telephone 762-










ONE OR TOO, FURNISHED OR UN- 
furnished rooms, kitchen privileges, el­
derly lady or gentleman, non-drlnkcr. 
non-ainoker. Telephone 702-7254. 277
18?ROOM AND B
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELDERLY 
ladles. Private rooms, New adult home 
two blocks from hu* nnd park. Tele-
phone 76J-7084. 270
NLEEPING ROOM, I.INENH PRO- 
vldcd. Gentleman preferred. Telephone 
761-0069, ■ \ 200
PRIVATE ROOM WITH BOARD Foil 
elderly person. Nursing car* U re-
quired. Telephone 762-0431. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR. 
Pte». to Rutland. AtatlaMt Juw 1st. *113 




Large 2 br. suites. Refrigera­
tor, stove, drapes, hot water 
and heating incl. Free luaundry 
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping and schools, Available 
May 1. Ono child accepted. , 
765-8276 or 763-3755
HOARD AND ROOM AVAILABLE 
near Vocational fit-hool. Private home. 
Telephone 7M-7419,
GOOD BOARD AND BOOM. MEN Oil 
women. Telephone 763-3741.
M. F. 8. H
20.JWANTEDJTOJRENT
tt
WANTED TO RENT KOI* MONTH OF 
August, home on the lake, \Or will trade 
(he bedroom hpme In Oakland hill*, 
ever looking Nan Francisco Bay. garden­
er ami cteaaio* lady Ineluded. Writ* 
Pox A75», Tba Kelowna Dally Cowtier.
Mt
POTENTIAL MOTEL, MULTIPLE DWELLING — 2 acres 
of property on Lakeshore Road — ideal motel site. Has 
domestic water and a lovely beach across the street. At 
present It is a ranchetto with charming remodelled older 
home with double garage, 4 box stall stables plug 2 bay horse 
shelter. 2 cottages rented for $95 per month each, Property 
beautifully lapdscnped. $40,000 down payment will do it. Call 
Andy Runzer at 7044027 evenings. MLS.
VLA LOT — and a beautiful 2-bedroom, full-basement home, 
It features two full baths, Indirect lighting in kitchen, living 
room and bedroom.’ Priced right. CaU Sylvia Roberta at 
705-0936 evenings, MLS,
COUNTRY LIVING — New small acreage with 1209 sei. ft., 
3-bedroom home, Domestic nnd Irrigation water, School bus 
close. Can be purchased with'3ft acres or 7 acres., Call 
Fred Kyle at 705-5155 days or 705-8804 evenings. MLS.
Bob Clements 7044934; Ernie Donnelly 702-2558; Joe Llm- 
'berger 703-2338: Harry Macklocks 705-0218; Tcrrt Mcckllng 
763-0657; Blanche Wannop 7624683.
. RUTLAND - Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155 
KELQWNA -483 Lawrence Avc„ 762-3713
SUMMERHILL
A DISTINCTIVE ADDRESS
s ON BEAUTIFUL LAKESHORE ROAD.
X 1 MILE PAST HALL'S STORE
If you plan an Investment in a fine home, consider the 
location. Summerhill will provide maximum security for 
your Investment.
FOR A HOMESITE OF IMPECCABLE
SCENIC BEAUTY — VISIT SUMMERHILL TODAY
Phone 764-7368
tf
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE AT LUXURIOUS LIVING at n 
low, low price. This quality built mobile home features 3 
bedrooms, play room, storage room, cozy living room, 
modern step-saving kitchen with built-in range, wall to 
wall carpeting and walnut panelling throughout nnd large 
covered sundeck. Purchase, price includes furniture nnd 
air conditioning unit. Situated on a large lot overlooking 
a quiet peaceful lake. For further details contact Murray 
Wilson at 3-4343 or 4-4008. MLS.
Jim Barton 44878 Dennis Denney 4-7581 Roy Paul 5-8009
Lakeland LTD . V
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343 i
INFORMATION ON ALL MIS LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS
Bailes 
IQlOO
RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
Only a few left. Surveyed and ouodlvldcd Into 10 to 20 
aero parcels, This property Is park like and hits an un­
restricted view of Okanagan Lake, Paved and gravel 
roads to each holding. Ixicntcd near O.K, Centre, Price 
11,000 an acre. Financing available,
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you Into a brand new 2 bedroom home, Large 
living room and family sized kitchen. Fully carpeted. 
Pull basement. Carport.
McKinnon realty ltd
Asher Rond, Ilitllnnd, B.C.
\ Toin McKinnon 7654431
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PEACHLAND: Choose your budding site prhoMtag F®* 
perty. Large treed view lots or lytEr.g2*°* 
$1,100 to $6,500. Or smaller lots fromJBJOO. Our are 
selling. Call Bert or Mae Leboe 767-2525 e\es., or 767-2202 
cays. MLS.
A GOOD OLDER 2 BR home close to shopping, good size 
lot, a large garage and work shop, needs some re"^a- 
tions, a good buy at $17,250. Call Jack Sasseville 3-5257 
eves., or 2-55U days. MLS. »
WINFIELD HOME: L shaped LR and DR. attractive 
kitchen. 4 pc. colored bath, 2 BRs oo the main floor, full 
bsmt., with finished BR and den or 4th BR. rumpus room 
with bar. utility room, asking price with terms $26,500. 
Call George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
MODERN CITY HOME: dose to school, shops and 
church, this large 3 BR home is just a walk away from 
everything. Situated in the popular Umbardy Square 
area, it boasts of carpeting throughout, step-saving kit­
chen with eating area, huge LR with fireplace and dining 
area. A truly fine home. Call Ruth Young to view 3-6758 
eves., or 2-5544 days. MLS.
6/10 ACRE VIEW LOT: at Okanagan landing, all ser­
vices nearby. For only $1500. Call Mike Chepsuik 764-7264 
MKtves., or 24544 days. MLS.
■WpASADENA COURT: Choice lot. surrounded by all new 
F' homes, single dwelling or duplex. AU utilities in For 
more information call Betty EUan 769-4397 eves., or 2-5544 
days. MLS.
551 Bernard Ave. 24544LTD.
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
John Walker .... 768-5632 Lloyd Bloomfield .... 2-3089
John Driedger .— 2-8939
Peachland Branch 767-2202; Penny Callies 767-2655
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
COUNTRY LIVING
—8.34 acres , . . .. ,
_This property has unlimited development potential.
Excellent water, grass, fencing
—Large spacious home—3 bdrms.
—Ideal for the avid horseman.
Please contact: Tom Glendinning, Res. 763-5114; Bus. 
763-7900.
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY
Nice 3 brm. home close in on Coronation. Part basement, 
garage, gas heat, fenced, nicely landscaped. Priced to 
sell $15,950. Stu McBurnie 763-7900. Res. 763-7754.
1 YEARS NEW
Near 1,300 sq. ft. of quality home. LR 20x18; DR 10x12; 
3 large bdrms. Beautifully finished rec room, 2 fireplaces 
3 baths. Includes intercom, air conditioner, underground 




536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
COUNTRY SETTING NEAR THE LAKE: Neat little 3 
br. home on % acre lot. Close to store and school. 
Beautifully landscaped and only 2 blocks from Wood 
Lake. For full particulars call Bill Woods eve. 3-4931 
or Bill Poelzer at 2-3319. MLS.
BRAND NEW — NO STEPS: A well built clear title home. 
Good retirement or starter home, with 2 brs„ car- 
neted living room, kitchen with eating area, utility 
room, all on one floor. Full price only $17,500.00. For 
more details call Frank Petkau 34228 eve. or Norm 
Yaeger at 2-3574. EXC.
A BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME: With 4 brs., one king 
size with sundeck. 3 complete bathrooms. Rec room 
and masculine den. Unique circular kitchen. 2 fire­
places, living and dining area. Tastefully decorated 
in teak and rosewood. Large carport and sundecks. 
Approx. 3000 sq. ft. carpeted. Graciously designed 
surroundings. Contact John Wylie 3-69-10 eve( or Al 
Pedersen 4-4746. MLS.
3 BEDROOM, LOW STEPS: Ideal place for working 
couple or retirement. Only a short distance from new 
Orchard Park Shopping Centre. For further, particu­
lars call Bill Trethewey 766-2970 collect eve., or Bert
Badke at 3-6497. MLS.
270 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-2739
COMMUNE WITH THE GODS
Panoramic view of Okanagan Lake from Boncherie Moun­
tain. Fully serviced lots, paved roads, between Vt and Vi 
acre lots, Ten minutes from downtown.
FOLLOW THE MAP
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
WR -ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
RUTLAND SPECIAL!
1506 sq. ft., aH finished up and down with everything 
Double! Downstairs could also be rented for $150 per mth. 
ExceUent view from the 2 balconies. Sandstone fireplaces, 
ensuite plumbings etc. For full details call 763-3146 or 
764-7221. MLS.
“RICHTER ST. — 4 BEDROOMS'." 
BACK ON THE MARKET DUE TO COLLAPSED SALE! 
2 bdrms, on main floor and 2 more upstairs. Large living 
room and kitchen. There is a veranda, good garden with 
fruit trees and grapes, and a small garage. $15,400 and 
there is an existing A/S of approx. $5,400 payable.$90 per 
mth. at 8*4%. To view call CUff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. 
and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
OKANAGAN BLVD. COTTAGE
Comprising 2 bdrms., cosy living room and compact kitch­
en. In lower tax area yet close to park and beach. Nearby 
bus stop. Full price $13,500. Please call J. F. Klassen at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
Dale Brooks .... 764-7338 Mel Russell
Phil Robinson .... 763-2758
769-4409
Wilson Realty^*
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
Inland Realty
1607 Ellis Street Phone 763-4400
KELOWNA COMMERCIAL BUILDING plus 10 room rev­
enue home. Prime downtown location. Elderly owner 
anxious to sell. Will consider duplex etc., as part down 
payment. Excellent revenue could be improved by aggres­
sive owner. Call Dan Einarsson, 766-2268 or 763-4400. MLS.
NEAR NEW HOUSE, BELGO ROAD. 960 sq. ft. solid, 
smart convenience. No sign by request. Exclusive. $3,500 
deposit can get it for you and payments less than rent. 
Call Gerry Tucker 3-4400 for appointment.
30 ACRES DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY. WINFIELD. 
Tremendous view of Okanagan Lake. Some domestic 
water. Low down payment Good terms. Call Bill Jurome 
763-4400.
OKANAGAN MISSION. 1 year old, 1400 sq. ft. of spacious 
living plus fully finished basement. 3 bedroom family type 
home, large brick feature wall and fireplace. Many extras. 
Large wrap-around covered sundeck. ONLY $34,500 with 
just $5,000 down. Please phone Fred Smith or Gerry 
Tucker. 762-4400 or ”64-4573. MLS.
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
IT’S READY TO SELL —
960 square feet in each side of this side by side duplex.
2 bedrooms and a rec. room in these 5 plus room homes 
on a lot measuring 90x120. Stucco exterior with a carport. 
The price is right, at $28,500.00, with a down payment of 
$10,900.00. Close to Rutland shopping, schools and public 
transportation. Call Don Cameron, days, 3-4932 or even­
ings, 5-7995. MLS.
BANKHEAD AREA — PRICE REDUCTION— 
Lovely 6 room bungalow. Fireplace, carpeting with built 
in range for owner. Basement suite, rented at $140.00 per ' 
month, private entrance, large fenced yard. Existing mtge. 
at 6%% at $148.00 P.I.T. Call me now Gerri Krisa, days, 
34932 or evenings, 2-4387. MLS.
Erik Lund Austin Warren 
2-3486 2-4838





1. RUTLAND — 2 bedrooms each side close to schools, 
store. Revenue Is $245 per month. Asking $22,900, terms 
available, very sound investment. MLS.
2. WINFIELD — very large, 2 years old, 3 bedrooms each 
unit, located on quiet street, excellent condition, revenue 
is $300 per month, asking $29;900 terms available. Call 
Mike Jennings or Dudley Pritchard 762-4400, evenings . 
765-6304 and 768-5550. MLS.
NEW COMMERCIAL LISTING
302’ of Highway No. 97 frontage only 300 yards north of 
Orchard Park. Total of 4.2 acres. Forward portion zoned 
Commercial, No buildings. Owner wants action. Call Roger 
Cottle 762-4400, evenings 769-4540. MLS.'
For more information contact:
Buy Direct From Builder 
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
—2 and 3 bedroom houses
—Located in downtown Kelowna, Glenmore area
Lakeview Heights, Okanagan Mission and 
Applewood Acres
—Priced from $21,000 up
Also Custom Building
Your lot .or oura
Your plan or ours
—Quality built houses at reasonable prices.
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd.
O CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD
I 364 Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C.
762-2127
291
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD.
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will 
bo Paved Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine — 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available.
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA
Cross bver th© bridge and at Bear Creek Rond turn left and 
proceed to Parkinson Hoad and West Kelowna Estates.
OFFICE PHONE ^63-6689
). W. SCOTT 
Phono 768-5896






3 bedroom bungalow in Glenmore, 2 miles from golf 
course. Includes w/w carpeting, lots of lovely cupboards 
in bright kitchen, full basement, carport and a nice big 
landscaped yard for the kids. Only $20,900 with good terms.
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT ACREAGE
6.4 acres with water, ripe for subdivision. Situated beside 
an existing subdivision. Worth your inquiry. Priced at 
$25,000. Good terms.
LAKESHORE 110 FT. FRONTAGE
One of best Lakeshore lots available, close in. Why wait 
any longer? Buy it now and use for camping, etc. and 
build when you want. Asking price $14,900.00.





Lloyd Dafoe .... 762-3887
DIAL 762-2127
Darrol Tarves — 763-2488 
George Martin - 763-7766




Potential apartment site located 2 blocks from city centre. 
This site has 28,000 sq. ft. For further information call D. 
Sawley, Commercial Department, Collinson Mortgage and 
Investments Ltd., 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713.
275, 276, 277
DEHART AVE. HOME. 2 
bedrooms, carpeted living 
room, dining room, with big 
kitchen. Nice yard and only 
100 feet from school. 2 blocks 
to transportation and shop­
ping. Asking $15,100.00. This 
won’t last long, try your 
offer. Phone Gordon Davis 
evenings at 765-7436. MLS.
NO LANDSCAPING 
QUIRED. In fact all 
liome needs is a buyer 
just wants to move in 






newly painted. Two fireplac­
es. Good family home in resi­
dential area. For more infor­
mation call Bill Haskett eve­
nings at 7644212. MLS.
HOME WITH GOOD FLOOR 
PLAN. This 1 year old home 
has 3 bedrooms. Fireplaces 
up and down. Large carport. 
Complete landscaping. Base­
ment is ready for anything. 
$8,500.00 down to a CMHC 
mortgage of $16,200.00. Cush­
ion floor lino, built-in stove 
and dishwasher. Good value 
at $24,700.00. Call Sam Pear­
son evenings at 762-7607. 
MLS.
LOTS! LOTS! LOTS! Mid­
valley Realty in Rutland, has 
both Exclusive and MLS lots, 
which we would be pleased to 
show you. We have every 
type of lot from Permanent 
Mobile Home to Lakeshore, 
and in all price ranges. Why 
not call one of our repre­
sentatives at 765-7704.
NOW LEASING!! 900 or 1800 
sq. ft. air conditioned Com­
mercial Space on Hwy 33, 
Rutland Business Area. Also 
1300 or 2600 sq. ft. air con­
ditioned Commercial Space 
on Valleyview Road. Contact 
Mr. or Mrs. Patterson at 
Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765- 
7704 or evenings at 765-6180.
MIDVALLEY 
REALTY LTD.
429 HWY. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings:
Richard Gentille ... 765-9543
Otto Graf....... ..... 765-5513
Al Horning___ ..... 765-5090
Ken Alpaugh ...... 762-6558
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
TWO BRAND NEW DUPLEXES, TWO 
bedrooms, one with full basement 
*24300; without $23400. Partly noted. 
Morgan Road oft Gertsmar. Telephone
28A. GARDENING
763-6018. xn
THREE BEDROOM HOME ON DEL- 
ray Road. Westbank. Only *900.00 
dowa to ai mortgage. Contact 
Central Mortgage and Housing Corpor­
ation. Telephone 765-3311 days. tn
BY OWNER: LEAVING PROVINCE, 
must sell: Luxurious execuUve home, 
with beautiful view. On Suanyskte 
Road off Bwcbertn Road.- Telaphone
7694171. 17*
SENIOR CITIZEN WISHES TO SELL 
an apartment block. Located in Pen­
ticton. Very central, clear title. Oc­
cupancy at earliest convenience. For 
inspection telephone 494-1266. 275
NICE THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
close to downtown and beach. SmaU 
down payment. By owner. Telephone 
7634466. tf
HOUSE AND ADJOINING LOT, TWO 
bedrooms, full basement, gas furnace, 
220 wiring, landscaped. House—*14.900. 
Telephone 762-7491.  U
LARGE SINGLE OR DUPLEX SIZE 
lots. Tartan Road. RuUand. Level or 




Topsoil and Fill. Dirt Hauling. 
765-7881
284
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. $1 
per yard. 5 yards mtalmnm delivery. 
Discount ee large order*. Tetepbon* 762- 
$718, tf 
WILL DO ROTOT1LUNG AT REA- 
ratable rate*. For estimates telephone
W3-U11. U
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 7654297. It




phon* 763-5064 or 765-5527. If
CENTRALLY LOCATED. 1215 KEL- 
glen Crescent. Three bedroom, rec. 
room. lar*e lot Telephone 765-6222.
SIDE BY SIDE DUPLEX. TWO BED- 
rooms, fuU basement. Could bo clear 
title. Sell or trade on a houso. 2184
for immediate delivery, 
also
TOP SOIL, FILL DIRT
Woodlawn St. 279
RARE CHOICE: CITY RESIDENTIAL 
lot. near beach and Abbott Street, a 




THREE BEDROOM FAMILY HOME. 
220 wiring. Fruit trees on the lot. Well 
Insulated and in good shape. Close in. 
Price *14,500. Telephone 762-6859. 273
*52 WILSON AVENUE. OLDER TYPE 
small house. Telephone 769-4275 or 762-
3695. tt
SOLID WOOD KITCHEN TABLE WITH 
four matching chairs. 9200. Spanish 
style living room suite consisting of 
chesterfield with matching chair, coffee 
table, end table, lamp, Spanish picture, 
black and white RCA television, asking 
*300. Spanish style bedroom suite with 
double bed. one large and one smaller 
matching dressers. $175. Telephone 762-
LOMBARDY 3 BEDROOMS: Be sure to see this spotless 
home with ,wall to wall carpet throughout, plus open fire­
place in living room and air conditioner. Full basement 
with large rumpus room, with wall to wall. Nice land­
scaped lot. For further Information call Joe, Slesingcr at 
the office or evenings nt 2-6874. MI.S.
4,76 ACRES: With good frontage on Highway 97 North. 
Close in, presently zoned industrial. Vendors are asking 
$52,000 but arc open to offers. For, further details call the 
office, 762-3414. MLS.
Einar Domclj ..... 2-3518
Ben Bjornson
Gord Funnell ......   2-0901
. . . 94221
573 Bernard Avc.
GIVE ME AN OFFER 
.. . on this large family sized 
2 bedroom home. Over 1100 
square feet of comfortable 
living will make your days a 
pleasure. Large mud room 
and utility room off kitchen. 
Living room has white shag 
and a lovely fireplace. The 
bedrooms are large and 
roomy for good furniture dis­
play. Beautiful family kitch­
en with glass sliding doors to 
a well shaded sundeck. Give 
me an offer. A Royal Trust 
Exclusive listed at $25,000.00.
TWO LOTS IN GLENMORE ON VAL- 
ley Road. Domastic water, paved roads. 
Telephone 763-2965. U
MUST SELL: LOVELY 4 BEDROOM 
older home, on quiet street near lake.
919.900. Telephone 763-7946. 277
SMALL HOUSE IDEAL FOR COUPLE 
or one person, close in. Telephone 762-
0115. 276
NEAR NEW FOURPLEX. FULLY Oc­
cupied. Close to schools and shopping.
Telephone 765-8527. 275
OWNER TRANSFERRED. MUST SELL, 
three bedroom borne In Lombardy Park.
Telephone 762-7089. 275
TEN ACRES. GOOD FOR LOTS. 95.000
per acre. Telephone 765-6014. U
4633. 277
MOVING. MUST SELL. 1971 MOFFAT 
top loader dishwasher, white. 1M1 
Plymouth, automatic, six eyllnder. Two 
winter Ures, 775x14, used 600 miles. 
Metal TV table, automatic bedside 
radio. Telephone 763-2031. 2?*
THREE GIRL’S BICYCLES. $13 EACH? 
Extra heavy duty trailer equalizer hitch
with harness and two levellint jacks.
860; fas lawn mower, 8251 chesterfield 
and chair, suitable for rumpus room,
$50. Telephone 7154900. 279
DOUBLE BED HEADBOARD. SPRING 
and box mattress; cheat of drawers! 
Admiral refrigerator (avocado); three 
brush floor polisher; dinette table end 
four chairs and Tappan • Gurney 30'*






J. J. Millar ................





24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
COMMERCIAL SPACE 
FOR RENT
Retail and Office 
Downtown Kelowna on 
Bernard Ave. and Lawrence 
Ave.
Jabs Construction Ltd.
AIR CONDITIONER. WINDOW TYPE, 
two speed, folly automatic, separate air 
exhaust and fresh air controls. 8.000 
B.T.U., for up to 550 square feet. 115
volt. Telephone 763-2298. 279
MAG WHEELS TO FIT CHEVY 
models. Open to offers. Temporary 
electric power pole. Ziess Ikon cemera. 
35 mm. No calls Saturday. Telephone
764-7255. 279
12 VOLT ELECTRIC WINCH; GMC 
wrap around bumper; 14* trailer, sleeps 
four, with bssin, propane stove, cooler, 
spare tire. Telephone 7624102 after (:00
P..tn. 279





Shaded patio, two bedroom 
home. Close to lake. Just rede­
corated. Immediate possession. 
Full price $21,700. MLS.
LINDSAY WEBSTER
Days 763-3200, eves. 762-0461 
Webster and Associates 
276
tf
MUST SELL. NORESCO STEREO WITH 
Dual turntable and two Nimo double 
speakers. *450 or best offer. Telephone 
762-3907 after » p.m.286
FOUR BURNER GAS STOVE. OVEN 
on top, stainless steel, to be built Into 
camper or counter. glOte new. Telo-
phone 762-7254. 279
MOSAIC CENTER. ST. PAUL ST. 
second floor commercial office avail­
able for 1 • a a e., 590 square feet 
88 square foot patio. $255 per month. 
Heating, lighting and air conditioning 
supplied. Also one town house apart­
ment. Available for residential or com­
mercial use. Telephone 763-4811. tf
NOW RENTING — NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial.. retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 squar* 
foot areas avaUable. Renta from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd.. Northgate Plaza or telephone
763-2732. tf
MUST BE SOLD
This executive 3 bedroom 
home situated on a large 
pine treed lot overlooking the 
lake, city, and valley has now 
been reduced for quick sale. 
Spacious kitchen with eating 
area, built-in oven and range. 
Formal dining room. Large 
living room with floor to 
celling fireplace, 2 full bath­
rooms, full basement—rough­
ed in. Large viewed sundeck. 
Carport. Now only $42,800.00. 
MLS. Phone for appointment 
to view.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bcrnai'd Avenue 
Phone 762-5200 
W, B, Roshinsky .... 4-7236 
N. Russell ........... i... 9-4491
C. A. Penson............. 8-5830
J. J. Millar ........... 3-5051
TI!E SCENE ~ duplex AT *28,500. — In a popular area — just 
minutes from the shopping center in 
Rutland, schools, and bus service. Two 
years old. Cash required — $10,900.00. 
Monthly payment against 8%% mort­
gages including taxes is only *219.00. 30 
days possession. For additional particu­
lars, contact Don Cameron, days, 763- 
4932 or evenings, 765-7995. MLS. Lund 
and Warren Realty Ltd., 446 Bernard 
Avenue. Kelowna, B.C. $75
HURRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 SQ. FT. 
home for *768 down payment to one 
8m% NHA mortgage. Features Included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom, large sun­
deck and patio doors. >/i bath in mas­
ter bedroom, roughed in plumbing in 
basement, double glazed windows plus 
many other quality features. For all the 
details call Don Wallinder at 763-6066 
or Crestview Homes at 763-3737. 277
BEAUTIFUL SPLIT LEVEL ON LAND- 
scaped lot with cherry trees and view. 
Three bedrooms, two baths, rosewood 
feature walls, double fireplace, main 
floor laundry, panelled rec. room, full 
garage. Located In Lakeview Heights. 
Telephone 769-4394. 275
BY OWN^R: REVENUE HOME, FOUR 
bedroom), (three up, one' down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite In 
basement. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished, Insulated and heated. Mortgage 
'7Vi%. Full price *27,500. Telephone 763- 
2992. 2264 Aberdeen Street. tf
TWO CHOICE LAKEFRONT LOTS ON 
Green Bay with domestic water, power 
and paved roads. You'll have to hurry 
on these at only M.250 per lot. Terms 
available. For all the details call Don 




on your properly doesn't 
display this sticker . . , 
MLS
Multiple Listing Service 
You’re not reaching all 
the possible purchasers 
through the only proven 
and efficient real estate 
service. Results count — 
over 400 properties sold 
in May with a value of oyer 
$10 MILLION
DOLLARS
T, Th, S, tf
Homes nt 763-3737.
FOR RENT OR LEASE — 600 SQUARE 
feet office space, upstairs,' Nelson 
Block, Westbank. Wall to wall carpet. 
Facing highway. Light and heat in­
cluded. *135.00 per month. Telephone 
768-5223 or 763-4144. M. W, F, U
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
space. Choice location. *125 per month 
including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty
.GAS DRYER. BOOVER WASHER AND 
spin dryer, one large crib, stroller, all 
in good condition; Telephone 768-5547.
. ■ ______________ $71
RCA TWO YEAR OLD COLOR TELE- 
vision, in a large cabinet, in excellent 
condition. New price $120<b caking $423. 
Telephone 765-6705. 27(
J. C. HIGGINS MODEL 51 22 SEMI 
automatic rifle Good shape. Open to 
offers. 8 mm Msuser rifle Open to 
offers. Telephone 762-6390. 276
12 GAUGE RANGER SINGLE SHOT 
shot gun, 22 calibre Anschuts single 
shot, bolt action. Drapery traverse rod. 
Telephone 764-7199. 17#
WHITE 11 CUBIC FOOT LEONARD 
refrigerator and McCulloch model 171
chain aaw. Telephone 7654570. it
762-2739. U
FISHING CABIN ON BEAVER LAKE. 
Wood, propane, lights, dock. For lease 
or rent. By month or summer. Tele- 
phone 765-8840. tf
BUSINESS PREMISES, OVER 600 
square feet includes storage and park­
ing. Two blocks north of Bernard on
OAK DINING TABLE. • CHAIRS. COF- 
fee table, Marconi radio, wine chair 
and amaU table. *81 Leon Avenue. 17S
BRITISH INDIA RUG AND PADDING, 
like new, *140, General Electrl# floor 
polisher, *20. Telephone 763-4915. 27#
MAN’S 10-SPEED BICYCLE. NEW, 
never used. New price *120.00. asking 
*95.00. Telephone 769-4114. 277
VIKING WRINGER WASHING MACH, 
ine. Like new. Oil stove. 80,000 B.T.U.
277
Ellis. Telephone 763-5257. , tf
Telephone 766-2107., 277
UPSTAIRS OFFICES. FROM 400 TO 
1600 square feet, on Bernard Avenue, 
main businese section. Telephone 762- 
0998. 279
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE 
for lease In new Rutland professional 
building. Telephone 765-7027.
M. W, F, tf
SPACE FOR RENT — YOU NAME IT. 
wo have It. The Cannery Group. 763- 
7506. U
COMMERCIAL SPACE. HIGHWAY 97 
North, $175 per month. Call Regatta
City Realty 762-2739. M. W. F, U
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
BUNGALOW WITH THREE BED- 1 
rooms, located In nice area. Owner 
anxious to sell, leaving. Gas heated. 
Over 1200 square feci plus carport. 
Largo picture windows. Full price 
*12.000 caah. 180 Gibbs Road West.
Rutland, 275
RUTLAND, TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
with full bnsemont. Remodelled Interior. 
Good general condition throughout. Land­
scaped. $13,000. Good boat accepted as 
down payment, Telephone 705-5204 even- 
Ings, __________ 283
PRIVATE, SACRIFICE, S P E C IA U 
*12,095, two bedroom older home, Rut­
land, close in, triple plumbing base- 
ment almost ready for living quarters. 
For appointment telephone 765-8920, 
______________ . ' _ ' _____ 270 
LAKEVIEW HEtoilTS, IMJ8IRABLE 
executive 3-4 hedroom home. Excellent 
view, largo covered sundeck, fireplace, 
August 1st possession, Owner out o( 
town. For Inform' ion telephone 762-31:13 
nr 765-6321________________________ 27(1
THIS WINFIELD llOME ISN’T A 
little box, Ultra modem with, numerous 
unique features and st a reduced price, 
Terms to suit with Immediate occu­
pancy, No agents please, Telephone 
700-2M4, 270
FOR BALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out, Roughed-ln rumnua room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park In Rutland. Telephone 765-9129, 
evenings. t(
*10.900, HAVE COMMISSION FEE? 
owner moving soon, delightful Interior, 
remodelled homo in pnrklike setllng with 
Rartlett pear and Bing cherry tree*. 
784 Wardlaw Avenpa, Telephone 76J. 
7670.______ U
MUST NELL RY JUnFSTThRAL 
doll house, New carpet, sink, shower, 
nipliosrds, paint and hardwood panel­
ling, Neat attractive yard has fruit, nut 
and ornnmrnlal trees and plnnla. Full 
price *11,200, Telephone 763-4325. If 
PRIVATE BALU. NEW~H()MF.,’ THREE 
bedrooms, ensuite plumbing, laundry 
room, sunken living room with fire­
place, carpeted throughout and many 
extras. Telephone 70.1-0234, 
__________ ■.______ an. m. m 
NEW DUPLEX IN RUTLAND) TWO 
bedrooms up. large basement, carports, 
wall Io wall In bedroom* and living 
room. Very reasonably priced. Telephone
7655836.
ENGAGEMENT RING AND WEDDING 
band set. Also a pair ot pearl earrings. 
Telephone 762-5561. 27#
UNDERWOOD SCRIPTER COMPLET- 
ely electric office typewriter, Asking 
*150, firm. Telephone 762-6390. 278
LOWREY STARLIGHT ELECTRIC 
organ. *650 or nearest offer. Telephone
769-4324. 279
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR SUIT- 
able for veranda, 918. Telephone 769-4187





Concrete block' building with 
National lease. Excellent return. 
Excl.
SALE or LEASE
Manufacturing and Warehouse 
bldg, with extra lot. Excellent 
opportunity to , re-locate in 
prime Kelowna location. MLS,
LINDSAY WEBSTER
Days 763-3200, eves. 762-0461 
Webster and Associates 
_ . _ _ 27,1 
H(M)Klm)HE”IN KELOWNA~IN PElb 
led location, completely equipped and 
Including dock, $7,950. MLS. Ill health 
forces vendor to sell. For details, tele­
phone Olivia Worsfold, 762-5030, Hoover 
Really olflco; or 702-3895 evenings, 
230. 261, 2113. 20(1, 2(19, 270, 273, 273, 276 
WHOLESALE, RETAIL MEAT PACK? 
Ing has fantastic potenlln). excellent 
location In Kelowna. Excellent terms. 
Apply to Box A739, The Kelowna Dally 
Courier__________ .________M, W, F, 279
MOTEL FOR QUICK SALK? REDUCEi) 
down payment and total price. Ollers 
accepted. Telephone owner at 763-5*'n.
_  ' __   275 
WAREHOUSE fiPACE Foii RENT? 
Reasonable rates, Available July I, 
Telephone 762'2519, tf
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
HAMMOND ORGAN







STROHM’S ANTIQUES, NEXT DOOR 
to BtrOhm’s Barber and Beauty Shop, 
2974 Pandosy, ha* antique1 Llmogea 
china. Also sntlqita oil paintings, th* 
flneat In Canada, II 1
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items. 
Phono us first ot 702-5599




CITVl NKAHLV NEW, FOUR 11EI>. 
rooms. 2 bathrooms, finished rec. room 
— double (Ireplic*. carport, sundeck. 
Moving eelllnf below replacement. 'lei-
phono 763 3489. If
I AltGI, lAMILY HOMI. WINHH II 
F|v« bedrooms, twn halhrontna, family 
toxin, lata* living mom. Ilreplaco. Ono 
Ofio l.akrvlrw h>(, oithaid, Doiibln
g*l«S*. Telephone 764)171 2M
CHERRIES
FOR SALE \
In Lakeview Heights, 
on Bouchcr|eiRoad.
Turn left at Shell Station 




TABLE' AND FOUR CHAIIIH, IN 






HICMI-PItIVATEi DAILY, ONE HOUR 
(62.50 per hour) Grade 3 maUiemall< * 
lesson by qualified teacher. 6i00>10i00 
n,m.. Monday ’ through Friday, from 
July\S • Auguel J*. Telephone 7e*.<lin 
alter \61OO p.m. 1 1  ,\ 273
iiioii BciiobirTFimME. Canada’s 
College. 444 Rot»on 8t., Vancouver •*«- 
leading school. Fres brochurs. Notional 
(913 _ ___________,____ “
34. ii^LP WANTED, MALE
EXPERIENCED
CHEF
required for full time, steady 








your own prclrircd »l' 3> per pmind. 
Limtfrrt ummint' nf rreUy picked h»rri". 
gvgllahla Ml 94,00 per llgl <11 b».keta>, 
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34. HELP WANTED* MAU
MECHANIC WANTED
Experienced heavy duty mechanic required to take over 
duties as shop mechanic. Job will include regular ser­
vicing and maintenance of varied sawmill, lumber and 
log handling equipment. Apply to:
LAVINGTON PLANER MILLS LTD.
Lavington, B.C. 
545-1311
34. HELP WANTED* MALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
A BUSINESS OF 
YOUR OWN
— One you can start in your 
spare time? lt'» possible — and 
easier than you think, when 
you're an Avon Representative. 
Call now for the exciting facts:
765-8895
__________ 276
34. HELP WANTED* MALE
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Canada’s largest distributor of 
wholesale freezer foods direct 
to consumer requires a re­
sponsible and aggressive repre­
sentative for Kelowna and sur­
rounding area. Experience in 
direct sales helpful but not es­
sential. Must have transporta­
tion and be prepared to work 
bard. Above average earnings 
and rapid advancement for ac­





stating age, education, former 
employment and telephone num-
her.
277





SUZUKI OR. INS KUP. A-l CONDITION. 
TWepto— 78MMT.
l$n SUZUKI 3» MODEL. EXCEV 
test cenditioe. TetapAM* 7I541CL tn
46. BOATS* ACCESS.
275
WOMAN TO DO LIGHT HOUSEKEEP- 
tag and baby sit two children la my 
borne weekdays, Highland Drive Smith.
Telephone 783-2209. tn
FULL TIME WAITRESS REQUIRED 
tor Metropolitan Store*. Apply to Per­
sonnel between 3-4 p.m. Experienced
only need apply. tn
. $50 - $177 per week.




THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminate* against any 
person or any class of person be­
cause of rsce, religion, color, na­
tionality. ancestry. Ptace of origin or 
against anyone bccanso of ago be­
tween 4* and 65 yearn unless the dis­
crimination Is Justified by a bone fide 
requirement for the work Involved.
MAJOR INDUSTRY IN KELOWNA 
require* an inventory and stock control 
clerk Successful applicant win have 
experience and ability to co-operate 
with other personnel. Reply in confi­
dence to Box A770. The Kelowna Dailv 
Courier. ___________________
BORG • WARNER ACCEPTANCE CAN- 
ada Ltd. require* district sales represen­
tative. Experience in wholesale and re­
tail finance is an asset. Good salary, 
fringe benefits, company car. For ap- 
pointment telephone 763-6326. 275
EXPERIENCED FRONT END MAN 







—Hwy. 97. lodge Rd., and 
Bottom Wood Lake Rd.
WESTBANK
1. Thacker Dr., Lakeview Rd., 
and Cottens Hill Rd.
2. Carrall Rd., Witt Rd., and 
Peters Rd.,
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 





36. HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE
RESTAURANT SUPERVISOR
The Bay has an excellent opportunity for a man or 
woman interested in a challenging career in Restaurant 
management. The successful candidate will have had 
practical or related supervisory experience and be fam­
iliar with food costing procedures, and production 
methods. Please apply in person to the Personnel office. 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
THE BAY
No. 21 Shops Capri
35. HELP WANTED* FEMALE
RESTAURANT PART TIME
The Bay has several part time openings for married 
women and students who are interested in working in 
modem restaurant facilities. Work available includes: 
Serving women, kitchen helpers, dishwashers, and cash­
iers. Please apply in Person to the Personnel office, 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
36A. TEACHERS
QUALIFIED PRE-SCHOOL TEACHER 
for handicapped children required in 
September for Penfield Centre Pre-' 
School at Okanagan Mission. Apply to 
Executive Director. P.O. Box 128, 
Okanagan Mission or telephone 764-7278.
276
THE BAY
No. 21 Shops Capri
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
RETIRED COUPLE MANAGING AND 
caretaking 18 suite / apartment in Cal­
gary would move to Kelowna for a 
similar occupation. Reference available 
from prominent Kelowna businessman. 
Box A765, The Kelowna Dally Couri'”'. 
277
FEMALE WITH FIVE YEARS TYP- 
ing. minimum 50 w.p.m., knowledge of 
most office work including business 





REQUIRED BY LOCAL LAW FIRM. 
Top salaries paid. Replies will be treated confidentially 
and acknowledged.
Write 
P.O. BOX 190 OR 
PHONE 762-5540 OR 764-4988
279
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
SALESLADY
Part time for delicatessen 
store at Orchard Park. Pleas­
ant working conditions. Some 
knowledge of German could 




Kelowna Daily Courier 
279
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY - BOOK- 
keeper for local retail-wholesale lum­
ber yard and building supply organ­
ization. Reply to Box A766. The Krl-
EXPERIENCED
COCKTAIL WAITRESS
Telephone 763-3407 or 
762-2956 for interview 
appointment.
owna Daily Courier. 276
BN HONDA 100 8L TELEPHONE 
2M1 alter 5:90 pate. 378
43. AUTO SERVICE
AND ACCESSORIES
CASTROL GTX OIL »*5 QUART. OIL 
filter*. Mini 81.73. MGB 81.85 (spin oa 
$2.75): Cortina $2.75; Datsua 510 and 
240Z $2.75; Volvo $2.7$; Corolla $2.80: 
CbeV. $3.75; Ford $2.75; Chrysler $2.73. 
A.M. $173. Race and Ballye. Bredin at 
SpringtieM. ■ 763-7037. 37$
318 CUBIC INCH MOTOR. RECONDI- 
tloned. $50. Tatephon* Speed Custom 
Auto. Rutland. 7BK42*. Ask for Ai. tf
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1971 U TON FORD, AUTOMATIC, 
power brakea. 360 motor. West Coast 
mirrors. 750x18 eight ply tires, split 
rims 18X00 miles. 83300 firm. Tele- 
phone 765-6269. 279
1967 MERCURY U TON. FOUR SPEED, 
six cylinder. 650x16 6 ply tire*. Can be 
seen at Black Mountain Shell. 2480 
Highway 97. Will take older li ton In 
trade. _____________ 278
1968 MERCURY HALF TON, WITH 
box. Automatic, reconditioned motor, 
new tires. Asking $1850. Can b* seen
SAILBOATS






SAN JUAN 21 
HOBIE CAT
we stock a 
complete line of 
fittings and hardware
at 197* McDougal Street. 275
1967 FORD ECONOUNE. SIX CYUN- 
der, lull camper. $1500 or nearest of­
fer. Telephone 769-4631 after 6:00 p.m^
1964 FARGO Vi TON. VERY GOOD 
Ures. 38,000 miles. Telephone 765-51x3. 
tf
1952 14 TON PICKUP. $135. CAN BE 
seen at 1980 Byrnes Road or telephone
782-8433.__________ 275
CJ2. ARMY STYLED JEEP. BEST 
offer. Telephone 76*4512. 277
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
278
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1969 FORD 428 COBRA. 390 H.P. FOUR 
speed, posi-trac. Isky cam, solids, 850 
Holly, 27.000 original miles. Asking 
$2,500. See at 386 Hein Road. Rutland
HELP! S O S !
DO YOU NEED A 
TRAVEL TRAILER? 
We’re loaded! Stop in and
after 6:00 p.m. 275
MUST SELL, GOING TO EUROPE. 1965 
Ford 390. 4 speed, 4 barrel carb., tires 
and interior. $695 or best offer. Tele-
phone 762-3907 after 5 p.m. 286
1970 MUSTANG MACH I, 351 V-8, 
automatic transmission, power steering, 
power brakes. Very low mileage. Tele­
phone 765-9175. 280
1970 DATSUN 240Z. EXCELLENT CON- 
dition, 26,000 miles, eight track stereo 
and radial winter , tires included. Tele-
phone 542-8562., Vernon.
CARPENTER SERVICE. SPECIALIZ- 
Ing in Interior house finishing,. hang­
ing doors, trim casings, etc. Also base­
ment rooms built. Work by contract. 
Telephone Ray Mottet, 765-6790. 277
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design > plaster on' feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. 286
FRAMING. ALTERATIONS ETC. HOUR- 
ly or by contract, free estimates; Tele- 
phone 763-5771. tf
GARDENING AND LAWNS CUT BY 
contract or hourly rate. Telephone 763- 
2061. 277
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
Painting. 763-5278. M, W. F. tf
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
HORSE TRAILERS 
New deluxe, one horse, shot­
gun dressing room and 
sleeper.
Also
Used deluxe two horse inline 
gooseneck. Will trade on late 
model % ton truck.
PHONE 497-5673 or write 
Box 150, Ok. Falls, B.C.
276
tf
HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED FOR 
motherless home — two school age 
children, modern home, live out. Must 
drive and have own transportation. 
July 15 to August 15. Top wages, time 
flexible. Write W. Turner. 6369 Tisdale 
St., Vancouver 13 or telephone 261-1792,
WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER, MUST 




Students seek your support for jobs to further their 
education.
These ads are published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of the 
students listed below, please contact:
CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE
762-3018
STUART SMITHSON MARCIA BUTLER
ROSEMARIE KOWALCZYK 
Student Placement
. SITUATIONS WANTED 
FEMALE
1. Grade 11 student with ex­
cellent commercial school ex­
perience is seeking full time 
summer work in an office 
situation. She has 70 wpm. 
typing speed plus dictaphone 
typing and posting training.
2. Grade 12 girl with exper­
ience a# a car-hop and wait­
ress in a cafeteria would like 
to find summer work aa a 
cashier, waitress or car-hop.
3 U, of Victoria Fino Arts 
student with experience In de­
sign and execution of murals 
and store fronts, as a wait­
ress and In children's crafts 
would like to work in design 
and layout in print shops or 
newspapers.
4. Grade 12 girl with exper­
ience giving private pinjio 
lessons and with experience 
In piano, violin, and singing 
1 as well ns with typing, would 
like to work for tho summer 
as a stock clerk.
5. Design arte student with 
experience as a scuba diver, 
cashier, salesclerk, waitress 
and census taker would like 




1. Local Grade 11 student 
with experience as a sign 
painter helper would like to 
work for the summer In this 
line of work or as a labourer,
2. Grade 12 student with a 
work background aa a spray 
painter, mailing, labour and 
as a salesclerk would like to 
find summer work of any 
kind. He also has an interest 
In radlo-TV repair.
3. College student with exper­
ience aa a short order cook 
and kitchen helper and with 
nn interest in summer sports 
would like to find a steady 
job in any of the construction 
trades.
4. Grade 11 studertt with a 
retail night school course 
completed and with exper­
ience ns a supermarket pack­
er and Btockcr would like to 
be considered for nny steady 
summer employment.
S. .Local Grade 12 students 
with experience piling lum­
ber, orchard work and in 
athclllcs would like to find, 
summer work In construction 
or as a salesclerk.
It you are a student seeking summer employment, 
contact Canada Manpower for the placement of your
Nixon Ponders Meat Quotas 
In Bid To Slow Price Rises
NEW YORK (AP) — Presl- । 
dent Nixon indicated last week < 
he is considering temporary re- : 
moval of quotas on meat im­
ports as pressure mounted on 
the government to curb rising 
food prices.
Nixon said he was concerned 
because “meat prices particu­
larly are beginning to rise 
again" although generally he 
felt the battle against inflation 
was going well.
He said he had directed the 
Cost of Living Council to consi­
der ways to increase meat sup­
plies and thus relieve price 
pressure.
The council also grappled 
with a recommendation by the 
Price Commission to take “firm 
and immediate action" on food 
prices by extending government 
; controls to vegetables and live­
stock.
As rising food prices, espe­
cially those of beef, have be-
substantial increases tn the cost 
of clothing and transportation in 
May but a drop in food prices. 
In some previous months, the 
rise in food prices had outs­
tripped the Increase in the cost 
of living.
The consumer price Index* 
measuring typical family spend­
ing, rose three-tenths of one per 
cent last month, the largest riseSUN COUNTRY 
Sports & Marine 
538 Leon Ave.
* Kelowna — 763-2602 
‘Your total recreatldn centre'1 
M, W. F, tf
16' SIDEWINDER. 1971 DEMONSTRA- 
tor. complete with trailer. Telephone
765-7295 after * p.m. u
13* RUNABOUT, 28 H.P. JOHNSON 
motor, $600. Telephone 765-5946. 279
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
tar sales every Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind th* Drive-In Theatre. Highway
97 North. U
come a political issue, pressure 
has increased on Nixon to take 
some action in this area, some
see
49. LEGALS & TENDERS




what we have to offer — 16’ to 




1713 Harvey Avenue 
763-2118
279
1963 PONTIAC PARISIENNE STATION 
wagon. New paint. A-l, power steering, 
power brakes, automatic. $550. or best
offer. Telephone 765-6989. 279
1961 PLYMOUTH AUTOMATIC. SIX 
cylinder. Also two winter tires, 775-
14. used 600 miles. Telephone 763-2031..
... ' ■ ■ ' ' ■ 278
1968 AUSTIN 1100. FOUR DOOR, 
radio, very, good condition, any rea­
sonable offer will be accepted. Tele­
phone 762-2012 after 5:00 p.m. 278
1966 CHEVY TWO. 283 CUBIC INCH 
motor, automatic transmission, in fair 
condition. Four good tires. Asking $800.
Telephone 762-4833. 277
1961 FORD TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
fair shape. . Telephone 765-8400 after 
6:00. p.m. Monday through Friday; any 
time weekends. tU
1971 PLYMOUTH CRICKET, A-l CON- 
dition. low mileage. Must sell due to 
financial difficulties. Telephone 762-8210 
after 3:00 p.m. 276
I 1965 CUSTOM SPORT; BUCKETS, 
floor automatic, 283, tilt steering, new 
paint. $1200 or nearest offer. Telephone
CROSS BRITTANY SPANIEL PUPS, 
six weeks old. Six males. $15 each; four 
females $10 each. Telephone J69-4230.
276
FOUR PLAYFUL KITTENS LOOKING 
for homes. Two beige females, one 
grey male, one orange male. Telephone
763-3881 after 6:00 p.m. 275
762-3047. 276
SPORTS CAR. 1968 FIAT 124 SPYDER. 
Convertible, excellent condition. Will 
consider trade. $1800. Telephone 764- 
4817. 275
1963 FORD GALAXY. FOUR DOOR 
sedan, automatic, one owner, A-l con­
dition. Telephone 762-0009 after 6 p.m.
275
'65 ELECTRA 225. AIR CONDITIONED 
Full power. $1450. Teslephone 765-9309. 
■  279
•72 DUSTER. 340, AUTOMATIC, POWER 
steering, power brakes. Telephone 765-
PUPPIES: ST. BERNARD, GERMAN 
Shepherd and Collie cross, $15 each.
Telephone 763-7910. 277
PUREBRED, BLACK MINIATURE 
poodles, just weaning. Telephone 763- 
2460. 279
FOUR YEAR OLD MALE SAMOYED. 
Good with children, needs country horn".
Telephone 765-5721. U
SEALPOINT SIAMESE KITTENS FOK
sale. Telephone 763-3709. 275
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
1968 — CASE 580 CK LOADER BACK- 
hoe. Reconditioned, new rubber, re­
placement value 816.000. Priced to sell 
at $7950. Telephone 403-340-3476 Red 
Deer, Alberta. 276












The government has been 
luctant to Impose controls 




supply and demand regulate 
them.
in over-all living costs in three 
months. Nevertheless, the rata 
of inflation for the first five 
months of 1972 was the lowest in 
several years, the White House 
said.
Fears that the international 
monetary agreement reached 
last December in Washington 
could be in jeopardy were 
raised in some quarters by B X 
sin’s move at the end off 1 
week to allow the pound stei^, / 
to float against other curren­
cies. The action would allow 
sterling to find a new exchange 
rate without government sup­
port.
U.S. SEES BREACH
When the Washington agree­
ment was reached, finance min­
isters who took part hoped it 
would last long enough to allow 
countries to reform the interna­
tional monetary system. U.S. 
! treasury department officials 
were understood to feel that the
The Price Commission’s call British move to float the pound 
for action came the same day represented the first breach of 
fhnf fliA onuarnmfln) ranorfzszl * IBa ciY.mnnthwild
'
to Supervisor of Tendering,I------ — ------ . jiic* • .l u .Dept, of Public Works, 1444 Al- that the govern ent reported1 the six- onth-old pact.
berni Street, Vancouver 5, B.C.










SALES and RENTALS 
SUN COUNTRY
BUILDING, PENTICTON, B.C.’’ 
will be received until 11:00 A.M. 
(P. D. ST.) TUESDAY, JULY 
25, 1972.
Tender documents can be ob­
tained on deposit of $250.00 in 
the form of CERTIFIED bank 
cheque to the order of the RE­
CEIVER GENERAL OF CAN­
ADA, through DPW Vancouver 
office; can be seen at .Amal. 
Constm. and Industrial Constrn. 
Centre Vancouver; Southern In­
terior Constrn. Assn. Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Penticton and Vernon.
The deposit will be refunded on 
return of the documents in good 
condition within one month from 
the date of tender opening. .
To be considered each tender 
must be submitted on the forms 
supplied by the Department and 
must be accompanied by the se­
curity specified in the tender 
documents.
The lowest or any tender not538 Leon Avenue, Kelowna
M, W, F tf [necessarily accepted.
LAKESHORE LIVING — 10’x50‘ TWO 
bedroom trailer. Ideal for bachelor or 
young marrieds. AU set up and furnish­
ed. Move in for only $3600.00 full price. 
SmaU down payment and financing 
available if credit is good. Telephone 
JuUe 762-4423 after 6:00 p.m. 768-5274.
275
1970 KNIGHT PAGE 12'x46', FULLY 
furnished, set up in Winfield, $2,000 
down and purchaser may assume low 
mortgage payment. Will consider any 
valuable trade. Telephone 766-2435 
Winfield. ________ _ ____________ _W7
FOR RENT 15’ HOLIDAY TRAILER, 
fully equipped. Sleeps 5. Open first two
weeks of July, last two weeks of Aug­
ust. Telephone 763-6933. 276
•69 PARKWOOD 12* x 66’. 3 BED- 
rooms, washer, dryer, excellent locat­
ion. $500 down, take over payments. 
Telephone 769-4700 after 6 p.m. 279
TRAVELAIRE TRAILER, LAJOLLA. 
sleeps six, good condition, propane 
stove, refrigerator and heater. $2100.
Telephone 769-4783. 279
279
•69 VIVA, IN A-l SHAPE. AND IN 
real good running order. Telephone 765-
9080. 276
1967 DODGE MONACO CONVERTIBLE, 
good condition, low mileage, $1400. Tele-
phone 763-6165. tf
1970 CHEV NOVA. TWO DOOR. FOUR 
new tires. 28.000 miles. Telephone 765-
Ph.: 763-7700
5682. tf
1963 PONTIAC, 4 DOOR SEDAN, GOOD 
shape. Open to offers. Telephone 766-
2107. 277
1968 CORVETTE. 427. FOUR SPEED, 
panel top. Asking $5,500. Telephone 766-
2867 after 5 p.m. 276
FOR THE ANTIQUE LOVERS, 1934 
Oldsmobile. Evenings, telephone 765- 
5449. 275
1968 MGB. GOOD CONDITION, MANY 
extras, best offer. Telephone 763-7n'>4
after 5 p.m. 275
•53 FORD. WITH CONTINENTAL, 
she’s a good old girl, $150.60. Telephone
763-7142. Th, F, M. 275
42A. MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA
“It’s a better 
machine”
Parliament's Summer Recess 
A Happy Time For Researchers
OTTAWA (CP) —. Parlia­
ment’s summer recess will spell 
welcome relief for the hard- 
pressed research staffs of oppo- 
sition parties and MPs who 
daily try to fill the 40-minute 
question period with provoca­
tive and penetrating political 
queries.
It’s generally agreed that 
question period has been fading 
as the traditional parliamentary 
showdown. With the’ session 
nearing its end, there is little 
zing left.
One day last week, Conserva­
tive Leader Robert Stanfield 
opened the period by inquiring 
about a speech delivered by 
Minister of State Patrick Maho­
ney eight days earlier.
his own co-ordinating, still 
arouses the House with more ef­
fect than most members.
There had been predictions 
that during the last few weeks 
before the summer recess, the 
question period would take on 
the appearances of a snarling 
election campaign. It hasn’t 
worked put that way.
The most common explana­
tion is that everyone is tired. 
With the muggy weather setting 
in here, all MPs are keener 
‘than ever to get back to their 
ridings.
Used Car Lot 763-6060 
278
ONE OF A KIND, 1968 XR7 COUGAR. 
Rally package. 390 GT motor; 350 h.p.. 
four studded winter tires. Low mile­
age, one owner, local car, beautiful 






M, W, F, tf
327 CORVETTE ENGINE. FACTORY 
hl-rlse, 365 h.p. esm, Jahn'* 13.5-1 
pistons, fuel Injected head*. . rebuilt 
Holly carburetor. Lika new. under 6.000 
miles. Askin* $350 or bet! offer, Tele-
phono 762-6390. 270
1968 DUNE BUGGY. 1500 MOTOR.
cam, targe stagger block Urea, chrome 
pipes, Independent wheel brakea. Com­
plete with top and side curtains, passed 
Vancouver ealety Inspection, Telephono
768-5613 evenings. 276
1969 12’x48’ MOBILE HOME. TWO 
bedrooms, furnished. Set up in treed 
park. Reasonably priced. Telephone 
765-8000. _______ ____________________U
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV Included. Telephone 
763-2878_____________________ U
1971 !2'x52’ TUXEDO MANOR. TWO 
bedroom, like new. Asking $7500. Tele-
phone 765-9517 after 6 P.m.
The next issue was whether 
the ban would be lifted oh DDT 
spraying.
It’s a far cry from the days 
when cabinet ministers 
squirmed under accusations of 
scandal. Or when the House was 
furiously fighting over flags, the 
armed forces were torn over 
unification and there were all 
those charges of ministers mis­
leading the House.
MANY REPEATERS
BID DEPOSITORY — Subcon­
tractors for MECHANICAL and 
ELECTRICAL shall submit their 
tenders through the Penticton 
Bid Depository, c/o S.I.C.A., 
Jubilee Pavilion, Lakeshore Dr., 
Penticton, B.C; or through the 
Vancouver and Lower Mainland 
Bid Depository, 2675 Oak Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., not later than 
4:00 P.M. (PDST.) THURS. 20 
JULY, 1972, in accordance with 
the "Standard Canadian Bid De­
pository Principles and Proce­
dures for Federal Government 
Projects, Second Edition, 1 April 
1970.
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted.
D. A. Muir, 
Supervisor of Tendering
282
1952 FARGO ii TON (AS IS) GOOD 





Hot Summer Specials 
18’ SUPER COBRA 




80 H.P. Mercury, used less than
10 Hours, c/w E-Z Loader Trail­
er
14’ COBRA
c/w 60 H.P. Johnson and Trail­
er
KAWASAKI:
School end special, G5's 100 cc 
Enduros, 5-spced gear box, 
sale price $526. Come out ahead 
on a Kawasaki.
WRECKING 196* FORD. 200 CUBIC 
Inch, ata cylinder motor, Iona than 
8,000 miles; new clutch and transmis­
sion. Asking $300 or will sell separately. 
Telephone 763-5769 after 6:00 p,m, 276
1985 PONTIAC PARISIENNE FOUR 
door hardtop, new Ures, new brakea, 
power steering, radio, Mechanically 
sound. Must sell hy Juno 30. 8700 or 
best offer. Telephone 76.1-2234, 277
”f4~MT)H;i’ANG. 302 AUTOMAIICl *6" 
(.'nu**r, 302 automatloi ’68 Malibu, 327. 
four speed; '67 Barracuda, 273, four 
harrtl, automatic. Bank financing or 
approved credit. Call Ray Bwsh 7M- 
23M,____________ '______ _____m
Two DUHTER, 340. AUTOMATIC^ 
bucket seats and console, post traction, 
power brakes, rally wheel*, new Ure* 
all around. Price *2600. Telephone 703- 
5891. 278
1H7 DODGE POLARA WITH REBUILT 
motor. *800. 1M7 Pontiac Parlslenne two 
door hardtop, vinyl root, power steer- 
Ing. power brakes, rebuilt motor, anil'
Vic's Motor Sports,
HIGHWAY 07 SOUTH, 
Kelowna—709-4344
279
1971 850 BSA, LIKE NEW. NEW 
clutch, rear tire, battery. 5000 miles nn 
Platons and rims. Excellent condition. 
Telephone 703-6924 after 6;30 p.m. 277 
1071'“KAlWiAKi”^
rrllent running condition. $625 or nearest 
otter. Telephone 494-1723, Summerland, 
.__________________ 277
MUST SELL iofiTyAMATlA 350 TWIN^ 
good condition. Tn view, first house on 
corner of Benvouhn and Hwy. 97, any-
time.
Ing 1900, Telephone 765(913 278
1971 , DUSTER 31*. THREE HPEED 
automatic, lour rally wheels with new 
summer tires. Two winter llrex with 
rime. radio and right track, *2.810. 
Ask tar D»t». Telephone 762-2.108. 27(1
REGIONAL DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL OKANAGAN 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
Please take notice that tenders 
will be received by the under­
signed up to 4:00 p.m. on the 
4th day of July 1972 on the fol­
lowing:
To demolish all buildings lo­
cated on Lot 53, D.L. 131 
ODYD (Regional District New 
Office Site) located on KLO 
Road and to generally clean 
up the site.
Items of salvage will become 
• the property of the successful 
tender.
Further information required 
will be provided by the Secre­
tary-Treasurer and an Inspec-
tidn of the site may 
arranged.




540 Groves Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
be
It seems there was seldom 
repetition in those days. But in 
this session, at last count, there 
were more than 30 questions 
asking whether the government 
has contingency plans for deal­
ing with inflation. Most ques­
tions appear to have been asked 
before.
But if question period is fall­
ing off as a crowd-pleaser, it’s 
not for lack of effort. The oppo­
sition parties plot courses care­
fully, meeting daily to design 
their attack.
In the office of Conservative 
whip Thomas M. Bell (PC- 
Saint John-Lancaster), about 10 
members and party officials get 
together for 20 minutes every 
morning. The party’s research 
office produces a series of sug­
gested questions and mimo- 
graph the-day's top newspaper 
clippings for possible questions.
Mr. Stanfield attends regu­
larly and is usually assigned the 
lead-off question. Other national 
topics are given to three or four 
MPs. There is a brief discussion 
about regional issues likely to 
be raised by backbench mem­
bers.
SPEAKER NOTIFIED
Then, to ensure that the desig­
nated members get their chance 
amid the unrehearsed turmoil of 
MPs trying to be recognized 
during question period, the 
Commons Speaker is given a 
list of the opposition MPs with 
major topics. Speaker Lucien 
Lamoureux invariably “sees" 
them.
Gordon Aiken (P C —P a r r y 
Sound-Miskoka) co-ordinates tho 
Conservative question-period
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don't let ai> accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 
house, auto and boat insur-'. 





Wigs and hairpieces, so perfectly 
made and fitted they stay in place 
under all conditions. Only you 
know you're wearing one.
mines ®
Mr. Marcus of The Vikings 
will be in Kelowna Tuesday, 





Phone 762-5242 be- 




538 Leon Avc,, Kelowna 
703-2G02
"Your total recreation centre" 
275, 277, 270
RIVA HUI'ER AIUSTON, WORLD'S 
finest speed and *kl boat, 23 feet, 47 
m.p.h,. Crusader engine, 208 hours, 
$8,000 Including cradle and cover. Mias 
Solberg, 604-085-2411, 0 to * weekdays.
275
14 FOOT FIBRE HULL BOAT. 20 H.P. 
Johnson motor and trailer. Can be 
viewed at 310 Pearson Road. Rutland
HE'S HELD UP
ON VOCABULARY
WINNIPEG (CP) - De­
spite her limited knowledge 
of English, 23-ycnr-old Au- 
oeyde Kamil took a job as 
l)ox-offlce attendant at a 
downtown theatre.
The 23-year-old native of 
Turkey was baffled when 
a man handed her‘a note.
“What docs *li o 1 d u p 
mean?" she asked him.
It means hand over the 
money, the man explained.
Miss Kamil screamed.
The man was appre­
hended by bystanders.
strategy. ,
The NDP has its own formula.
But it’s usually the unco-ordi­
nated questions that Ignite the 
rare sparks. John Diefenbaker 
(PC—Prince Albert), who does
• ViKines '
g 53* Stymwi St., V.ntoun.i 2, B.C,
| PI tan tend me full Infor m al ion on Vik in o'*












1971 KAWASAKI TRAIL BOSS, 100 CO., 
excellent condition. Telephone 848-37*3,
Oyama, 27*
1971 KAWASAKI TRAIL BOSS. ASK- 
Ing 8*50. Telephone 763 3657. ask tnr 
Chrta. 278
196$ CUTLASS TWO DOOR UAIIIHOI’. 
console. automatic, power steering, 
power brake*, radio, bucket »eeis, pew 
Urea. MiM *«»dilta«. U.BJ. WOl Bfl- 
once. IU48OT. M&act. evening*. ti
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 7634819
after 6:00 p.m. Price 9800. 278
14" ALUMINUM RUNABOUT, .WIND 
shield and canopy, 18 h.p. Johnson 
motor. Including miscellaneous hosting 
equipment, Telephone 702-0(77. J77
~irYo(»T^ TRAIL?
er. 155 h.p, Mercury motor, Teleph'"’" 
762-3927,. 275
WINS TOURNAMENT
QUESNE (CP)—Bill Ilobbls, 
29, of Prince George won the 
twenty - third Annual Quesnel 
Open Golf Tournament Sunday, 
beating Quesnel's Dal palma- 
tecr In two extra holes. More 
than 80 central Interior golfers 
competed.
Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Specialists in • Retaining Walls and Cnpplngs © Palto 
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks © Picnic Tables 
• Root Cellars and other products on request. All 
products are reinforced and stenm cured fpr added 
strength.
Located on Steven Rd., Wesibank Industrial Park 
Call 769-4697 — Eveninn 769-4671
ROLLS ROYCE 
CITROEN 
BMW - RENAULT 
• Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD.





Style , , , Vocational ... 
Vnrlgray . , . Photoaun ... 
made for your own prescrip­
tion. For genuine comfort 
and safety,




762-2987 243 Lawrence Ave.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., JUNE N, 1M2 PAGE 11
ACROSS 
* 1. Divan










































































































. 37. Ceylonese 
expor*
Christie
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR 
is LONGFELLO-W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
SLVJV ALVJV TD WP KTDTPW
C HVPHRV HVJTDL.-JCRHL SCRZP
VBVJDPW
Saturday’s Cryptoquotc: VIRTUE MUST BE VALUABLE, 
IF MEN AND WOMEN OF ALL DEGREES PRETEND TO 
HAVE IT.-ED HOWE
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
'-ALTHOUGH AS PART 




BIAS CHRISTENED JOHN, 
BUT CHANGED HIS NAME BECAUSE 
3 MONARCHS NAMED JOHN 
NAO UNHAPPY LIVES— 
THE MAME CHANGE DIDN'T WORK 
BECAUSE HIS SELF-DICTATED EPITAPH 
.READ:” HERE LIES THE WORST 
Iking, and the most miserable 
MAN IN ALL THE KINGDOM'
^TUFTED BEETLE 
IS SHELTERED AND 
RD BY ANTS IM 
THEIR. NEST 
BECAUSE IT EXUDES 
■A TYPE OF HONEY
QUEENIE By Phil Interlandi
h-71, <B ln**_R«tl««WWK h<, IV?, Hrtw
Ogopogettes Host Tourney
‘‘May I say this has been a great meeting? The five 
ttVnL,?.-'800 •>“ ln my ;
The Kelowna Ogopogettes 
(formerly Realcttes) will host 
an e^ght-leain Senior B Ladies 
softball tommament next week­
end at King’s Stadium.
Ogopogeltea, under manager 
Chuck Jordon and coach Reg 
Marlett, have no senior u league 
to play In and rely on exhlbi- 
t oo and tournament games fur 
experience. They* finished run- 




By Georre C. Thosteson, M.D,
Dear Dr. Thosteson: This is 
urgent. My daughter. 21, has a 
very bad odor on her feet and 
shoes. She takes baths every 
day after work but her feet still 
smell so bad I don’t know what 
to do. -
What causes the rotten smell? 
Is there a special kind of soap 
or powder? She’s tried several. 
—Mrs. A. J. M.
When sweating feet smell 
“rotten," just a “special soap” 
or a powder isn’t going to be the 
entire answer, although either 
or both may help.
First of all, keep this in mind: 
odorous sweating is due to bac­
teria on the skin. The warm 
moisture of sweat provides just 
what the bacteria need to prolif­
erate—and make feet smell bad.
The answer is a combination 
of keeping the skin dry and 
keeping it clean. Neither of 
these can be achieved totally, 
but the idea is to keep the bac­
teria count low and the skin 
fairly dry.
Keeping the bacteria count 
low can best be accomplished 
by using a daily foot bath with a 
germicidal soap. (I do not, how­
ever, recommend daily use of a 
germicidal soap for over-all ba­
thing. It can be irritating).
Reduce perspiration by the 
use of drying agents. Safest of 
these is a 25-per-cent solution of 
aluminum chloride as a foot
soak. Various 
cosmetics also 





these could be 
sticks, liquids,
i
moisture. I understand that ny­
lons with cotton soles are avail­
able, so try them, too.
Just why some people per­
spire more (feet and elsewhere) 
is not always clear, but it is 
more prevalent among those of 
a nervous, tense disposition. I 
haven’t much doubt that the 
person with sweaty feet proba­
bly sweats even more just be­
cause of worrying about it.
If you can't solve the situation 
with the above suggestions (al­
though I trust that you will be 
able to) the best course then 
would be to see a skin specialist 
(dermatologist).
Another possibility is a weak 
Solution (about one to three per 
cent) of formaldehyde, which 
your pharmacist can prepare. It 
may be irritating though for 
some people.
In any event, the drying 
agents should be used to treat 
the inner soles of shoes. Never 
wear the same shoes two days 
in a row. If possible, let shoes 
dry more than a day between 
wearings.
Nylon hosiery can be a factor, 
too, since it doesn’t absorb
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am a 
young adult female and have a 
hard time stirring up much en­
ergy. I wonder if it is because 
my hemoglobin never runs 
much over 11.5. Is this consi­
dered low? I tried iron tablets 
once, but they caused awful 
stomach cramps.—D. M.
Yes, 11.5 hemoglobin is a bit 
low. Common causes are exces­
sive menstrual flow, or dietary 
deficiency—low intake of pro­
tein, fruits and vegetables.
I recollect a study of a nurs­
ing group, all with low hemo­
globin 1 e v e 1 s —a n d all were 
found to have a poor dietary 
history.
If you do, in fact, need an iron 
supplement, your physician can 
suggest other forms of iron to 
avoid the stomach upset.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I suffer 
from low blood sugar and eat 
several times a day, but can’t 
gain a pound—I’m five feet, 814 
inches, and weigh 120. Should I 






















•ST INTO TWfi 
RAY BATH, BflXJCSj 
YOU TOO, PAWN I
CONFOUND NOU, KtTTfi NOUR «00N5 
HAVE COT THAT WRP IWNTER CO ALl- 
FlREP STORED UP THAT HE SAYS HF 
WOULPWT SELL ME MIS PROPERTY 
^FOR • 1,000/000.
JUUE PIMPS A SHATTERED PAIR OF 
GLASSES CLOSE TO WHERE RENE 8E50IN 
LAY AFTER HIS’FALL'FROM THE BALCONY
Increasing carbohydrates can 
aggravate your low blood sugar 
problem, so instead try increas­
ing your fat intake—thicker 
spread of butter or margarine, 
cream, salad oils, whole milk. 
Ounce for ounce, fat has about 
twice the calorie value of car­
bohydrates.
CONTRACT BRIDGE





























elected to double. Belladonna 
responded four hearts, which 
Huang doubled, and—as so of­
ten happens with the gambling 
three notrump—the outcome 
was far from prosaic.
West led a club, ruffed by de*1 
clarer in dummy. Faced with a 
hopeless task, Belladonna led 
the ace of spades at trick two, 
planning to ruff a spade and 
then a club. But East unexpect­
edly ruffed the ace of spades 
and cashed the ace of trumps 
and three club tricks before
continuing with a club. 
Declarer trumped low and
of clubs.Opening lead—four __ ____
This deal occurred during the
1969 world championship in the 
match between Nationalist 
China and Italy.
At the first table, M. Tai 
(playing with P. Huang for 
China) opened with a gambling 
three notrump. This designated 
a long, solid minor suit and 
good prospects for game if par­
tner had adequate strength in 
the side suits.
Avarelli (North) found it next 
to impossible to pass, and he
was overtrumped by West, who 
exited with the king of spades. 
Declarer ruffed, led a trump to* 
East’s jack, and when East 
played still another club, South 
scored the rest of the tricks to 
limp home with a loss of 1,100 
points.
It is interesting to note that 
Avarelli’s double would have 
been far more successful had he 
found Belladonna with the West 
hand instead of the one he ac­
tually held. In that case, North- 
South could have made six 
spades!
At the second table, the Ital­
ian East-West pair played the 
hand at three notrump doubled 
and made four for a score of 
650 points, thus netting the 







Arles (March 21-April 19): 
Yesterday’s stress continues, 
save your energy for construc­
tive uses when the time comes. 
The here-and-now questions 
must be answered first.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): A 
break in the rhythm of work 
gives you a moment for brief 
meditation, Insight, Changes of 
plans may be-unavoidable. Be 
flexible.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Benefits are promised wlu-e re­
sources are shared by several 
people. Your genius Isn't partic­
ularly endowed with wisdom.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Sel­
dom-seen or newly-found friends 
are yoitr main resource for the 
moment. You might gain by re­
viewing and Improving your 
Image.
Leo (July 2.')-Aug. 22): Look 
what you're doing, where your 
time and energy are going. For 
once you have the knack of let­
ting out a careless comment.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22); In 
the midst of general rush and 
confusion, there Is wisdom. You 
have to do your share of what­
ever Is happening.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Emo­
tions are no better guide to con­
structive management than 
your already-settled common­
sense plans. Hold the line, work 
things out.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Where it appears others are 
vague, see if you are really cor­
rect in your assumptions. There 
may be need for a middle 
course.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Friends have great ideas, none 
of which are likely to be applic­
able at the moment. Seek im­
provement in your work.
Capricorn (Dee. 22-Jan. 19): 
Be sure that any realignment 
you attempt leaves room for 
further changes. Tendency to­
ward retrenchment cuts off 
some high potentials.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Taking for granted that people 
mean what they say or that 
they will behave as you have 
decided they should could he 
risky.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
The brighter the deal seems, 
the more certainly you ought to 
double check It, A brilliant 




On Long-Range 'Free' Pound
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ticton in the first game Satur­
day at 9 a.m., followed by Kam­
loops Dutch Dairy against 
North Vancouver Waldorf at 
10:30 a,m, llaiicy (it> will go 
against Vancouver Eldorados 
at 12 noon and North Shore Lyn­
ettes will mrc( Victoria Cable- 
vU’ott >v 1 ’.30 p :m. tn the open­
ing games.
OTTAWA ((’Pi — ThA govern­
ment Ls concerned about the 
long-range disruptive effects on 
international .exchange markets 
of Britain's decision to float the 
pound but It believes gyrations 
in the value of the Canadian 
dollar can be smoothed out, a 
cabinet source said.
The source expressed surprise 
that the government' was not 
asked in the Commons question 
period by any opposition MP 
about the decision of the British 
government to let the pound 
(ind Its own level in interna-
London mVkcl shot up, while
Ihc value of the U.S. dolin' 
dropped. Both would have the 
effect of pushing the value of 
the Canadian dollar up; perhaps 
to new highs.
The cabinet source told The 
Canadian Press that the govern­
ment was Informed in advance 
of the British. move and the 
Bank of Canaday-through Its In­
tervention in the\cxchnnge mar­
kets—will try ip offset extreme 
movements in exchange rate on 
the Canadian dollar.
liniia! irntilng.
The hmnruinir rc.ic'lon of thrI H< J I} t I H 41 Mi l« .11 i 'HI IH Ikll
Ine semi-final and finals Will matkru to the move today was 
be played Sunday. | mixed. The price of gold on the
LAND CHOICE
Spruce mul fir trees gmw l»eM 







Are Musicians And Missionaries
dents at the end of GertsmarlUt the nre again m Winfield church used steep and sUppery, He knows
raic’l One ,eader was himscl,f to participate. Non-Adventista how to tie a rope so that a tired 
assailed recenuy oy^ mcrauc-j a _■ pa8tor Dirk can be used to instruct crafts, companion may be given a safe
OU^ char«e 01 y°wth,Dave Woods, who taught the passage over dangerous places,the sounds I w01* at SDA churcbes ln Kel' | drum corps, is not a church And, when the unexpected does 
S^JrthlSktakfortroublTbut ’owna and Rutland' who is “’.member. The director^ elect- happen, he is ready to give first 
? life ’ i aentor counsellor. Director Is by the church council for a aid, and do it wcU."
for a path tnrougn me. m,-. t a c ’ j. __ _ „ „ .
Pathfinders must pledge to be
Members learn how to march, pure, kind and true, keep the
1 DISTRICT PAGE j Parks Society Outings
Reported Very SuccessfulRutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
PAGE 12 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., JUNE 28.1172
...h. life i senior counsel or. irector ish h lif |Ken Hathaway. Mrs. J. A. G. year.
A drum corps is part of the Bunttagr deputy director with '
ed to many parades. The float Pinder is secretary. bu* uniforms from «*P». 'friend to man. The JMV taw“on a first prize the last two SStedSto to taS'»*» must kcep them to requires ®very da.y
years in the Rutland May Days reaesenKO is_m cnarg <« nn« counsellor with the Rcrintures. dome one s
parade, and is ready for the 
Kelowna International Regatta
parade in August. The band al­
so won a second prize in the 
May parade.
An arm of the Seventh-Day 
Adventist Church, the local 
Pathfinders took its name from 
the Indian meaning of Kelowna, 
"grizzly bear." A silver tip is 
the best of this species.
Pathfinders is a combination 
of cubs, scouts, brownies and 
guides, with a dash of the mili­
tary thrown in, for boys and 
girls aged 10 - 15. It is part of 
the Junior Missionary Volunteer 
Society. .. , .
The organization was started
mrrv. The Hirer- shape. There is one counsellor ith the Scriptures, doing one'sTXlo??oS for ttree to six members. duties without fuss, keeping the
tors wife is a senior counsel- .. heaithv bein« truthful,lor. Lome Pinder, son of the Each has volunteered to W be n trutniui.
secretary. Is a youth counsel- serve as a junior missionary - 
lor with Sharon Hack and Mar- to help spread the love- of ’
lene Wirtz. | Christ to his or her friends, not dient and happy----------------- ---
to persuade them to become
i GRUELLING DUEL
’ NORTHALLERTON, England 
(CP) — Shuttlecock history was 
made In this Yorkshire town 
when two local schoolboys set a 
world badminton record—they 
played non-stop for 24 hours. 
Fergus MacLeod, 17, and his 
pal Neville Atkinson, 18, com- 
! pleted 144 games in the duel 
. which raised more than £100
--- - • . - • i <5250) for charity. “It was a bit
meetings. j He greets the stars as friends, tjrjng towards the end,’’ Fergus
AU but four members are Ad-Iand reads tbeir message. } said «.But j was cheered up aft- 
’He is training his muscles to erwards by the fact that I won
Membership varies between 
35-50. This was the first Path­
finders group in Canada to 
own its own property — eight
Adventists.
A handbook describes the 
movement well. “A junior mis­
sionary volunteer loves and 
knows the out-of-doors. He sees
acres of ground worth some
■320,000. a clubhouse and equip- ____________
ment insured for $10,000, a sus-1 things there that the ordinary 
pension bridge over Mission] boy or girl might pass by. He 
Creek, and a woodshed. AU this understands the caU of the 
: resulted from volunteer labor. (birds and the voice of wUd 
A fireplace in the clubhouse things and, through them, he 
makes for more cheerful winter hears God speaking to his heart.
in the 1950s. Henry Herzog was the originator here, but the lo- ventists. Most attend Okanagan _ _
cal group became dormant un-’ Academy, the SPA school on'meet the emergencies of the 140 of the games.
Institute Discusses Plans
Of 47th Annual Flower Show
RUTLAND (Special) — The'annual flower show held by the 
Rutland Women’s Institute met Rutland Women’s Institute. The 
at the home of Mrs. A. W. first show was held in August, 
Gray, Black Road on Wednes- 1925. The Rutland Women’s 
day evening for their June Institute has been In continuer 
meeting. Mrs. Iona Peel, the1 existence for the past 57 years, 
president, conducted the meet- having been Incorporated in 
Ing which opened with the re- 1915.
The Ok. Slmilkameeni Earlier this spring a veri 
Parks Society outings have been! large group of 58 persons viiiU 
well attended and much en-led Vaseux Lake on May 1:
joyed so far this season. The'Although no California Bid 
outings are planned so that Hom Sheep were spotted, all 
were delighted with the walk 
and scenery. The weather wag 
not pleasant on the trip to Wil<| 
Horse Canyon, situated In the
members of the society and any 
other interested persons may 
have an opportunity to visit the 
par kor planned park area in 
an informally organized way. 
One of the park society’s direc­
tors, usually a member of that 
project committee and know- 
legeable on the history and na­
ture of the region, guides the
newly-created Okanagan Moun* 
tain Provincial Park. However, 
the views of the lake, the scen­
ery of box canyons—reportedly 
a geologist's delight—with the 
attendant surprise lakes, mom
peating of the Mary Stewart»
collect and the Women's In*! 
stitute ode.
Mrs. R. E. Gunner, the sec­
retary-treasurer, gave the fi­
nancial report. A letter was 
read from the newly-formed
Conveners for the various
stalls were chosen. Final plans 
for the show will be discussed 
at the next meeting which will 
be held on July 12 at 7:30 p.m., 
at thehome of Mrs. Gun­
ner.
Junior Softball Asociation ... . „
thanking the WI for their dona- Mrs' A‘bert Kowaski, a for­
tion mer member of the Birch Is-
‘ 'land Women’s Institute, and
The business session dealt " ' ~ ‘
mostly with arrangements for 
the Institute's annual flower 
show, which is to be held on 
the afternoon of July 26th in 
St. Theresa’s Church Ha 11
group and so can assure a plea- than made up for -the drizzle, 
sant and informative day. IA third outing took place May
An outing took place Sunday. .. . . . .. . „ ., area. This encompasses a muchin the form of a visit to Conkle smaUer 8pace and parti™. 
Lake Provincial Park, which lar interest of the trip wa?/^5
the OSPS was successful in 
having declared a park last 
fall. Surveys by the provincial
now a resident in Rutland, was 
cordially welcomed at the 
meeting. At the close of the 
business session refreshments 
were served and a social half 
'hour spent, with Mrs. Kowaski
examination of the fk>ra|f 
fauna of the unique area. >
parks branch are going on, and ■■ a «wi i
plans are being made for the | J I" /\ I HX 
location of picnic and camping I I lw
Mrs. Wesley Barber wiU teUing of the activities of the 
again by the convener for the Women’s Institute where she 
show which wiU be the 47th was a former member.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
New York—S. Howard Young, 
94, multi-millionaire art dealer, 
great-uncle of actress Elizabeth 
Taylor and friend of former
sites. Conkle Lake is a lovely 
mountain lake and has the dis­
tinction of having that rare 
thing, a sandy beach. The walk 
was led by Doug Fraser of 
Osoyo-s. 'president Dwight Elsenhower.
' | New York-Nat Fleischer, 84,
POISONOUS SNAKE | founder of Ring Magazine and 
The common adder is the only considered the world’s foremost
venomous snake in Great Brit- boxing authority, after a









ONE DAY ONLY - TUESDAY, JUNE 27 - PERSONAL SHOPPING ONLY
Infants Wear
INFANT PLAYWEAR, DRESSES
Assorted Infant playwear, dresses, 
assorted styles, assorted colours. 
Regular 1.98 to 5.98. AAa 0 AQ
Sale Price ..................  WV to
TODDLER PLAYWEAR, DRESSES, T-SHIRTS
Assorted. Toddler playwear, T-shirts 
dresses, assorted styles, assorted 
colours. Reg. 1.99 to 8.98. Aft* A j|A 





1.49 to 8.98. 
Sole Price ....
JUVENILE GIRLS PLAYWEAR 
DRESSES, T-SHIRTS 
girls* assorted playwear, 
T-shirts. Assorted styles, 
colours and sizes. Reg.
Boys' Wear
BOYS' VEST SUITS 
Orlon knit-bonded, belted vest, 
flare pants. Size 18 only. 2 only....
BOYS' DOUBLE KNIT BLAZER 
100% Polyester. Single breasted 
style. Size 8-14. Plum only. 4 only 
1 each size. Reg. 22.98.
Sale Price....... ........................
JUNIOR BOYS' KNIT SUITS 
Patch pocket — flare pant, 100% 
polyester. Two-buttoned flap breast 
pockets. Burgundy and brown. 1 
each colour, size. Size 7-12.
Sale Price ..................................... ......
15.97
99c .o 4.49
JUVENILE BOYS’ SHIRTS, PANTS, PLAYWEAR
Juvenile Boys* shirts, pants, play­
wear. Assorted sizes and styles.
Reg. 1.99 to 4.98. AAa A A A
Sale Price................................. vvw to
Personal Shopping: Infants' Wear (29)
Teen Fashions
GIRLS' T-SHIRTS 
Assorted styles, assorted sizes. Rib 
knits and others. Short sleeve and 
long sleeve. Reg. 1.99 to 4.98. AQa 
Sale Price ................................. vvv
GIRLS' SLACKS 
Assorted cotton drills. Assorted 
sizes, and colours. Sale Price ........
GIRLS' FORTREL SLACKS 





GIRLS' CO-ORDINATE T-SHIRT AND SLACKS
Striped top, matching solid colour 
pant. 100% nylon stretch. Reg, A 1ft
4.99. Salo Price ............................
Personal Shopping: Teen Fashions (77)
Men's Furnishings
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS 
Skinny rib knits, mock turtle neck 
with zipper, Blue, red, ecru. Reg. 
$11. Sole Price .... ..........
WALLACE BERRY KNIT SHIRTS
Long sleeve, various colours. Reg. 
$11, Sala Price...................................
LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS 
Assorted styles and colours. 
Sale Price • • ...................... .............
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS 
Banlon knits. Assorted solid colours. 
, Regular $7. Sale Price ............
Sport shirts. Various styles and 
colours. Sole Price......... ........... ,.
MEN'S PYJAMAS 
Pastel colours. Permanent Press 








Door opening special: Men's socks.
Assorted colours. Every day low price 1
Personal Nhnpplng; Men’s Fnrnbhtnga (33)
4.97
87c
BOYS' KNIT SUITS 
Same as above Size 14-18. 1 each 
colour, size. Sale Price ......................
Clearance of Broken Lines
BOYS' CASUAL PANTS. Regular 
2.99 to 3.99. Sale Price ...............
Regular 4.99 to 6.99.
Sale Price....................... .................
JUNIOR BOYS' CASUAL PANTS. 
Reg. 2.99 to 3.99. Sale Price ........
Regular 4.99 to 5.49.
Sale Price.............................................
BOYS' LONG SLEEVE SPORT
SHIRTS. Reg. 2.99 to 3.99.
Sale Price.................................... ...... .
Regular 4.99 to 5.99.
Sale Price :...................... .....................
BOYS' JEANS. Reg. 2.99 to 3.99.
Sale Price.......... ...............................
Regular 4.99 to 5.99.
Sale Price . ....  ......... ................
Regular 6,95 to 7.95.












Personal Shopping: Boys’ Wear (40) '? , ■ . .......
Men’s Dress Clothing
GOLF JACKET 
65% Polyester, 35% cottdn. Wash­
able. Golfer collar. Raglan sleeves, 
vented back, insert for comfort. . 
Sizes 36 to 46. Reg. 40 to 42 tall. 
Light green, navy beige, light blue. 
Regular 11.98 to 12.98. A A? 
Sale Price..............................
SQUALL JACKET 
100% Nylon, water repellant, con­
trasting colour zippers and pocket 
stitch. Light blue and beige. 
Regular. 7.99. Sale Price.................
.. 9.97
5.99




65% trevlra, 35% ovril. Fully wash­
able. "The waffle-weave" breathes 
to keep you comfortable on the hot­
test of summer days. Waist 30-42. 
Super-slim, trim-fit and ' full \ fit. 
Blue, tan, grey, oyster. Regular 
13.99. Solo price.............................. 9.99
Personal Shopping: Men's Casual Wear (41)
Jewellery
LADIES' WRIST WATCHES 
Waltham Electronic. 3 only. Reg. 
47.97. Sale Price........ ..................
MEN'S WRIST WATCHES
Tradition. Automatic. Day-date. 2 
only. Reg. 39.97. Sale Price.............
MEN'S WRIST WATCHES 
Mondaine. Automatic. 25 jewels. 
Date. 2 only. Reg. 34.97. Sale Price
MEN'S WRIST WATCHES
Tradition. Automatic. 25 jewel. 






Earrings, pendants, ropes, your ftH 1 EA 
choice. Reg. $2 and $3. Sale Priced। and leVV
Personal Shopping: Jewellery (4)
Women's Sportswear and Coals
ALL-WEATHER COATS
Yz price on assorted styles. Sizes
from 10-20. Reg. 19.98 A AQ Al AA
to 49.98. Sale Price ............. VsW to
PANTSUITS AND DRESS
Spring and summer dress clearance 
fortrels and cottons. New longer 
dresses and street lengths. Jr. 
misses, and half sizes from 8-24Yz<
Reg. $18 to $30.
Sale Price .............. 14.991.19.99
SLIMS
Dressy flares and jeans. Yi Price 
Sale. Worsted, gaberdine, knits, for­
trels, cords, and denims, Broken 
sizes from 5-15. Reg. A 1A A AA
6.99 to $20. Salo Price    VaTrv to vovv
SWIMSUIT COVER-UP AND JUMPSUITS
Ya off on swimsuit cover-ups and 
jumpsuits. Stretch terry, terry, vel­
our, polyester. Sizes S-M-L A A A A j|A
Reg. $8 to $13. Sale Price .... *»■«« to OaW
/
CO-ORDINATES
Paris Star and Tanjay co-ordinates 
clearance. 40%. Aqua, peach 
mauve, purple, pink co-ordinates.
Broken size range. Reg. 1 1A lA AA 
$8 to $22. Salo Price ........ Tra*tv to Imw*
FLARES AND JEANS
Ya off pull-on pants and jeans.
Your choice of fortrel, knits, cordu­
roys or denims. Reg. E AA A AA 
8.98 to $14. Sale Price ........ vowv to
SWEATERS! SWEATERS! SWEATERS!
Pullovers, turtlenecks, short-sleeves 
long sleeves, shrinks, acrylics and 
nylon knits. Reg. > Q AA A AA 
4.49 to $12. Salo Price........ to VaW
BLOUSES
Blouse bonanza. Dressy and casual 
blouses In waist and tunic lengths.
Wide selection of color and fab- 4/ 4/
rics. Sizes 10-18. Sale Price ......... /3\to zl off
DAYTIME DRESSES 
in assorted fabrics, styles, and 
colours, Broken sizes. Reg. $14 to 
$22. Sale Price...................................5 99




Assorted p a 11 e r n s and shades. 
58/60". Wash and wear. Reg. 
4.47. Sale Price ....
SEERSUCKER 
All cotton. 45" width. Little or no 
ironing. Assorted stripes. Reg. 1.69. 
Sale Price............. ..........
RIB KNIT
Nylon and acetate. Hand washable.
45" width. Reg. 2.49. 
Sale Price........................ ....... ..........






Many one of a kind. All first quality
—'• but discontinued and odd sizes.
Good size assortment includes A, B, A Q7
C, D fittings. Reg. to $7. Sale Price fcnvl
Personal Shopping: Under Fashions (18)
Lingerie
LONG GOWNS
So beautifully designed may be worn 
as coffee party, patio or sleep 
gowns. Good assortment of sizes in­
cludes small, med. and large. Lovely 
printed arnel. Reg. $9 to $16. A AA ll AA 
Salo Price .................. “rnW to lliW
CASUAL SHIFTS
Perfect for morning or afternoon 
shopping. Cool comfortable acetate 
jerseys and cottons. Good colour 
and size assortment includes small 
med., large and extra. Reg. 3.99 A AA 
and 4.99. Sale Price......... .................
Personal Shopping: Lingerie (38)
Women’s Shoe Fashions
SHOE SALE —'/, TO '/> OFF
Wide selection of assorted styles in 
black, brown. Broken sizes. Reg. 
prices from 17.99 to 13,99.
Sale Price............................................
Marked down to one low price. As­
sorted styles. Reg, 12.99 and 11.9,9. 
Broken sizes. Sale Price ................
Assorted styles. Reg. 10.99 to 6.99. 









Knitting worsted. 2-oz. skein. As­
sorted colours. Reg. 69c. Solo Price
KROY
1-oz, Skein. Won't shrink. Machine 
cashable, mothproof, Colourfast 
100% virgin fibres. Sole Price........
Feraoaal Shopping: Notlona (25)
49c
49c
